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An Exploration of Two-Party Reconciliation Problems

Abstract

This thesis explores various two-party reconciliation problems from a theoretical perspective.

We define a reconciliation problem to be one in which Alice and Bob each have some data,

and their data is in some problem specific way similar. We wish for them to communicate

efficiently so that Bob can recover Alice’s data, or something close to it. Alice could transmit

her data directly to Bob but we wish to exploit the similarity between their data to use

fewer bits of communication. These problems have immediate applications to various forms

of synchronization in distributed systems.

This classification captures set reconciliation, document exchange, and robust set recon-

ciliation. We present new protocols for document exchange and robust set reconciliation,

improving upon the state of the art. We also introduce and study several new reconciliation

problems, such as reconciling sets of sets, undirected graphs, and directories. We develop

efficient protocols for all of these problems. Along the way, we develop new analysis of error

propagation in peeling processes and a communication efficient process for a form of noisy

binary search in trees, both of which may be of independent interest.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this thesis we explore two-party reconciliation problems from a theoretical perspective.

We define a reconciliation problem to be one in which Alice and Bob each have some data,

and their data is in some problem specific way similar. We wish for them to communicate

efficiently so that Bob can recover Alice’s data, or something close to it. Alice could transmit

her data directly to Bob but we wish to exploit the similarity between their data to use fewer

bits of communication. Note that in many applications we may wish for Alice and Bob to

both end up with some combination of Alice and Bob’s original data. Our results naturally

extend to such applications. If Bob can recover Alice’s data, then he can compute any

combination of it and his own data, and then send Alice exactly the difference between her

data and the combination.

The two most well studied problems in this domain are set reconciliation and document

exchange. Set reconciliation is a basic paradigm for data synchronization, for distributed

databases and other distributed systems. In the standard problem of set reconciliation, two

parties Alice and Bob each hold sets of items SA and SB respectively from a common universe,

and the goal is for one or both of the parties to determine the union of the two sets. Typically

in applications the set difference size d is small, and we seek an algorithm that computes
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the set difference efficiently and with small communication. When a bound d on the size of

the set difference is known, standard polynomial interpolation methods allow reconciliation

using only d words, but this approach is fairly inefficient computationally [MTZ03, STA03].

A more practical approach based on Invertible Bloom Lookup Tables (or IBLTs, also called

Invertible Bloom Filters) uses O(d) space and linear time, and succeeds with high probability

[EG11, EGUV11, GM11]. We discuss these methods more in Section 1.2.

Document exchange is a well studied two-party communication problem, in which Alice

and Bob have documents (strings) a and b respectively and they wish to communicate

efficiently so that Bob can recover a. They are given a small bound k on the edit distance (or

edit distance with block moves) between a and b, and wish to use communication proportional

to k, rather than to the lengths of their strings. This has immediate applications to version

control software, in which a server and client wish to synchronize different versions of the

same files. We discuss the standard protocols for set reconciliation in Section 1.3.

1.1 Notation and Model

Throughout this thesis, we work in the word RAM model with words of size w. We will

specify for each problem what bounds we assume we have on w, but generally w is large

enough to write an index into the input data in a single word. We often refer to the number

of rounds of communication a protocol uses, which denotes the number of total messages

sent. For example, a one round protocol consists only of a single message from Alice to Bob.

All of our protocols assume access to public coins, meaning that any random bits used are

shared between Alice and Bob at the cost of no additional communication. This is relevant

because our protocols will often lean heavily on the application of various hash functions,

and public coins allow Alice and Bob to use the same hash functions without communicating

additional communication encoding the hash functions. Note that our protocols can be
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converted to use only private coins with minimal additional communication via standard

techniques [New91]. In practice, one would generally start the protocol by sharing a small

random seed to be used for generating all future randomness.

In all of the reconciliation problems we consider, we have a bound on some measure of

the difference between Alice and Bob’s data. For some problems we will use the parameter

d for this bound, and for other problems we will use k. The reason for this distinction is

primarily historical, so as to match the variable choice used in prior study of these problems.

Unless we state otherwise, we will assume that this bound is known to Alice and Bob.

For any problem where Bob is exactly recovering Alice’s data, our protocols can naturally

be extended to the setting where the bound on there difference is unknown by trying the

protocol repeatedly, doubling the difference bound each time until the protocol succeeds, and

the data Bob recovers matches a hash of Alice’s data. This method comes at the expense of

many additional rounds of communication. For some reconciliation problems we will improve

upon this by using methods for estimating the difference.

1.2 Set Reconciliation

In set reconciliation, Alice and Bob each have sets SA and SB of size at most n from a universe

of size u and their set difference, |SA ⊕ SB|, is at most d. We assume w = Ω(log u + log n).

In what follows we consider the one-way version of set reconciliation, in which at the end

of the protocol Bob recovers Alice’s set, as opposed to the two-way protocol, in which both

parties recover the union of the two sets. As previously discussed, the two-way version can

easily be reduced to the one-way version with one additional round of communication.

Set reconciliation has immediate applications to various distributed settings where we

wish to keep parties consistent. As a fairly recent example, IBLTs (described below) have

been Awefered as a technique for scalable synchronization of transactions for Bitcoin, and
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have been discussed as an addition to the Bitcoin protocol [And].

Initial work for set reconciliation considered two parties reconciling sets of numbers, and

utilized characteristic polynomials [MTZ03, STA03]. Given a set S = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, Alice

would compute the characteristic polynomial χS(z) = (z−x1)(z−x2) · · · (z−xn), and simi-

larly Bob would compute the characteristic polynomial χT (z) for his set T . If there are only

d differences in the two sets, then by sending any d′ > d evaluations of the characteristic

polynomial at previously agreed upon points, Alice and Bob can recover each other’s sets

(by interpolating the rational function χS(z)/χT (z)). Determining or estimating an upper

bound on the number of differences d is considered external to the reconciliation protocol (see

[EGUV11] for examples of set difference estimation, and Appendix A). While this approach

uses essentially minimal communication, the required interpolation is computationally ex-

pensive for even moderately large set differences.

As an alternative, Invertible Bloom Lookup Tables (IBLTs) utilize an efficient peeling

process. Alice builds a hash table by hashing her set elements multiple times (generally 3

or 4, using multiple hash functions) into the table, and elements that collide are XOR’ed

together. Additional information, such as the number of elements that have hashed into a

bucket, are also stored. Alice sends the hash table to Bob, who then “removes” his elements

from the table by XORing them in the same manner using the same hash functions into the

table, so that only the set difference remains in the table. Elements alone in a hash bucket

can then be found and removed. With d differences, only a table of size O(d) is needed to

recover all the elements (with probability inverse polynomial in d), and only linear time is

need to create and recover elements from the hash table.

These ideas have been extended to multi-party reconciliation [BM14, MP13], where set

reconciliation techniques are combined with network coding techniques to allow multiple

parties communicating along a network to each recover the union of all of the individuals’

sets.
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1.2.1 Invertible Bloom Lookup Tables

A tool we frequently throughout this thesis is the Invertible Bloom Lookup Table (IBLT)

[GM11], a data structure that represents a set. We summarize the structure and its properties

here; more details can be found in [EG11, GM11]. An IBLT is a hash table with q hash

functions and m cells, which stores keys and sometimes associated values. We add a key-

value pair (each from a universe of size O(u)) to the table by updating each of the q cells that

the key hashes to. (We assume these cells are distinct; for example, one can use a partitioned

hash table, with each hash function having m/q cells.) Each cell has a number of entries: a

count of the number of keys hashed to it, an XOR of all of the keys hashed to it, an XOR

of a checksum of all of the keys hashed to it, and, if we are using values, an XOR of all the

values hashed to it. The checksum, produced by another hash function, is O(log u) bits and

is meant to guarantee that with high probability, no cells containing distinct keys will have

a colliding checksum. We can also delete a key-value pair from an IBLT through the same

operation as adding it, except that now the counts are decremented instead of incremented.

An IBLT is invertible because if m is large enough compared to n, the number of key-

value pairs inserted into it, we can recover those n pairs via a peeling process. Whenever

a cell in the table has a count of 1, the key XOR will be equal to the unique key inserted

there, and the value XOR will be equal to the unique value inserted there. We can then

delete the pair from the table, potentially revealing new cells with counts of 1 allowing the

process to continue until no key-value pairs remain in the table. By viewing the IBLT as a

random hypergraph with the cells being m vertices and the keys corresponding to hyperedges

of cardinality q, we can analyze this peeling process; all key-value pairs are recovered unless

the hypergraph has a nonempty 2-core (a subgraph with all vertices of degree at least 2),

the probability of which can be directly bounded. This gives the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2.1 (Theorem 1 of [GM11]). There exists a constant c so that an IBLT with m
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cells (O(m log u) space) and at most cm key-value pairs will successfully extract all keys with

probability at least 1−O(1/poly(m)).

A useful property of IBLTs is that we can “delete” pairs that aren’t actually in the table,

by allowing the cells’ counts to become negative. In this case, the IBLT represents two

disjoint sets, one for the inserted or “positive” pairs and one for the deleted or “negative”

pairs. This addition requires a minor modification to the peeling process, which allows us to

extract both sets. Now just as we peeled cells with 1 counts by deleting their pairs from the

table, we also peel cells with −1 counts by adding theirs pairs to the table. Unfortunately,

a cell with count of 1 or −1 might have multiple pairs (some from each set) hashed there,

whose counts only add up to ±1. However, we remedy this issue by using our checksums.

With high probability, a cell with a count of ±1 will actually represent only a single pair if

and only if the checksum of the cell’s key XOR equals the cell’s checksum XOR.

Note that the IBLT extraction process now has two failure modes: peeling failures and

checksum failures. Peeling failures occur with at most 1/poly(m) and are entirely detectable

as keys will remain in the IBLT that cannot be extracted. Checksum failures occur with

probability at most 1/poly(u) and may be undetectable, as an unlikely cascade of many of

them in sequence can conceivably result in fully emptying the table but ending up with an

incorrect set of keys.

In most of our uses of the IBLT, we only have keys, and no associated values. As such,

unless otherwise noted, assume that our IBLTs lack value fields, and when we insert or delete

an item from the IBLT, we are treating it as a key. We sometimes refer to “encoding” a set

in an IBLT as inserting all of its elements into it. We similarly “decode” a set difference

from an IBLT by extracting its keys.

The application of IBLTs to set reconciliation is immediate if Alice and Bob have an

upper bound d on the size of their set difference. Alice constructs an O(d) cell IBLT by

adding each of her set elements to it. She then sends it to Bob who deletes each of his
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set elements from it. Bob then extracts all the keys from the IBLT. Assuming the peeling

succeeds, the extracted positive keys will be the set SA \SB and the extracted negative keys

will be SB \ SA. This gives us the following bound for set reconciliation.

Corollary 1.2.2. Set reconciliation for known d can be solved in 1 round using O(d log u)

bits of communication and O(n) time with probability at least 1− 1/poly(d).

There is one final nice property of IBLTs that we exploit. Let T1 and T2 be two IBLTs

with the same number of cells and the same hash functions. Let S1 and S2 be two sets,

and we insert the items of S1 into T1 and the items of S2 into T2. If S1 and S2 are disjoint,

then we can “add” T1 and T2 together to make a single IBLT encoding S1 ∪ S2. We do this

iterating through i ∈ [m], adding the ith cells of T1 and T2 together by summing their counts

and XORing their other fields. Similarly, we can “subtract” T1 and T2 to yield a single IBLT

encoding the symmetric set difference of S1 and S2. We sometimes refer to “decoding” a

pair of IBLTs, by which we mean subtracting them and then decoding the result.

1.2.2 Polynomial Interpolation

As discussed earlier, there is another approach to set reconciliation which uses the charac-

teristic polynomials of the two sets. Although this is less efficient computationally than an

IBLT, it succeeds with probability 1, making it preferable in some settings.

Theorem 1.2.3 ([MTZ03]). Set reconciliation for known d can be solved in 1 round using

O(d log u) bits of communication and O(nmin(d, log2 n) + d3) time with probability 1.

Although [MTZ03] was the first application of this strategy to set reconciliation, the

technique is much older, being essentially equivalent to decoding Reed-Solomon codes [RS60],

which is in turn equivalent to Prony’s method [dP95]. The running time comes from the

time to compute the roots of the ratio of polynomials plus the time to evaluate the degree n
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polynomials at d points. Computing the roots can be done in O(d3) via Gaussian elimination.

(This can actually be done in time O(dω+o(1)), where ω is the exponent for matrix inversion,

although this approach is generally less efficient in practice.) Evaluating the polynomials

at d points can be done one of two ways. We can evaluate the polynomial in O(n) time

once for each of the points. Alternatively, we can compute the coefficients of the polynomial

in O(n log2 n) steps via divide and conquer and polynomial multiplication using the Fast

Fourier Transform. Once we have the coefficients, we can evaluate d ≤ n roots of unity in

O(n log n) time, again using the Fast Fourier Transform.

1.2.3 Strata Estimators

In order to solve set reconciliation in the setting when no bound d on the set difference is

known to Alice and Bob, [EGUV11] introduced the strata estimator, a data structure for

efficiently estimating the size of |SA⊕SB| to within a constant factor. Specifically, the strata

estimator is a kind of set difference estimator. A set difference estimator is a data structure

for estimating the size of the difference between two sets. It implicitly maintains two sets

S1 and S2 and supports three operations: update, merge, and query. Update takes in an

element x and an index i ∈ {1, 2} and adds x to Si. Merge takes in a second set difference

estimator D′, which implicitly maintains sets S ′1 and S ′2 and returns a new set difference

estimator D′′ representing S1∪S ′1 and S2∪S ′2. Query returns an estimate for |S1⊕S2|. The

strata estimator of [EGUV11] gives us

Theorem 1.2.4 ([EGUV11]). There is a set difference estimator requiring O(log(1/δ) log2 u)

space with O(log(1/δ) log u) update, merge, and query times, which reports the size of the set

difference to within a constant factor with probability at least 1− δ.

For constant δ, the strata estimator works by randomly dividing (via hashing) the uni-

verse of possible set elements into log2 u partitions. Starting with j = 0, up to j = log2 u,
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the ith partition has expected size u/2j+1. A strata estimator consists of log2 u IBLTs, each

with O(1) cells. To perform an update with an element x and an index i = 1, we find j, the

partition that x falls in, and insert x into the jth IBLT. If i = 2, the operation is the same

except we delete x from the jth IBLT. To merge strata estimators, we just merge all of their

IBLTs. Finally, to query the strata estimator, we iterate from j = log2 u down to 0, trying

to decode the jth IBLT. Let j∗ be the index of the last IBLT that decodes, and let αj be

the number of elements decoded in the jth IBLT. Our estimate is

log2 u∑
j=j∗

2j+1αj.

Intuitively, if we only estimate using level j, 2j+1αj would be an unbiased estimator of the

set difference. However, using any fixed j would not give us a constant factor approximation

with constant probability. Conceivably we could simply use 2j
∗+1αj∗ as our estimate, but

[EGUV11] found that combining all levels greater than or equal to j∗ produced better results

in practice.

When engaging in set reconciliation without a known bound on d, Bob can send Alice

a set difference estimator with all of his elements added to S1. Alice then creates a set

difference estimator with her own set’s elements in S2, and then merges the two estimators

and queries the merged estimator. She then uses the estimate as a bound on d for the

protocol of Corollary 1.2.2. Setting δ = 1/poly(d) gives us the following corollary.

Corollary 1.2.5. Set reconciliation for unknown d can be solved in 2 rounds using O(d log u)

bits of communication and O(n log d log u) time, with probability at least 1− 1/poly(d).

Set difference estimators have close connections to `0 estimation in data streams. In

particular, a streaming algorithm for `0 estimation can be used as a set difference estimator.

We build off of this connection to develop an improved set difference estimator, yielding an

improved computation time for set reconciliation with unknown d, in Chapter 2.
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1.3 Document Exchange

In document exchange, Alice and Bob each have a binary string (a and b respectively) of

length at most n. Here we assume our word size w = Ω(log n). We have a bound k on either

∆e(a, b), the edit distance between a and b, or ∆ē(a, b), the edit distance with block moves.

∆e(a, b) is equal to the minimum number of character insertions, deletions and substitutions

to transform a into b. ∆ē(a, b) is equal to the minimum number of block moves, character

insertions, deletions, and substitutions to transform a into b. A block move operation selects

a contiguous substring of any length, deletes it from its current location and inserts inserts it

elsewhere in the string. The goal of a document exchange protocol is to allow Bob to recover

a as efficiently as possible.

The rsync algorithm [rsy, TM] is a well known practical tool for synchronizing files or

directories. However, rsync and related tools have poor worst case performance with regards

to the amount of data they communicate. Here we survey the state of the art protocols

(from a worst case theoretical perspective) for document exchange under edit distance and

edit distance with block moves.1

Theorem 1.3.1 (Theorem 1 of [IMS05]). Document exchange under edit distance with

block moves can be solved in one round using O(k log n log(n/k)) bits of communication

and O(n log(n/k)) time, with probability at least 1− 1/poly(n).

The protocol for this theorem is fairly simple. For each of Θ(log(n/k)) levels, Alice

transmits an encoding of a. For each level i in [Θ(log(n/k))], she splits her string into 2ik

blocks, computes a Θ(log n) bit hash of each one, and encodes them using the systematic

part of a systematic error correcting code for correcting O(k) errors. At the bottom level,

where the blocks are of size Θ(log n), she encodes the blocks themselves rather than hashes of

1At the time of this writing, there is a newly released protocol for document exchange under edit distance
without block moves of [Hae18]. As this paper is still in pre-print form, and in particular currently lacks a
concrete running time for its document exchange protocol, we have opted not to discuss it here.
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them. After receiving this message, Bob iterates through the levels. Since the first level has

O(k) blocks, he can decode it immediately and recover Alice’s hashes. He applies a rolling

hash to every length n/k contiguous substring of b and if any of Alice’s hashes match any

of his own, then by inverting the hash (assuming no hash collisions) he knows the contents

of that block of a. Bob then continues through the levels, each time using what he has

recovered so far of Alice’s string to decode the next level’s code. Since there are O(k) edits

between their strings, it can be shown that each level will only have O(k) hashes that aren’t

present in Bob’s string. By decoding the final level, Bob will have recovered Alice’s whole

string. The protocol only fails if there are hash collisions, which, given the hash size and

number of strings hashed, occurs with probability 1 − 1/poly(n).

Now we turn to the best known protocol for document exchange under edit distance

without block moves.

Theorem 1.3.2 (Theorem 9 of [BZ16]). Assuming k < nε for a sufficiently small constant

ε > 0, document exchange under edit distance can be solved in one round using O(k(log2 k+

log n)) bits of communication and O(n(log k + log log n)) time, with probability at least 1 −

1/poly(k log n).

Note that for the case where k ≥ nε, Theorem 1.3.1 represents the best known document

exchange protocol, even under edit distance without block moves. Theorem 1.3.2 is based on

a careful application of the CGK encoding of [CGK16], which embeds from the edit distance

space into Hamming space. Theorem 1.3.2 results from applying this encoding O(log log n)

times, each time matching up common pieces of a and b using the encoding, until at the final

level the unmatched strings are of small enough size that applying Theorem 1.3.1 yields the

desired bound.
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1.4 Contributions

This thesis introduces several new reconciliation problems, such as reconciling sets of sets,

unlabeled graphs, and directories, and provides efficient protocols for all of them. We also

provide protocols improving upon the state of the art for estimating set differences, robust

set reconciliation and document exchange. What follows is a chapter by chapter summary

of our contributions.

1. Chapter 2 introduces the problem of set of sets reconciling. In this problem, Alice

and Bob each have a parent set consisting of many child sets and their difference

bound d is on the number of child sets operations (additions and deletions of elements)

required to make them equal. This problems serves as a natural primitive for use in

a number of synchronization settings and other reconciliation problems. We provide

several protocols for set of sets reconciliation, trading off running time, rounds of

communication and total number of bits communicated. Our main result is a single

round protocol running in nearly linear time that achieves a total communication cost

of Õ(d) through a careful application of nested IBLTs.

2. Chapter 3 introduces the problem of graph reconciliation, in which Alice and Bob

each have unlabeled graphs within d edge updates of each other. We provide sim-

ple communication complexity upper and lower bounds for the general problem. We

also introduce models of random graph reconciliation and forest reconciliation. We

develop efficient protocols for both of these models by combining techniques for graph

isomorphism with set of sets reconciliation.

3. Chapter 4 introduces the problem of directory reconciliation, in which Alice and Bob

each have sets of documents such that d edits to the documents (character insertions,

deletions, and substitutions) suffice to transform Alice’s set of documents into Bob’s.
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This problem is designed to capture the setting of synchronizing file directories via

version control software. We develop several efficient protocols for this problem using

specialized forms of document exchange and techniques for reconciling sets of sets.

Along the way, we develop a computationally efficient protocol for document exchange

under edit distance with block moves that achieves O(k log n) total communication,

improving over Theorem 1.3.1, at the expense of using O(k log n) rounds of commu-

nication. This protocol is based on techniques for noisy binary search in graphs, but

modifies these techniques to achieve efficient communication in a way that may be of

broader interest.

4. Chapter 5 studies two versions of robust set reconciliation. This is a setting in which

Alice and Bob each have sets whose elements live in a metric space, and rather than

having Bob fully recover Alice’s set, we only wish for Bob to recover something geomet-

rically close to Alice’s set. We call the first version of this problem the Earth Mover’s

Distance Model. Here we have a bound on the amount of communication Alice and

Bob are allowed to use, and while adhering to this bound we wish for Bob to recover

a point set with small earth mover’s distance to Alice’s point set. This model has

been previously studied in [CKY+14], but we present a protocol that yields a smaller

earth mover’s distance for high dimensional data. Our protocol combines IBLTs with

locality sensitive hashing, and relies on a careful analysis of IBLT peeling to track error

propagation caused by incompletely canceling items. This analysis may be useful in

other applications of IBLTs and peeling processes.

The second version of robust set reconciliation we study is a new one, in which we wish

for Bob to produce a point set that has at least one point close (within some specified

distance) to each of Alice’s points, while using as little communication as possible. We

present two protocols for this problem that use locality sensitive hashing to reduce the
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problem to reconciling sets of sets. Both of our protocols use more than one round

of communication, and so we also present a communication complexity lower bound

demonstrating a regime in which our protocols outperform what is possible for any one

round protocol.
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Chapter 2

Set of Sets Reconciliation

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we explore an important variant of reconciling sets, that of reconciling sets

of sets. Specifically, Alice and Bob each have a parent set of at most s child sets, each

containing at most h elements from a universe of size u. The sum of the sizes of the child

sets is at most n. Alice’s set of sets is equal to Bob’s after a series of at most d element

additions and deletions to Bob’s child sets. Let d̂ be an upper bound on the number of child

sets that differ between Alice and Bob. In general, we may not have such a bound in which

case we use d̂ = min(d, s). We wish to develop protocols at the end of which, Bob can fully

recover Alice’s set of sets.

An equivalent way of defining d is as the value of the minimum cost matching between

Alice and Bob’s child sets, where the cost of matching two sets is equal to their set difference.

Our protocols actually solve a slightly stronger problem than this. All of our bounds hold

for the setting where d is the sum over each of Alice and Bob’s child sets of their minimum

set difference with one of the other party’s child sets. In other words, each child set needs to

be mapped to at least one of the other party’s child sets, but it doesn’t have to be mapped
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to exactly one.

We assume that the word size is w = Ω(log u + log n). We explore two versions of the

problem, one in which the value d is known (or a good upper bound on it is) which we call

SSRK (Set of Sets Reconciliation for Known d) and the second version where d is unknown,

which we call SSRU (Set of Sets Reconciliation for Unknown d).

The problem of reconciling sets of sets naturally occurs in several reconciliation problems.

For example, consider relational databases consisting of binary data, where the columns are

labeled but the rows are not. In such a case, a row database entry can equivalently be

thought of as a set of elements from the universe of columns (the set of columns in which the

row has a 1 entry). The problem of reconciling two databases in which a total of d bits have

been flipped corresponds exactly to our sets of sets problem. As another example, consider

the well-known approach of using shingles to represent documents [Bro97]. In this setting,

consecutive blocks of k words of a document are hashed into numbers, and a subset of these

numbers are used as a signature for the document; these signatures can be compared to

determine document similarity. A collection of documents would then correspond to sets

of sets, and in cases where two collections had some documents that were similar (instead

of exact matches), the corresponding sets would only have a small number of differences.

Reconciling collections of documents could start by reconciling the sets of sets corresponding

to the collection, to find documents in one collection with no similar document in another

collection.

Set of sets reconciliation is a natural primitive for reconciliation problems in which Alice

and Bob each hold a collection of objects and we wish for small changes to individual objects

to yield a small amount of total communication. We use some form of set of sets reconciliation

as a tool in all of our remaining chapters. In Chapter 3, where we consider reconciliation

problems where Alice and Bob each hold unlabeled graphs, all of our computationally efficient

protocols consist of some reduction to set of sets reconciliation. In Chapter 4, where we
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Algorithm Communication Rounds Failure Probability

Theorem 2.3.1 d̂min(h log u, u) 1 1/d̂

Theorem 2.3.3 d̂d log u+ d̂ log s 1 1/d̂
Theorem 2.3.5 d log min(d, h) log u+ d log s 1 1/3

Theorem 2.3.7 d log u+ d̂ log d(log h+ log s/ log d̂) 3 1/d

Table 2.1: A comparison of results of the protocols for SSRK. All of the communication
bounds omit constant factors.

Algorithm Communication Rounds Failure Probability

Theorem 2.3.2 d̂min(h log u, u) 2 1/d̂

Corollary 2.3.4 d̂d log u+ d̂ log s O(log d) 1/d̂
Corollary 2.3.6 d log min(d, h) log u+ d log s O(log d) 1/3

Theorem 2.3.8 d log u+ d̂ log d(log h+ log s/ log d̂) 4 1/d

Table 2.2: A comparison of results of the protocols for SSRU. All of the communication
bounds omit constant factors.

consider reconciling collections of files, we develop a set of protocols that do not directly

reduce to set of sets reconciliation, but make use of very similar ideas. In Chapter 5, we

explore geometric variations of set reconciliation, for which some of our protocols transform

geometric data into sets and use set of sets reconciliation.

2.1.1 Overview of Results

Here we review the results we achieve. We present four protocols each for SSRK and SSRU,

none of which is inferior to the others for every setting of parameters and prioritization

of total communication, time, and rounds of communication. The bounds our protocols

achieve, omitting computation time, appear in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. We note that for

d = O(n1/3), all of our protocols run in time Õ(n), omitting log factors.

Our protocols have numerous parameters and can therefore be difficult to compare. De-

pending on the parameters, and the relative importance of time, rounds of communication

and total communication, any of them can be superior. For intuition, we compare them

under an example application.
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Algorithm Communication Time Rounds
Theorem 2.3.1 du log n/ log d n log n/ log d 1
Theorem 2.3.3 d log n(d log u+ log s)/ log d (n+ d3) log n/ log d 1
Theorem 2.3.5 d log n(log d log u+ log s) (n+ d2) log n log d 1
Theorem 2.3.7 d log n(log u+ log s/ log d) (n+ d2) log n 3

Table 2.3: A comparison of results of the protocols for SSRK when h = Θ(u), n = Θ(su),
δ = 1/poly(n) and d ≤ s, h. All of the communication and time bounds omit constant
factors.

Table 2.3 compares our protocols in a natural setting of parameters for reconciling re-

lational databases of binary data. Assuming the data is sufficiently dense in 1s, h = Θ(u)

and n = Θ(su). We specifically look at the case when d is very small (smaller than s and

h) and we wish the reconciliation to succeed with high probability (the protocols are repli-

cated until the failure probability is 1/poly(n)). For sufficiently large u, the protocols are

sorted in ascending order of their total communication costs. However, Theorem 2.3.7 takes

more rounds than the rest, and Theorems 2.3.1, 2.3.3 and 2.3.5 are in descending order of

computation time (assuming sufficiently small d).

2.2 Set Difference Estimators

Set difference estimators will be a useful tool for our protocols, and here we develop an

estimator improving upon that strata estimator of [EGUV11] (Theorem 1.2.4).

Recall that a set difference estimator is a data structure for estimating the size of the

difference between two sets. It implicitly maintains two sets S1 and S2 and supports three

operations: update, merge, and query. Update takes in an element x and an index i ∈ {1, 2}

and adds x to Si. Merge takes in a second set difference estimator D′, which implicitly

maintains sets S ′1 and S ′2 and returns a new set difference estimator D′′ representing S1 ∪S ′1

and S2 ∪ S ′2. Query returns an estimate for |S1 ⊕ S2|.

Theorem 2.2.1. There is a set difference estimator requiring O(log(1/δ) log n) space with
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O(log(1/δ)) update, merge, and query times, which reports the size of the set difference to

within a constant factor with probability at least 1− δ.

This improves over Theorem 1.2.4, which take an additional O(log u) factor for space as

well as for query and merge times. This also implies a new upperbound for set reconciliation

with unknown d.

Corollary 2.2.2. Set reconciliation for unknown d can be solved in 2 rounds using O(d log u)

bits of communication and O(n log d) time, with probability at least 1− 1/poly(d).

This improves over Corollary 1.2.5 by reducing the time by a factor of log u.

We construct our set difference estimator making use of streaming approximations for the

`0-norm. We consider a vector where the number of dimensions corresponds to the number

of possible set elements. We use the work of [KNW10] on the RoughL0Estimator to prove

the following.

Theorem 2.2.3. There is a streaming algorithm for the turnstile model using O(log n) space

for streams of length n such that when every dimension is in {−1, 0, 1}, with probability at

least 9/16 the algorithm outputs an 110-approximation to the `0-norm. The time to update,

query, or merge two sketches produced by the algorithm is O(1).

Theorem 2.2.1 follows from Theorem 2.2.3 for δ = O(1) as follows. The set difference

estimator is the sketch. To add an element to S1 corresponds to a +1 update to the corre-

sponding dimension in the stream. Adding an element to S2 corresponds to a −1 update.

The merge operation is performed by simply merging the sketches, and querying for the set

`0 estimate gives us our set difference estimate since the `0-norm of the difference between

the sets’ indicator vectors is exactly the size of the set difference. The standard approach of

taking the median of O(log(1/δ)) parallel runs of the algorithm lowers the failure probability

to δ.
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Appendix A and Theorem 11 of [KNW10] shows that with an appropriate subroutine,

the space and probability bounds of Theorem 2.2.3 are achieved. The subroutine required

must have the property that when given the promise that the `0-norm is at most c, it outputs

the `0-norm exactly with probability 1 − η and takes O(c2) space. The original subroutine

provided in Lemma 8 of [KNW10] took more space than this, but was more general in that

it applied to cases where the dimensions were not limited to being in {−1, 0, 1}.

Given this subroutine, their algorithm is as follows. The u dimensions are partitioned

into log n groups, where the probability of a dimension falling into the ith group is 1/2i,

using a pairwise independent hash function from the dimension to [n] (uniformly), where

the group is the least significant bit of a dimension’s hash. For each i ≤ log n they consider

the substream Si consisting of updates to dimensions in group i. On each substream they

run an instantiation of the subroutine with c = 141 and η = 1/16. The final estimate of `0

is then 2i
∗
, where i∗ is the largest value of i whose subroutine reports that the `0-norm is

greater than 8.

Now, our subroutine simply hashes the universe into Θ(c2) buckets, and stores a 2 bit

counter for each bucket, maintaining the sum of all of the elements that hash to that bucket

modulo 4. With constant probability, none of the at most c non-zero dimensions hash to the

same bucket, and as each dimension is in {−1, 0, 1} the number of non-zero buckets will equal

the `0-norm. To amplify this to probability 1 − η we replicate the subroutine O(log(1/η))

times and take the maximum result. For c = O(1) and η = O(1) the subroutine requires

O(1) space per group, so the total space needed is O(log n) as desired.

We improve on the query/merge time of Theorem 11 of [KNW10] for our special case

of all dimensions in {−1, 0, 1}. Since our subroutine takes a constant number of bits, the

whole data structure fits in a constant number of words and we can exploit the power of

word RAM to operate on them efficiently. Our sketch is simply log n = O(w) levels of

O(c2 log(1/η)) = O(1) two bit counters per level. To merge two sketches we simply need
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to merge all of these buckets. If they were not all mod 4, we could just add together the

sketches as O(1) w-bit integers and be done. Instead, we will store each bucket as three bits

instead of two using one padding bit between buckets that will always be zero. Now to add

two buckets together mod 4 we just add the buckets then zero the padding bit. Thus to

merge the sketches we just add them together as O(1) w-bit integers and apply a mask to

each word to zero all the padding bits. Since the whole sketch is O(1) words long, this takes

O(1) time.

To query in O(1) time, we are going to leverage the fact that we can compute the least

significant bit in a word in O(1) time [Bro93, FW93]. We are going to use O(1) operations to

compute in parallel for all log n levels a single bit indicating whether or not the subroutine

for that level reports an estimate greater than 8. We then take the least significant bit (or

most significant bit depending on the orientation) to find the largest level with a 1, and that

gives us our report.

In more detail, we apply the following algorithm:

• Convert all buckets with values in [1, 3] to 1. To do this, we mask out the first bits of

all buckets, mask out the second bits of all the buckets then shift the second bits down

and or the two together.

• Add together all of the buckets within a given subroutine replication. Each replication

has O(c2) = O(1) buckets so we can mask them all out, shift them and add them all

together (in parallel for all levels/replications simultaneously) in O(1) time.

• For each replication, replace it with a single bit indicating whether the sum of the

buckets is greater than 8. We do this by adding 7 to each replication (O(1) time). The

sums for each replication are now at most 7 + Θ(c2) = O(1) so we can check if they are

greater than or equal to 16 by masking out and ORing together a constant number of

bits.
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• Replace each level with a single bit indicating whether or not any of the replications

reported a 1. There are O(log(1/η)) = O(1) replications per level so we can mask,

shift and OR them all together in parallel in O(1) time.

• Report the largest level with a set bit. Just find the least/most significant bit in O(1)

time.

2.3 Protocols

In this section we present several protocols for reconciling sets of sets.

2.3.1 Näıve Protocol

The simplest approach to reconciling sets of sets is to ignore the fact that the items are sets.

Instead we can just treat each child set as an item from a universe of size

h∑
i=0

(
u

i

)
= O(min(uh, 2u))

and directly reduce to set reconciliation (Corollary 1.2.2 and Corollary 2.2.2). This approach

gives the following results.

Theorem 2.3.1. SSRK can be solved in one round using O(d̂min(h log u, u)) bits of com-

munication and O(n) time with probability at least 1− 1/poly(d̂).

Theorem 2.3.2. SSRU can be solved in two rounds using O(d̂min(h log u, u)) bits of com-

munication and O(n log d̂) time with probability at least 1− 1/poly(d̂).
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2.3.2 IBLTs of IBLTs

To go beyond the näıve approach, we use a more compact representation of the child sets.

Specifically, we encode each child set in an IBLT (a child IBLT ). As each of Alice’s child

sets differs from one of Bob’s child sets by at most d elements, it is possible to recover all of

the child sets with only O(d) cells per child IBLT, instead of the h elements per child set we

needed with the näıve solution. We also include in our encoding a hash of the child set, as

it allows us to easily identify which child set corresponds to which encoding.

Algorithm 1 IBLT of IBLTs Protocol

• Alice encodes each of her child sets as an O(d) cell IBLT. She also uses a O(log s)-bit
pairwise independent hash function to compute a hash of each of her child sets. We call
the (child IBLT, hash) pair a child set’s encoding. Let EA be her set of child encodings.

• Alice creates an O(d̂) cell IBLT T , and EA into it. Alice sends T to Bob.

• Bob computes the set of his child encodings EB and deletes it from T . He decodes T
to find EA \ EB and EB \ EA.

• Bob computes DB, his set of child sets whose hashes match one of the hashes in EB\EA.

• For each child IBLT TA ∈ EA \ EB Bob tries to decode it with each child IBLT
TB ∈ EB \ EA. If there is no child IBLT TB with which it decodes, report failure.
Otherwise, Bob recovers Alice’s child set corresponding to TA by applying the decoded
set difference to his own child set from DB corresponding to TB. Bob creates DA, the
set of Alice’s child sets that he recovers in this way.

• Bob removes DB from his set of sets, and adds DA.

Theorem 2.3.3. Algorithm 1 solves SSRK in one round using O(d̂d log u + d̂ log s) bits of

communication and O(n+ d̂2d) time with probability at least 1− 1/poly(d̂).

Proof. The only communication is through the transmission of T . Each child encoding can

be represented in O(d log u+ log s) space and |EA ⊕ EB| ≤ d̂, so the communication cost is

O(d̂d log u+ d̂ log s), and T decodes with probability at least 1−1/poly(d̂) by Theorem 1.2.1.
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The running time for computing the encodings, inserting them into/deleting them from

T , and decoding T is O(n). The time for Bob to recover all of Alice’s differing child sets

is O(d̂2d), since there are |EA \ EB| · |EB \ EA| = O(d̂2), pairs of child IBLTs to attempt

to decode, and each decoding takes O(d) time. Bob’s remaining operations can then all be

done in O(n) time, giving us a total time of O(n+ d̂2d).

This protocol succeeds so long as none of the child hashes collide, T decodes, and each

child IBLT in EA\EB successfully decodes with at least one child IBLT in EB\EA. There are

O(s2) pairs of child hashes, and each pair collides with probability 1/poly(s), so by choosing

the constant in our O(log s)-bit hash large enough, none of them collide with probability at

least 1 − 1/poly(s). T fails to decode with probability at most 1/poly(d). Each of Alice’s

differing child sets is within d elements of one of Bob’s differing child sets, so for each child

IBLT in EA \EB, there is at least one child IBLT in EB \EA with which it will decode with

probability at least 1− 1/poly(d). As |EA \EB| ≤ d̂, all child IBLTs in EA \EB decode with

probability at least 1− 1/poly(d). Therefore, the protocol fails with probability at most

1/poly(s) + 1/poly(d̂) + 1/poly(d) = 1/poly(d̂).

Here we have focused on reconciling sets of sets with a small number of total differences.

However, we note that this approach can also be used to reconcile sets of sets where some child

sets may not have a close match. For example, in our proposed application for reconciling

collections of documents, we would expect most documents to be exact duplicates, some

to be near-duplicates, and some to be “fresh”, non-duplicate documents. We could use

the approach of Theorem 2.3.3 to find near-duplicate and non-duplicate documents; non-

duplicate documents would yield child IBLTs that could not be decoded when compared

against other child IBLTs, which could then be later transmitted directly.
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When d is unknown, we cannot simply use a single set difference estimator as we need

to know both a bound on the number of differing child sets, and the maximum number of

differences between a child set and its closest match on the other side. We instead handle

this scenario through the standard repeated doubling trick of trying the protocol for d =

1, 2, 4, 8, . . . until the protocol succeeds. This does not affect the asymptotic communication

cost, but it does require O(log d) rounds of communication and gives us the following result.

Corollary 2.3.4. SSRU can be solved in O(log d) rounds using O(d̂d log u + d̂ log s) bits of

communication and O(n log d+ d̂2d) time with probability at least 1− 1/poly(d̂).

So far we have used that there are at most d differing child sets and each child set differs

from another by at most d, but we have not exploited the fact that there are a total of O(d)

changes across all of the child sets, rather than O(d2). We rectify this in the next result by

observing that only O(1) of the child sets need Ω(d) cells, O(
√
d) of the child IBLTs need

Ω(
√
d) cells, and so forth.

Theorem 2.3.5. Algorithm 2 solves SSRK in one round using

O(d log min(d, h) log u+ d log s)

bits of communication and O(n log min(d, h) + d̂d log d̂) time with probability at least 2/3.

Proof. Going forward we will condition on the event that there are no collisions among the

O(log(st)) bit hashes in the child encodings. There are at most 2s child sets per round that

can collide, so union bounding over the t = log2 min(d, h) rounds we have no collisions with

probability at least 1− 4s2t/poly(st) ≥ 1− 1/30.

Let us divide Alice’s child sets into groups according to how many elements they differ

by under the minimum difference matching. Sj is the set of Alice’s child sets whose set

difference with its match is in [2j−1, 2j − 1]. First, observe that every one of Alice’s differing
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Algorithm 2 Cascading IBLTs of IBLTs Protocol

• For i = 1, . . . , t = log2 min(d, h), Alice creates an (O(2i) cell child IBLT, O(log(st)) bit
hash) child encoding for each of her child sets and inserts it into an O(d/2i) cell IBLT
Ti.

• If t = log2 h, Alice creates an O(d/h) cell IBLT T∗ and inserts an O(h log u) bit encoding
of each of her child sets into it.

• Alice sends T1, . . . , Tt and T∗ to Bob.

• Bob deletes (O(1) cell IBLT, hash) encodings of each of his child sets from T1, and then
extracts all of the different child encodings from it. He uses the hashes of his extracted
child sets to recover DB, the set of his child sets that differ from any of Alice’s.

• Bob tries every combination of the extracted child IBLTs, trying to recover Alice’s
child sets by finding a matching child IBLT of his own. He inserts each of Alice’s child
sets that he recovers into the set DA. Going forward, he will recover more and more
of Alice’s child sets and DA will be the set he has recovered so far.

• For each i = 2, . . . , t, Bob performs the following procedure. He first deletes the (O(2i)
cell IBLT, hash) of each of his child sets from Ti, except for those in DB. He also
deletes the (O(2i) cell IBLT, hash) encoding of each child set in DA from Ti. He then
decodes Ti and extracts all of the different child encodings, which correspond exactly
to Alice’s differing child sets that aren’t yet in DA. He tries to decode each of Alice’s
extracted child IBLTs with the child IBLT of each set in DB, adding Alice’s child sets
that he recovers to DA.

• If Bob received T∗, he deletes all of his child sets from it. He also deletes each child set
in DA from it. He then decodes T∗ and adds all of the decoded child sets to DA.

• Bob deletes DB from his set of sets, and adds DA.

child sets is included in some Sj for j ≤ log d + 1. Second, observe that |Sj| ≤ d/2j−1 since

the total number of element changes is at most d.

Consider the IBLT Ti. We choose the constant factor parameters of the child IBLTs such

that if the child IBLT has fewer than 2i items in it, it successfully decodes with probability

at least 1 − 1
100·2i . Let Yi be the event that IBLT Ti successfully decodes. Conditioned

on Yi, when processing to match up the child sets within Ti, in expectation Bob fails to

recover at most 1
100·2i of Alice’s child sets from ∪ij=1Sj that he has not yet recovered. By
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Markov’s inequality, Bob recovers fewer than 9/10 of Alice’s child sets in ∪ij=1Sj that he has

not already decoded with probability at most 1
10·2i . We use Xi to refer to the event that

processing Ti results in Bob recovering at least 9/10 of ∪ij=1Sj that he had not previously

recovered, so we have argued that

Pr[Xi|Yi] ≥ 1− 1

10 · 2i
.

Since there are at most 2d differing child sets in T1, we can choose the IBLT’s parameters

so that Y1 occurs with probability at least 1 − 2
10d

. For i > 1, conditioned on ∩i−1
j=1Xj, the

number of Alice’s child sets left to be recovered after Ti is processed is at most

t∑
j=i+1

|Sj|+
i∑

j=1

|Sj|10j−i−1 ≤
t∑

j=i+1

d/2j−1 +
i∑

j=1

d10j−i−1/2j−1

≤ d/2i−1 + d/10i
i∑

j=1

5j−1

≤ d/2i−1 + d/2i+2 = (9/4)(d/2i).

Since Ti has O(d/2i) cells, we can choose the constant factors in the order notation so that

Yi occurs with probability at least 1− 2i

10d
conditioned on ∩i−1

j=1Xj.

If t < log h, and therefore there is no T∗, Bob successfully recovers all of Alice’s child sets
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so long as all Xi and Yi occur. The probability of this is

Pr[∩ti=1(Xi ∩ Yi)] = Pr[Y1] Pr[X1|Y1] . . .Pr
[
Yt| ∩t−1

j=1 Xj

]
Pr[Xt|Yt]

= Pr[Y1]
t∏
i=2

Pr
[
Yi| ∩i−1

j=1 Xj

] t∏
i=1

Pr[Xi|Yi]

=
t∏
i=1

(
1− 2i

10d

) t∏
i=1

(
1− 1

10 · 2i

)

≥ 1−
t∑
i=1

(
2i

10d
+

1

10 · 2i

)
≥ 4/5.

If t = log h, then the protocol will succeed so long as T∗ successfully decodes. T∗ has O(d/h)

cells and if all Xi and Yi occur then there are at most (9/4)d/h elements to extract from

T∗, so we can choose the constants such that T∗ decodes with probability at least 1/10. We

have thus proved that by the end of the procedure, Bob recovers Alice’s set of sets with

probability at least 4/5− 1/10− 1/30 = 2/3.

The time for Alice and Bob to insert or delete all of their child encodings from the

Ti is O(n log min(d, h)) since for each of the t tables, it takes them O(n) time to iterate

through their child sets and construct all of their child encodings. The remaining time

is what Bob takes to attempt to decode Alice’s child IBLTs. When processing Ti, Bob

extracts O(min(d̂, d/2i)) of Alice’s child IBLTs, and compare each one against each of his

O(d̂) differing child sets’ IBLTs. Each child IBLT has O(2i) cells, so the total processing

time is O(d̂min(d̂, d/2i)2i). Summing over i, we get O(d̂d log d̂).
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The communication cost of transmitting T1, . . . , Tt is

O

(
t∑
i=1

(d/2i) · (log(st) + 2i log u)

)
= O(d log(st) + dt log u)

= O(d log s+ d log min(d, h) log u).

The cost of T∗ is O(d/h · h log u) = O(d log u).

We can once again extend this protocol to SSRU by repeated doubling on d.

Corollary 2.3.6. SSRU can be solved in O(log d) rounds using

O(d log min(d, h) log u+ d log s)

bits of communication and O(n log d log min(d, h) + d̂d log d̂) time with probability at least

2/3.

We note that we could extend this recursive use of IBLTs further – creating IBLTs of

structures representing sets of sets as IBLTs of IBLTs – to reconcile sets of sets of sets, but

we do not currently have a compelling application, and leave further discussion to future

work.

All of our protocols so far have given specific failure probabilities, but any of them can

be amplified to achieve an arbitrarily small failure probability via replication. Specifically,

Alice can send Bob a hash of her whole set of sets. They can then run the protocol many

times in parallel, with Bob outputting the first recovered set of sets to match Alice’s hash.

2.3.3 A Multi-Round Approach

All of our previous protocols required only a single transmission when d is known. What

follows is a protocol that exploits the additional power of a larger, but still constant, number
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of rounds of communication. This protocol, through its use of set difference estimators, also

extends more efficiently to the case where d is unknown.

This protocol proceeds in four steps. First, if d is unknown, Alice and Bob estimate the

number of different child sets they have by exchanging set difference estimators of the set of

hashes of their child sets. Second, Alice and Bob determine which of their child sets differ

by performing set reconciliation on the hashes of their child sets. Third, they exchange set

difference estimators for the differing child sets, so that for each of Alice’s differing child

sets, they can identify one of Bob’s differing child sets that is similar to it. Finally, they use

these matchings to engage in parallel set reconciliation of all of their differing child sets. For

child sets with larger differences they use Corollary 1.2.2, and for smaller differences they

use Theorem 1.2.3.

Theorem 2.3.7. SSRK can be solved in 3 rounds using

O(dlogd̂(1/δ)ed̂ log s+ log(d̂/δ)d̂ log h+ dlogd(1/δ)ed log u)

bits of communication and

O(log(d̂/δ)(n+ d̂2) + d2 + min(dh, n
√
d, n log2 h))

time with probability at least 1− δ.

Proof. Excluding some replication for probability amplification, the protocol follows. We

argue its correctness afterwards.

1. Alice computes an O(log s)-bit pairwise independent hash of her child sets and inserts

all of the hashes into an O(d̂)-cell IBLT TA which she transmits to Bob.

2. Bob computes an O(log s)-bit pairwise independent hash of his child sets and inserts all

of the hashes into an O(d̂)-cell IBLT TB. Bob decodes (TA, TB), and determines which
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of his child sets differ from Alice. For each of his differing child sets, he constructs a

set difference estimator and puts all of these estimators into a list LB. He transmits

TB and LB to Alice.

3. Alice decodes (TA, TB), and constructs LA, a list of set difference estimators for each

of her differing child sets. For each set difference estimator LA,i ∈ LA and LB,j ∈ LB,

she merges them and estimates the difference. Let bi be the index j of the LB,j with

which LA,i reported the smallest difference, and let di be that reported difference. For

each i with di ≥
√
d, Alice transmits bi along with Ti, an O(di)-cell IBLT of the child

set corresponding to LA,i. For each i such that di <
√
d, Alice transmits bi together

with a list Pi of O(di) evaluations of the characteristic polynomial of the child set

corresponding to LA,i.

4. For each of the received (bi, Ti) pairs, Bob recovers Alice’s set by deleting the elements

of his child set corresponding to bi from Ti, decoding it and then applying the extracted

differences to the child set. For each of the (bi, Pi) pairs, Bob recovers Alice’s set as in

Theorem 1.2.3, by computing the evaluations of the characteristic polynomial of the

child set corresponding to bi, finding the roots of the rational expression, and applying

those as differences to his child set. Bob then recovers Alice’s total set of sets by

removing all child sets corresponding to LB from his set and adding in Alice’s child

sets that he has recovered.

This protocol succeeds so long as none of the hashes collide, TA and TB together decode,

none of the queried pairs of set difference estimators fail, and all of the Tis decode. None of

the hashes collide with probability at least 1−1/poly(s). (TA, TB) decodes with probability at

least 1−poly(d̂). By replicating step 1 (and the corresponding part of step 2) O(dlogd̂(1/δ)e)

times, we reduce the probability that any of the hashes collide or TA and TB fails to decode

to δ/2.
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There are O(d̂2) pairs of set difference estimators, so we choose the failure probability

of each one in Theorem 2.2.1 to be δ/poly(d̂) so that they all succeed with probability

at least 1 − δ/4. There are O(
√
d) Tis, and each one decodes with probability at least

1−1/poly(
√
d), so by choosing the constants in the IBLT appropriately, and then replicating

each one O(dlogd(1/δ)e) times, they decode with probability at least 1 − δ/4. Putting it all

together, the protocol succeeds with probability at least 1 − δ.

Constructing and decoding TA and TB takes, overO(dlogd̂(1/δ)e) replications, O(dlogd̂(1/δ)en)

time and O(dlogd̂(1/δ)ed̂ log s) bits of communication. By Theorem 2.2.1, constructing LA

and LB takes O(log(d̂/δ)n) time and transmitting LB O(log(d̂/δ)d̂ log h) bits of communi-

cation. Finding the bis and dis consists of O(d̂2) set difference merges and queries, which by

Theorem 2.2.1 take a total of O(log(d̂/δ)d̂2) time. Sending the bis takes O(d̂ log d̂) bits of

communication. Computing and decoding the Tis takes O(dlogd(1/δ)en) time and transmit-

ting them takes O(dlogd(1/δ)ed log u) bits of communication. By Theorem 1.2.3 constructing

and decoding the Pis takes time O(d2 + min(dh, n
√
d, n log2 h)). Transmitting the Pis takes

O(d log u) bits of communication. These terms all add up to our desired communication cost

and computation time.

Theorem 2.3.8. SSRU can be solved in 4 rounds using

O(dlogd̂(1/δ)ed̂ log s+ log(d̂/δ)d̂ log h+ dlogd(1/δ)ed log u)

bits of communication and

O(log(d̂/δ)(n+ d̂2) + d2 + min(dh, n
√
d, n log2 h))

time with probability at least 1− δ.

Proof. We proceed as in Theorem 2.3.7, except that before step 1, Bob sends Alice a set
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difference estimator for the set of his child hashes, which Alice uses to estimate the number

of cells need in TA. By Theorem 2.2.1, this set difference estimator takes O(log(1/δ)n) time

and O(log(1/δ) log s) bits of communication.

2.3.4 Handling Multisets

For some applications, it is useful to perform set reconciliation or set of sets reconciliation

with multisets. For multiset reconciliation, which is set reconciliation with multisets, The-

orem 1.2.3 works as is. Corollary 1.2.2 and Corollary 2.2.2 can be made to work with a

simple modification. We create a set from our multiset, where if an element x occurs in the

multiset k times, then (x, k) is an element of the set. After reconciling this set, recovering

the corresponding multiset is immediate. All of the bounds stay the same (d can only de-

crease), except that u grows to u · n. All of our protocols can be adapted to reconciling sets

of multisets or multisets of multisets in a similar way.

2.4 Conclusion and Open Problems

We have introduced the problem of reconciling sets of sets, and developed a number of

protocols to solve it. Along the way, we also developed a new set difference estimator,

improving on the state of the art. There are a number of open problems remaining in

this area. None of our protocols are obvious tight, so any of the bounds could possibly

be improved, but we are also lacking non-trivial lower bounds. There is also the question

of the minimum number of rounds of communication required to efficiently solve SSRU.

Theorem 2.3.8 is our only protocol for SSRU using Õ(d) total communication and a constant

number of rounds of communication, however it uses 4 rounds while conceivably 2 rounds

may suffice as they do in set reconciliation. There is also work to be done investigating how

these protocols can best be optimized for use in practice.
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Chapter 3

Graph Reconciliation

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce a general model for reconciling unlabeled graphs, as well as

specific models for reconciling random unlabeled graphs, and unlabeled directed forests. In

the general model, Alice and Bob each have an unlabeled graph, GA = (VA, EA) and GB =

(VB, EB) respectively, where |VA| = |VB| = n, and only d edges need to be changed (added

or deleted) in EA to make GA isomorphic to GB. We assume our word size w = Ω(log n).

Alice and Bob wish to communicate so that they both end up with the same graph. We

note that if GA and GB were labeled graphs, then the problem would be equivalent to set

reconciliation on their sets of labeled edges.

There are various ways to formalize what we want the final graph to be. The simplest,

which we focus on, is the one way version of the problem, where we want Bob to end up with

a graph isomorphic to GA. Alternatively, we might wish for them to end up with something

corresponding to the union of the two graphs, but this is not always well defined. Figure 3.1

gives an example of two graphs where adding one edge to each will yield isomorphic graphs,

but there are multiple distinct ways to do so which yield graphs that are not isomorphic.
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+ = or

Figure 3.1: Depending on how we rotate these two graphs before merging them, we get
different (non-isomorphic) results. There is no way to add an edge to only one graph and
get isomorphic results, but here we show two different ways to add one edge to each graph
and get isomorphic results.

Consequently, we focus on one-way reconciliation, and simply note that our techniques can

be generally be extended to most natural two-way versions.

This problem has applications to any setting where we wish to combine large graph based

datasets in a communication efficient manner, but we do not possess common labelings of

the vertices. For example, these datasets could be maps or social networks.

Most of this chapter is devoted to random graph reconciliation, in which GA and GB

are both close (in edge edits) to a random graph. Our protocols for this problem combine

techniques for random graph isomorphism with set of sets reconciliation. Specifically, several

graph isomorphism and graph watermarking techniques for random graphs develop what we

call here signatures for the vertices, where a signature corresponds to a set related to the

neighborhood of the vertex [BK79, CP08]. We adapt this methodology for reconciliation,

reconciling a perturbed random graph by first reconciling the set of signatures of the vertices,

which can themselves be represented as sets that have undergone a small number of total

changes.

We also develop a protocol for graph reconciliation when GA and GB are forests. This

too combines techniques for forest isomorphism with set of sets reconciliation.
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3.1.1 Related Work

Graph reconciliation is closely related to the problem of graph isomorphism [Bab16, BK79,

CP08], which can be thought of as reconciling with no errors, and graph watermarking

[EGL+16], which involves determining if one graph is a perturbation of another. We incor-

porate approaches from these lines of work to construct reconciliation protocols for families

of random graphs.

Graph reconciliation is also closely related to the problem of graph matching, also known

as graph alignment or social network de-anonymization [KHG15, KYG15, KL14, YG13]. The

underlying problem is essentially the same, but there are not two communicating agents; one

simply seeks an algorithm that aligns input graphs. In the graph reconciliation setting, where

the goal is to use small communication, the number of differences between the graphs is gen-

erally assumed to be very small, which is a setting largely unexplored in the graph matching

setting. This assumption allows us to reconcile random graphs even with adversarial edits

and no additional information, while graph matching assumes random edits and assumes

knowledge of some initial set of matching vertices.

Reconciling forests as a communication problem does not appear to have been studied

previously. Related work, again without communication, includes computing the edit dis-

tance between trees [Bil05]. Tree edit distance considers a different set of graph updates

than we consider (vertex updates instead of edge updates).

3.2 General Graph Reconciliation

Before exploring more computationally efficient protocols for graph reconciliation, we in-

vestigate what is possible when Alice and Bob each have access to unlimited computation.

This gives us bounds on what we can hope to achieve efficiently. First let us look at graph

isomorphism in this model. Here we only wish to determine if GA is isomorphic to GB. The
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following protocol is apparently folklore.

• Alice iterates through all graphs in increasing lexicographical order until she finds one

that is isomorphic to hers (checking by exhaustive search). As there are at most 2(n2)

possible graphs, she can write down the index of the graph as a binary string sA of

length
(
n
2

)
. Let pA(x) be a polynomial of degree

(
n
2

)
over Zq for some suitably large

prime q with coefficients equal to the bits of sA. She picks a number r uniformly at

random from Zq, and sends Bob r and pA(r).

• Bob finds the index of the first graph in increasing lexicographical order which is

isomorphic to GB. Similarly to Alice, he determines a corresponding polynomial pB(x),

and then checks if pB(r) = pA(r) in Zq. If they are equal, he reports that GA is

isomorphic to GB, and otherwise he reports that they are not isomorphic.

Theorem 3.2.1. This protocol uses O(log q) bits of communication and succeeds with prob-

ability 1−O(n2/q).

Proof. The only communication used is Alice sending r and pA(r), and both of these can be

represented with O(log q) bits.

If GA is isomorphic to GB then sA = sB and pA = pB so pA(r) = pB(r) in Zq and Bob

will always report that the graphs are isomorphic.

If GA is not isomorphic to GB then sA 6= sB and pA 6= pB. pA(r) will equal pB(r)

if and only if r is a root of pA(x) − pB(x), which a polynomial of degree O(n2). By the

Schwartz-Zippel Lemma [Sch80, Zip79], this occurs with probability at most O(n2/q).

Corollary 3.2.2. Graph isomorphism can be solved with O(log n) bits of communication

with probability at least 1− 1/n.

Now we turn back to the problem of one-way graph reconciliation. We assume that at

most d edges need to be added or deleted from GB to yield a graph isomorphic to GA.
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Theorem 3.2.3. Graph reconciliation can be solved with probability at least 1 − 1/n using

one round of O(d log n) bits of communication.

Proof. Alice’s part of the protocol is the same as for graph isomorphism (for a specific choice

of q to be determined later). She computes and transmits r and pA(r) to Bob using a total

of O(log q) bits of communication. Bob then finds the polynomial corresponding to every

possible change of d edges in GB. For each of these polynomials, he evaluates them at r

and checks if the result equals pA(r). Bob then changes his graph to the first graph GC he

encounters where pC(r) = pA(r).

There are
∑d

i=0

(
(n2)
i

)
= O(n2d) graphs that Bob will consider, and we are guaranteed

that at least one of them is isomorphic to GA. The protocol fails only if one of the graphs

that is not isomorphic to GA matches its polynomial value. For a given graph, this will occur

with probability at most O(n2/q), thus we can union bound over all of the graphs to get a

total failure probability of at most O(n2d+2/q). We now choose q = n2d+3 to get our desired

probability. The total communication is now O(log n2d+3) = O(d log n).

This communication bound is also tight. By a simple encoding argument, we derive the

following.

Theorem 3.2.4. Any protocol solving graph reconciliation with probability 1 − O(1) must

use Ω(d log n) bits of communication in expectation.

Proof. Given a protocol P solving reconciliation with probability p and using o(d log n) bits

of communication in expectation, we show how to encode d log n bits into (1 − p)d log n +

o(d log n) < d log n bits on average, yielding a contradiction.

Let s ∈ {0, 1}d logn, and s = 〈s1, . . . , sd〉 be s divided into strings of length log n. Let GB

be a graph consisting of three disjoint sets of vertices V1, V2 and V3, where V1 = {v1, . . . , vd},

V2 = {vd+1, . . . , vd+n} and |V3| = O(n+ d)2. There are no edges between any of the vertices

in V1 and V2, and each vertex in V3 has degree 1. For each i ∈ [d + n], vi is connected to
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i + 1 vertices in V3. Overall there are O(n + d)2 vertices, and each vertex in V1 and V2 is

distinguished by its number of adjacent vertices of degree one.

Let GA be identical to GB, except with an additional d edges. For each i ∈ [d], vi has an

edge to vd+si , where here we are interpreting si as an integer in [n]. Let m be the transcript

of communication between Alice and Bob that P would create given Alice’s graph is GA

and Bob’s is GB. Let G′A be the graph P has Bob create given m and GB. If G′A is not

isomorphic to GA, then P failed and we use 〈0, s〉 as our encoding. If G′A is isomorphic to

GA, then our encoding is 〈1,m〉.

Whenever P succeeds, and the encoding is 〈1,m〉, we can recover s. Since G′A is isomor-

phic to GA, we can identify V1 and V2 unambiguously, and then determine the si values via

the edges connecting V1 and V2. The average number of bits we encode s into is

(1− p)d log n+ pE[|m| | P succeeds] + 1 ≤ (1− p)d log n+ E[|m|] + 1

= (1− p)d log n+ o(d log n)

and therefore P cannot exist for p = 1−O(1).

3.3 Random Graph Reconciliation

Since reconciliation is harder than graph isomorphism (assuming we determine isomorphic

graphs need no changes), we can not expect to develop a protocol that reconciles general

graphs in polynomial time. However, there is a rich line of work showing that for many

graphs, and in particular random graphs, graph isomorphism can be solved in polynomial

time (with high probability). This motivates examining one-way graph reconciliation for

random graphs; we specifically consider the Erdős-Rényi (G(n, p)) model of random graphs.

Our model is that a base graph G is drawn from the distribution G(n, p), and then Alice
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and Bob obtain graphs GA and GB respectively, where each of GA and GB is obtained by

making at most d/2 edge changes to G. We assume that p ≤ 1/2, but all our results extend

to the case when p > 1/2 by taking the graph complement.

Our approach utilizes a methodology used by several graph isomorphism algorithms for

random graphs [BES80, BK79, Bol98, CP08]. They all find a signature scheme for the

vertices where a vertex’s signature is invariant under relabeling, and with high probability

every vertex in a graph has a unique signature. When comparing two graphs, if they have

different signature sets, we know them to be nonisomorphic. If their signature sets match,

then any labeling must match the vertices with common signatures, which can be used to

determine an isomorphism efficiently if one exists.

To reconcile random graphs, we want a signature scheme with the additional property

that the signatures are in some sense robust to a small number of edge changes. We use this

robustness to argue that by reconciling the signatures of GA and GB, Alice and Bob can

agree on a vertex labeling that matches with respect to G. Once we have labeled graphs,

complete reconciliation of the edges can be easily done with a standard set reconciliation

protocol. We show that there are existing graph isomorphism schemes for random graphs

whose vertex signatures are appropriately robust.

3.3.1 Degree Ordering Scheme

We start by using the signature scheme of [BES80], which allows a simple protocol; however,

as we later show, we can handle sparser random graphs using a more complex signature

scheme and reconciliation protocol. We first sort the vertices by degree so that d(v1) ≥

d(v2) . . . ≥ d(vn). For the h vertices of largest degree, their signatures are just their degrees.

For the remaining n−h vertices, each vertex’s signature, sig(v), is an h-bit string where the

ith bit of the string, sig(v)i, denotes whether or not v has an edge to the vertex vi. The

robustness property we utilize is the following.
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Definition 3.3.1. We say a graph is (h, a, b)-separated if, after sorting the vertices by degree

(d(v1) ≥ d(v2) ≥ . . . ≥ d(vn)), the following properties hold.

• For all i ∈ [h− 1], d(vi)− d(vi+1) ≥ a.

• For all i, j ∈ {h + 1, . . . , n} and i 6= j, the Hamming distance between sig(vi) and

sig(vj), |sig(vi)− sig(vj)| is at least b.

We show below that for an appropriate setting of parameters, G is (h, d + 1, 2d + 1)-

separated with high probability. For now, assume that this is the case. We claim that if

Bob can recover the set of vertex signatures of GA, then the problem reduces to labeled

graph reconciliation, which reduces immediately to set reconciliation. Let w1, . . . , wn be the

vertices of G. If a vertex vA ∈ GA and a vertex vB ∈ GB correspond to the same vertex

wi ∈ G, then we say they conform. Thus if we can label GA and GB such that every pair

of vertices that is labeled the same conform, then we have a labeled graph reconciliation

problem with at most d edge differences. We call this a conforming labeling.

Alice labels GA as follows. She labels the h highest degree vertices by their degree

ordering, and the remaining n − h vertices by the lexicographical order of their sig strings.

Since G is (h, d + 1, 2d + 1)-separated, and GA and GB differ by at most d edges, the h

highest degree vertices of GA will conform to those of GB. Additionally, for vertices vA ∈ GA

and vB ∈ GB which conform and are not in the h highest degrees, |sig(vA)− sig(vB)| ≤ d. If

vA and vB do not conform, then |sig(vA) − sig(vB)| ≥ d + 1. Thus if Bob has all of Alice’s

signatures, he can change each of his vertices’ signatures to the signature of the conforming

vertex in GA and thus match Alice’s labeling.

In order for Bob to recover Alice’s signatures, we use set of sets reconciliation. Since the

order of the top h degree vertices is the same for Alice and Bob, Alice and Bob need only

to reconcile sig(vi) for i > h. Each sig(v) can be interpreted as a subset of [h]. Each edge

change only affects the signature of at most one vertex, so the total number of changes across
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all these sets is at most h. Thus, we can use Theorem 2.3.5 to reconcile the signatures and

Corollary 1.2.2 to reconcile the labeled graphs (in parallel with the signature reconciliation)

to obtain the following.

Theorem 3.3.2. If G = (V,E) is (h, d+1, 2d+1)-separated and d is known, graph reconcil-

iation can be solved in one round using O(d(log d log h + log n)) bits of communication and

O((|E|+ d2) log d) time with probability at least 2/3.

Now we turn to bounding the probability that G is (h, d+ 1, 2d+ 1)-separated.

Theorem 3.3.3. Given δ = Θ(n−β) with β ∈ [0, 7/68], there exist constants C and N such

that for

h =
1

4

(
δ

d+ 1

)1/3(
p(1− p)n

log n

)1/6

,

for all d ≥ 2, n ≥ N , and

p ∈

[
Cd log n

(
d2

δ2n

)1/7

, 1/2

]
,

G(n, p) is (h, d+ 1, 2d+ 1)-separated with probability at least 1− δ.

The proof of this theorem appears in the next section, and is based on the proof of

Lemma 10 in [EGL+16]. (We modify and somewhat improve on the parameters for our

setting.) In particular, this theorem means that for constant d our protocol works with

constant probability when p = Ω(n−1/7 log n).

3.3.2 Degree Ordering Separation Bound

Here we will prove the Theorem 3.3.3. Recall that a graph is (h, a, b)-separated if the h

highest degree vertices’ degrees are all separated by at least a, and the remaining vertices’

connectivity bit vectors with the top h vertices are all separated (in Hamming distance) by

at least b.
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To prove Theorem 3.3.3, we need the following lemma, which upper bounds the proba-

bility that the m highest degree vertices are not well separated. Here di is the degree of the

vertex with the ith highest degree in the graph.

Lemma 3.3.4 ([EGL+16] Lemma 9). Let α(n)→ 0, m = o(p(1−p)n/ log n)1/4, and m→∞.

Then G(n, p) has for all i < m,

di − di+1 ≥
α(n)

m2

√
p(1− p)n

log n

with probability at least

1−mα(n)− 1

m log2(n/m)
.

With this lemma in hand, we can prove our theorem. We use the lemma directly to prove

the graph is (h, d + 1, 0)-separated, and then apply a Chernoff bound to argue the graph is

(h, 0, 2d+ 1) separated.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.3. Let

m = h =
1

4

(
δ

d+ 1

)1/3(
p(1− p)n

log n

)1/6

and

α(n) = m2(d+ 1)

√
log n

p(1− p)n
.

We now argue that we meet all the conditions required to use Lemma 3.3.4. First, m =

o(p(1− p)n/ log n)1/4 because δ
d
< 1.
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Since p = Ω(d9/7n(2β−1)/7 log n), we have that d = O(n(1−2β)/9p7/9). Therefore,

m = Ω

((
n−β

n(1−2β)/9p7/9

)1/3(
pn

log n

)1/6
)

= Ω

(
n

7
54

(1−2β)

p5/54 log1/6 n

)

= ω(1),

because β < 1/2, and thus m→∞.

Also,

α(n) = Θ

(
m2d

√
log n

pn

)

= Θ

((
δ

d

)2/3(
pn

log n

)1/3

d

√
log n

pn

)

= Θ

(
(δ2d)1/3

(
log n

pn

)1/6
)

= O

(
n(−2β+(1−2β)/9)/3p5/54

(
log n

n

)1/6
)

= O
(
n−

1
54

(7+40β)p5/54 log1/6 n
)

= o(1),

and thus α(n)→ 0.
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Finally,

1−mα(n)− 1

m log2(n/m)
= 1− δ/4−O

 1

m log2

(
n
(
d
δ

)1/3
(

logn
pn

)1/6
)


= 1− δ/4−O
(

n−β

log11/6 (n)

)
= 1− δ/4− o(δ).

The second to last equality used the fact that β ≤ 7/68. We now have that by Lemma 3.3.4,

for sufficiently large n, di − di+1 ≥ d+ 1 for all i < h with probability at least 1− δ/2.

For any vertex v ∈ G, sig(v) is an h-bit string where the jth bit of the string, sig(v)j,

denotes whether or not v has an edge to vj, the vertex with the jth highest degree in G.

We wish to bound Xu,v = |sig(u) − sig(v)| (the Hamming distance) for all pairs of vertices

u 6= v ∈ G. Unfortunately, the values |sig(u)j − sig(v)j| are not quite distributed as i.i.d.

Bernoulli random variables (which would be easy to analyze) because we are conditioning

on vj having the jth highest degree.

To remedy this, we introduce G′, which is G without the edges adjacent to u and v.

Let sig′(v) be an h′ = h − 2-bit string where sig′(v)j denotes whether or not v has an edge

in G to v′j, the vertex with the jth highest degree in G′. Let X ′u,v = |sig′(u) − sig′(v)|.

Since the edges adjacent to u and v are not used in ordering the degrees for determining

v′j, X
′
u,v is distributed as the sum of h′ i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables, each of which is 1

with probability 2p(1− p). It suffices to bound X ′u,v because, conditioned on the event that

di − di+1 ≥ 3 for all i < h, if X ′u,v > 2d then Xu,v > 2d. This is because the top h′ highest

degree vertices of G′ must still be in the top h highest degree vertices of G.

We now have

E[X ′u,v] = 2h′p(1− p) = (2(1− p))h′p ≥ h′p
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as p ≤ 1/2. For sufficiently large n,

h′p =

(
1

4

(
δ

d+ 1

)1/3(
p(1− p)n

log n

)1/6

− 2

)
p

≥ 1

8

(
δ

d

)1/3(
n

log n

)1/6

p7/6

≥ 1

8

(
δ

d

)1/3(
n

log n

)1/6
(
Cd log n

(
d2

δ2n

)1/7
)7/6

=
(Cd)7/6

8
log n,

and thus for sufficiently large n, h′p ≥ 4d. By a Chernoff bound,

Pr[X ′u,v ≤ 2d] ≤ exp

(
−(h′p− 2d)2

2h′p

)
≤ exp

(−(1
2
h′p)2

2h′p

)
= exp

(
−h′p

8

)
≤ exp

(
−(Cd)7/6 log n

64

)
≤ n−C

7/6/32,

which is at most δ/(2n2) = Θ(n−β−2) for sufficiently large C and n. By union bounding over

all O(n2) vertices u and v, we have the theorem.

3.3.3 Degree Neighborhood Scheme

We can handle sparser graphs using a more complex signature scheme and reconciliation

method. We use the signature scheme of [CP08]. This scheme assigns each vertex a

signature corresponding to the sorted list of the degrees of its neighbors. They show

this signature allows testing of graph isomorphism to work with high probability for p ∈

[ω(log4 n/n log log n), 1 − ω(log4 n/n log log n)]. The robustness guarantee we want for this

signature scheme uses the following definition.
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Definition 3.3.5. Let u and v be two different vertices in the graph G. Let Du be the

multiset of the degrees of the vertices in G connected to u whose degrees are at most m. If

|Du ⊕Dv| ≥ k, we say that u and v’s degree neighborhoods are (m, k)-disjoint.

Theorem 3.3.6. For p ∈ [ω(log4 n log log n/n), 1/2] and d = o((pn/ log n)3/4/ log1/4(pn)),

G(n, p)’s degree neighborhoods will all be (pn, 4d + 1)-disjoint with probability at least 1 −

exp(−ω(log n)).

The proof of this theorem appears in Section 3.3.4 and is based on the proof of Theorem

3.8 in [CP08], which analyzed the case when d = 0. Assuming G’s degree neighborhoods

are all (pn, 4d + 1)-disjoint we can perform graph reconciliation in a manner similar to the

protocol used in Theorem 3.3.2. A vertex v’s signature will be Dv, the multiset of degrees

of vertices connected to v whose degrees are at most pn. Each edge change will change

at most 2pn vertices’ signatures by one or two elements. Therefore, if vA and vB conform

then |DvA ⊕ DvB | ≤ 2d and if they do not conform then |DvA ⊕ DvB | ≥ 2d + 1. We

can then reconcile the graphs by having Bob recover Alice’s signatures via set of multisets

reconciliation on the signatures. Bob then matches each of his vertices with a differing

signature to the closest signature of Alice’s to get a conforming labeling. They then (in

parallel) perform set reconciliation on their labeled vertices.

Theorem 3.3.7. If G = (V,E)’s degree neighborhoods are (pn, 4d + 1)-disjoint and d is

known then graph reconciliation can be solved in one round using O(dpn log(dpn) log n) bits

of communication and O(|E| log(dpn) + (dpn)2(d + log(dpn))) time with probability at least

2/3.

Proof. We use Theorem 2.3.5 to reconcile the signatures, using the fact that each of the d

edge changes will change at most O(pn) set elements. Alice can use Bob’s differing signatures

to recover a conforming labeling in time O(d(dpn)2) with probability at least 1− 1/poly(d)
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by computing the size of the difference between signatures using IBLTs. In parallel, we use

Corollary 1.2.2 to reconcile the labeled edges.

This protocol performs significantly worse than Theorem 3.3.2 for dense graphs, however

it works for much larger ranges of p and d. In particular, it uses roughly O(pn) times as

much communication and up to O(pn)2 times as much computation but works for p as small

as O(log5 n/n) instead of the p = Ω(n−1/7 log n) required by Theorem 3.3.3.

3.3.4 Degree Neighborhood Disjointness Bound

In this section we prove a lower bound on the probability that G(n, p)’s degree neighborhoods

are (pn, 4d + 1)-disjoint. Recall that two vertices u and v have degree neighborhoods that

are (m, k) disjoint if the multiset of degrees less than m + 1 connected to u has at least k

elements different from the multiset of degrees less than m+ 1 connected to v.

To prove our bound, we will need the following lemma which allows us to remove u and

v’s contribution to their neighbors’ degrees from consideration when analyzing their degree

neighborhood disjointness. This is important as it will allow us to treat the edges out of u

and v as independent of the degrees of the vertices they connect to.

Lemma 3.3.8 (Extension of [CP08] Theorem 3.5). Let u and v be two different vertices

in G. Let G′ be the subgraph of G formed by removing u and v. Suppose the multiset of

the G′-degrees of the vertices in G′ connected to u whose G′-degrees are at most m − 1 has

k + 2 elements different from the multiset of the G′-degrees of the vertices in G′ connected

to v whose G′-degrees are at most m − 1. Then u and v’s degree neighborhoods in G are

(m, k)-disjoint.

Proof. Let Dx be the multiset of the G-degrees of the vertices in G connected to x whose

G-degrees are at most m. Let D′x be the multiset of the G′-degrees of the vertices in G′
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connected to x whose G′-degrees are at most m−1. Let D′′x be the multiset of the G-degrees

of the vertices in G′ connected to x whose G-degrees are at most m.

First we will argue that |D′′u⊕D′′v | = |D′u⊕D′v|. Let M be a maximum matching between

the set of vertices of G′ connected to u whose G′-degrees are at most m − 1 and the set

of vertices of G′ connected to v whose G′-degrees are at most m − 1 with the following

properties. In order to be matched, two vertices must have the same degree. If u and v

are connected to the same vertex, that vertex must be matched to itself. Let Uu be u’s

unmatched vertices and Uv be v’s unmatched vertices. Observe that |D′u⊕D′v| = |Uu|+ |Uv|,

|D′u| = |M |+ |Uu| and |D′v| = |M |+ |Uv|.

Consider how M changes when we instead look at the G-degrees of the vertices and allow

degrees up to m instead of m − 1. Every one of the relevant vertices’ degrees increases

by either 1 or 2. If the vertex is adjacent to both u and v, its degree increases by 2 and

it will either stay matched, or exceed degree m. Every other vertex’s degree increases by

1. The set of these vertices that had degree at most m − 1 before is exactly the same

as the set that now has degree at most m. All of the degrees increase by exactly one, so

the matches are still valid matches and the unmatched can still not be matched. Thus,

|D′′u ⊕D′′v | = |Uu|+ |Uv| = |D′u ⊕D′v|.

Now note that |Du⊕Dv| ≥ |D′′u⊕D′′v | − 2. This is because if u and v are not connected,

then D′′u = Du and D′′v = Dv. If they are connected, then each multiset increases by at most

1 and thus the difference decreases by at most 2. Therefore, we have

|Du ⊕Dv| ≥ |D′′u ⊕D′′v | − 2 = |D′u ⊕D′v| − 2 = k.

The following lemma says that G(n, p) has many disjoint ranges of degrees (degree ranges)

in which many vertices fall. We use this to relate the degree neighbor disjointness of two
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vertices u and v to the difference in number of connections u and v have to the sets of vertices

in each of these degree ranges. Each of these differences are distributed as the difference of

independent binomial random variables.

Lemma 3.3.9 ([CP08] Corollary 3.7). If p ∈ [ω(log3 n/n), 1/2], for any

x = o

(√
pn/(log2(n) log(pn))

)

there exists R = ω
(√

log n log(pn)
)

such that in G(n, p) there will be at least

K =
⌊√

n log n log(pn)/p
⌋

vertices in each of the degree ranges (pn−xR−1, pn− (x+1)R−1], (pn− (x+1)R−1, pn−

(x+ 2)R− 1], . . . , (pn−R− 1, pn− 1] with probability at least 1− exp(−ω(log n)).

Finally we use the following technical lemma regarding the difference of binomial random

variables. This may be folklore, but we provide a proof for completeness.

Lemma 3.3.10. Let X and Y be i.i.d. random variables distributed according to Bin(n, p)

for p ∈ [ω(1/n), 1/2]. Then

E[min{|X − Y |,√np}] = Ω(
√
np).

Proof. Let b(k;n, p) = Pr[Bin(n, p) = k]. By Lemma 3.1 of [CP08] (or Stirling’s approxima-
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tion), b(bnpc;n, p) = Θ(1/
√
np). For all k ∈ [np− 2

√
np, np],

b(k;n, p)

b(k − 1;n, p)
=

p

1− p
· n− k + 1

k − 1

= 1 +
np+ p− k
k(1− p)

≤ 1 +
np+ p− (np− 2

√
np)

(np− 2
√
np)(1− p)

≤ 1 +
2(p+ 2

√
np)

np− 2
√
np

= 1 +O

(
1
√
np

)
.

This implies that

b(bnpc;n, p)
b(bnp− 2

√
npc;n, p)

≤
(

1 +O

(
1
√
np

))d2√npe
= O(1),

and since b(k − 1;n, p) < b(k;n, p) for k ≤ bnpc,

Pr[X ≤ np−√np] ≥ Pr[X ∈ [np− 2
√
np, np−√np]]

≥ √np · Pr[X = bnp− 2
√
npc]

≥ √np · Ω(1) · Pr[X = bnpc]

=
√
np · Ω(1) ·Θ(1/

√
np)

= Ω(1).
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By Theorem 1 of [GM14] Pr[Y ≥ np] > 1/4, and thus

E[min{|X − Y |,√np}] ≥ √np · Pr[X ≤ np−√np] · Pr[Y ≥ np]

≥ √np · Ω(1) · (1/4)

= Ω(
√
np).

Putting all these lemmas together, we now prove our theorem.

Theorem 3.3.6. For p ∈ [ω(log4 n log log n/n), 1/2] and d = o((pn/ log n)3/4/ log1/4(pn)),

G(n, p)’s degree neighborhoods will all be (pn, 4d + 1)-disjoint with probability at least 1 −

exp(−ω(log n)).

Proof. Let n′ = n− 2, K =
⌊√

n′ log n′ log(pn′)/p
⌋
, and x be a value specified later that is

o

(√
pn/(log2(n) log(pn))

)
.

Consider two different vertices u and v in the graph G. Let G′ be the subgraph of G

formed by removing u and v. G′ is a random G(n′, p) graph, so by Lemma 3.3.9, with high

probability there are x disjoint degree ranges with at least K vertices in each range as given

by the theorem.

Let Ui be a random variable denoting the number of vertices in the ith of these degree

ranges that u is adjacent to. Similarly, let Vi be a random variable denoting the number of

vertices in the ith of these degree ranges that v is adjacent to. Observe that the Uis and

Vis are all independent binomial random variables with at least K trials, and probability of

success p. This implies that if X1, . . . , Xx, Y1, . . . , Yx are i.i.d. random variables distributed
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according to Bin(K, p), then

Pr

[
x∑
i=1

|Ui − Vi| ≤ 4d+ 2

]
≤ Pr

[
x∑
i=1

|Xi − Yi| ≤ 4d+ 2

]

≤ Pr

[
x∑
i=1

min{|Xi − Yi|,
√
Kp} ≤ 4d+ 2

]
.

Let α = E[min{|Xi−Yi|,
√
Kp}]/

√
Kp. Assuming 4d+2 ≤ αx

√
Kp, by a Chernoff bound,

Pr

[
x∑
i=1

min{|Xi − Yi|,
√
Kp} ≤ 4d+ 2

]

≤ exp

(
−(αx− (4d+ 2)/

√
Kp)2

2αx

)
.

Now we argue that we can choose x such that x = ω(log n) and αx/2 ≥ (4d + 2)/
√
Kp

while still maintaining x = o

(√
pn/(log2(n) log(pn))

)
. For the first part, observe that

pn

log(pn)
= ω

(
log4 n

)
which implies that

log n = o

(√
pn

log2 n log(pn)

)
.

For the second part, note that

(4d+ 2)/
√
Kp = o

(
(pn/ log n)3/4/ log1/4(pn)

(pn log n log(pn))1/4

)

= o

(√
pn

log2 n log(pn)

)
.

By Lemma 3.3.10, α = Ω(1). With these two facts, we deduce that we can find x such that

αx/2 ≥ (4d+ 2)/
√
Kp.
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Now for this choice of x we have

exp

(
−(αx− (4d+ 2)/

√
Kp)2

2αx

)
≤ exp

(
−(αx− αx/2)2

2αx

)
= exp (−αx/8) = exp(−ω(log n)).

Thus with probability at least 1− exp(−ω(log n)),
∑x

i=1 |Ui − Vi| ≥ 4d+ 3. This implies

that the multiset of the G′-degrees of the vertices in G′ connected to u whose G′-degrees are

at most pn− 1 has at least 4d + 3 elements different from the multiset of the G′-degrees of

the vertices in G′ connected to v whose G′-degrees are at most pn− 1. By Lemma 3.3.8, u

and v’s degree neighborhoods in G are (pn, 4d + 1)-disjoint. We then union bound over all

O(n2) pairs of vertices to achieve the theorem.

3.4 Forest Reconciliation

Another easy class of graphs for graph isomorphism is that of rooted forests (a collection

of rooted trees). First note that we can easily compute the isomorphism class of a tree as

follows. The label for a vertex is the concatenation of the sorted labels of its children. The

label of the root then indicates the tree’s isomorphism class. This is computable in O(n)

time [AHU74]. The isomorphism class of a rooted forest is then determined by the sorted

list of the trees’ labels.

In forest reconciliation, Alice and Bob have rooted forests GA and GB such that GA

can be made isomorphic to GB via at most d directed edge insertions and deletions. Each

of these edge updates must preserve the fact that GA and GB are rooted forests. After a

deletion, the child becomes a new root and the child of an inserted edge must have been a

root. Naturally, any deletion will create a new tree and any insertion will connect two trees,

making one into a subtree of the other. Another way to think of the rooted forest is as a
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directed forest, with all edges pointing away from the roots. Any edge deletion will preserve

this structure, and edge insertions then create an edge from a vertex to another vertex that

was previously a root. We wish for Bob to recover a rooted forest isomorphic to GA.

Theorem 3.2.3 gave a protocol for general graph reconciliation using O(d log n) communi-

cation whose computation time is dominated by the number of graphs within d operations of

GA times the time required to compute the isomorphism class of a graph. For general graphs

the time to compute the isomorphism class, as far as is currently known, is very expensive.

For forest isomorphism there are only O(nd) possible graphs within d edge changes so the

total computation time is O(nd+1), which is reasonable for very small d.

We develop an improved protocol for the case when none of the trees in GA and GB have

large depth. This protocol also uses set of sets reconciliation on vertex signatures. However,

unlike for random graphs, we know of no signature scheme for forests which is robust to

even a very small number of edge changes, so our protocol exploits other properties of the

signatures to recover GA. Indeed, this lack of a natural robust signature scheme is what

makes this seemingly simple problem appear rather difficult.

Each vertex’s signature is an Θ(log n)-bit pairwise independent hash of the isomorphism

class label of the tree that it roots, with the length of the hash chosen to guarantee that all of

the hashes of differing labels will be unique with high probability. We assume this uniqueness

henceforth. Observe that a forest can be efficiently reconstructed from the multiset of vertex

signatures together with the multiset of edge signatures, where an edge signature is simply

the ordered pair of appropriate vertex signatures. For any unique vertex signature we can

simply read off the edge signatures to determine its children. For a vertex signature that

occurs k > 1 times, the set of edge signatures with it as the parent must be exactly divisible

into k identical groups. We can easily determine these groups, and use that to connect up

all of the remaining vertices.

We encode the edge signatures as a multiset of multisets. Each vertex corresponds to one
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child multiset, consisting of the vertex’s signature (with a special signifier to indicate that it

is the parent) together with the signatures of all of its children. Now observe that a single

edge insertion/deletion will only change the signature of at most σ different vertices, where

σ is the maximum depth of a tree in GA and GB. Thus, across all of the child multisets

at most O(dσ) changes occur, so we can efficiently reconcile them using the protocols from

Chapter 2.

Theorem 3.4.1. If d is known, forest reconciliation can be solved in one round using

O(dσ log(dσ) log n) bits of communication and O((n + (dσ)2) log(dσ)) time with probabil-

ity at least 2/3.

Proof. Each party computes the signature of each of their vertices as follows. Every vertex’s

signature is an O(log n)-bit pairwise independent hash of the sorted list of its children’s

signatures, except leaves’ signatures which are the hash of 0. All of the vertices’ signatures

can be computed in O(n) time if we sort signatures using the radix sort, since the signatures

are O(1) words each. We encode the edge signatures as multisets of vertex signatures, as

previously described, and reconcile them using Theorem 2.3.5, using the fact that at most

O(dσ) changes occur across all of the multisets.

Once Bob has Alice’s vertex and edge signatures he can recover GA in O(n) time. He first

creates a vertex for each vertex signature and then radix sorts the list of edge signatures in

lexicographical order (with the parent signature first). For each edge, if the parent signature

appears only once in the list of vertex signatures he adds an edge from the lone vertex with

that signature to any root vertex with the child’s signature (if there are multiple candidate

children it doesn’t matter which he picks since the subtrees are isomorphic). If there are k

vertices that match the parent’s signature, then there must be ck copies of that edge signature

for some integer c. Bob then simply adds c of these edges to each of the k parents.
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3.5 Conclusion and Open Problems

We have introduced models of graph reconciliation, and provided protocols for reconciling

random graphs as well as directed forests. Several natural questions remain, including finding

efficient graph reconciliation algorithms for additional classes of graphs, such as other random

graph models or planar graphs. Tree isomorphism can be seen as a simple case of planar

graph isomorphism, so perhaps techniques for planar graph isomorphism can be combined

with our strategy for forest reconciliation to reconcile planar graphs. There is also a question

of reconciling more general directed graphs, as that would have applications to reconciling

control flow graphs which may have security applications.
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Chapter 4

Directory Reconciliation

4.1 Introduction

Recall the problem of document exchange, in which Alice and Bob have documents (strings)

a and b respectively and they wish to communicate efficiently so that Bob can recover a. They

are given a small bound k on the edit distance (or edit distance with block moves) between a

and b, and wish to use communication proportional to k, rather than to the lengths of their

strings. This has immediate applications to version control software, in which a server and

client wish to synchronize different versions of the same files. In such a setting, document

exchange would match each file with the corresponding file with the same name on the other

side; this can be done in parallel. However, if files are allowed to change names or locations

in the file structure, the this approach could introduce significant inefficiencies, as a large

file whose name is changed may have to be transmitted in its entirety between the parties.

We introduce the problem of directory reconciliation to address this issue. In this problem

Alice and Bob each have a directory, which we define to be a set of documents. We have

a small bound d on the number of edits (character insertions, deletions, and substitutions)
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required to transform Alice’s directory into Bob’s.1 The goal of directory reconciliation is

for Bob to recover Alice’s directory using as little communication as possible. In our version

control application, a file’s name and location could be encoded as a prefix for the document,

and now a one character change to a file’s name corresponds only to a single edit, rather

than the deletion of a whole file and the creation of a new one. Directory reconciliation is

also applicable to situations where we wish to synchronize file collections that are closely

related but do not have file names linking them.

We present two approaches to solving directory reconciliation. The first approach is

designed to minimize total communication; we accomplish this by using more rounds of

communication. To achieve this, we show that directory reconciliation can be reduced to

document exchange under edit distance with block moves. Recall that a block move operation

selects a contiguous substring of any length, deletes it from its current location and inserts it

elsewhere in the string. The state of the art for this form of document exchange is the IMS

sketch [IMS05] which is a one round protocol using O(k log n log(n/k)) bits of communication.

In Section 4.3 we present our main technical result, a new protocol for document exchange

under edit distance with block moves that achieves O(k log n) bits of communication at

the expense of using more rounds communication (O(k log n) of them). This protocol draws

inspiration from techniques for noisy binary search, but requires new techniques and analysis

in order to meet our communication requirements.

Our second approach is designed to be more communication efficient in terms of the

number of rounds. This approach is based on combining document exchange protocols

with techniques for reconciling sets of sets. We provide one round directory reconciliation

protocols that are generally superior to what we achieve from our reduction to the IMS

sketch. In particular, they perform significantly better when the directory consists of a large

1Note that we use k as our edit bound for document exchange and d for our edit bound for directory
reconciliation. This is for historical consistency, and it helps to keep clear which problem we are solving.
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number of small files. Additionally, we provide efficient directory reconciliation protocols

that use only a constant number of rounds for the setting when the bound d is unknown.

These results motivate studying directory reconciliation problem as a distinct problem from

document exchange, as they improve upon what is possible by direct reduction to document

exchange.

4.1.1 Related Work

The formal study of document exchange began with Orlitsky [Orl93] and has received sig-

nificant attention since then; see, for example, [BZ16, IMS05, CGK16]. We summarize the

current state-of-the-art document exchange protocols in Section 1.3. All of the modern

protocols use only a single round of communication. While there was a line of work on

multi-round protocols [SBB90, CPS+00, Lan01, SNT04], these protocols are dominated by

the one round IMS sketch [IMS05], which incorporates the ideas behind them. The rsync

algorithm [rsy, TM] is a well known practical tool for synchronizing files or directories.

However, rsync and related tools have poor worst case performance with regards to the

amount of data they communicate. Furthermore, rsync performs directory synchronization

by individually synchronizing files with common names/locations and thus behaves poorly

if a file’s name/location changes, an issue we seek to remedy with our model of directory

reconciliation.

Noisy binary search is the problem of searching via comparison for an item in a list

or graph in which those comparisons have some chance of returning an incorrect response

[BOH08, EZKS16]. Solutions for this include multiplicative weights based algorithms which

incrementally reinforce the likelihood that each possible candidate is the target. Our multi-

round document exchange protocol draws heavily from these ideas, by using noisy hash based

comparisons to incrementally discover common substrings of Alice and Bob’s documents.

More specifically, we repeatedly use a variation of noisy binary search to find the longest
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Algorithm Communication Computation Rounds Failure Probability
Theorem 4.2.1 d log n log(n/d) n log(n/d) 1 1/n

Corollary 4.3.2 d log n n2 log n O(d log n) 2−Θ(d
√

logn) + 1/n
Theorem 4.4.3 d log s+ d log h nd 1 1/3
Theorem 4.4.5 d log n log h+ d3 n log h+ d4 log n 1 1/3

Table 4.1: A comparison of results of the protocols for directory reconciliation. All of the
communication and computation bounds omit constant factors, and many of them drop log d
and log log n factors as well.

substring of Bob’s document that is a prefix of Alice’s document. While similar to Nisan and

Safra’s use of noisy binary search to find the longest common prefix of two strings [Nis93],

the expansion to substrings greatly complicates realizing our desired communication bound.

4.1.2 Overview of Results

A simplified presentation of the bounds our directory reconciliation protocols achieve appears

in Table 4.1. In the interest of conciseness, this table omits log d and log log n factors from the

communication and computation times. As a result, it is not a completely fair comparison

of our results, as the missing log factors, together with the fact that n = O(sh), mean that

Corollary 4.3.2 always uses the least communication of the group.

All of the protocols presented in Table 4.1 assume knowledge of d, and naively extending

them to the case when d is unknown takes an additional O(log d) rounds of communication.

We also present Theorem 4.4.8 a protocol specialized for the case when d is unknown that

(again omitting log d and log log n factors) uses Õ(d log n log s+ d log n log h+ d2 log n) bits

of communication, Õ(sh log n+ d2 log n) computation, 4 rounds of communication, and fails

with probability at most 1/n.
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4.1.3 Notation

Given a (1-indexed) vector s of length n, we will use the notation si:j to refer to subset of s

consisting of indices i through j inclusive. Similarly, s:i refers to the length i prefix of s and

si: refers to the the length n− i+ 1 suffix of s.

We will frequently use Θ(log n) bit hashes as identifiers for strings. We use the property

that for a sufficiently large constant in the order notation, we have no collisions among at

most poly(n) such hashes with probability at least 1− 1/poly(n).

4.2 Reducing Directory Reconciliation to Document

Exchange Under Edit Distance

We show here that directory reconciliation can be solved via a straightforward reduction

to document exchange under edit distance with block moves. The current state-of-the-art

protocol for this problem is Theorem 1.3.1 (the IMS sketch), and this reduction provides a

baseline against which we compare the rest of our protocols.

Theorem 4.2.1. Directory reconciliation can be solved in one round using O(d log n log(n/d))

bits of communication and O(n log(n/d)) time with probability at least 1− 1/poly(n).

Proof. First we describe the protocol, and then we will argue its correctness. Alice and

Bob compute a Θ(log n) bit hash of each of their documents, then sort their hashes in O(s)

time using radix sort. They then concatenate all of their documents into a single document,

ordering them by the sorted order of their hashes. They choose a random Θ(log n) bit

delineation string and insert it in between each pair of documents in the concatenation. They

then engage in document exchange with their concatenated documents so that Bob recovers

Alice’s concatenated document. They use Theorem 1.3.1 with k = 2d. Bob then converts
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the concatenated document into a directory by splitting along the delineation strings, thus

recovering Alice’s directory.

With probability at least 1−1/poly(n), no two of Alice and Bob’s documents that are not

equal will have equal hash values. Assuming this is the case, Theorem 1.3.1 will allow Bob

to recover Alice’s concatenated document with probability at least 1− 1/n. This is because

without hash collisions, the documents will be ordered such that at most d̂ block moves are

required to order Alice’s documents so that Alice and Bob’s document orders correspond to

the minimum edit distance matching between their documents. After making these block

moves, the edit distance between Alice’s and Bob’s concatenated documents would be at

most d. The optimal block edit distance between the original concatenated documents is

therefore seen to be at most 2d, and thus Bob can recover Alice’s concatenated document

using the algorithm of Theorem 1.3.1 (for k = 2d) with probability at least 1 − 1/poly(n).

With probability at least 1 − 1/poly(n) the delineation string will not appear in any of the

documents, so splitting Alice’s concatenated document using it will produce Alice’s directory.

The concatenated documents are of size O(n + s log(n)) = O(n) since the directories

cannot have duplicate documents (since they are sets) so s ≤ n/ log n. Thus, by Theo-

rem 1.3.1 the communication cost is O(d log n log(n/d)). The running time is dominated

by the O(n log(n/d)) used by Theorem 1.3.1 since it only takes O(n) time to construct the

concatenated strings and then extract the directory.

4.3 Multi-Round Document Exchange Protocol

Here we develop a protocol for document exchange under edit distance with block moves

that achieves a communication cost of O(k log n). We do this with a multi-round protocol,

inspired by noisy binary search algorithms [EZKS16], that identifies the common blocks

between Alice and Bob’s strings via many rounds of back and forth communication.
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Theorem 4.3.1. Document exchange under edit distance with block moves can be solved in

O(k log n) rounds using O(k log n) bits of communication and O(n2 log n) time, with proba-

bility at least 1− 2−Θ(k
√

logn) − 1/poly(n).

This implies a protocol for directory reconciliation via the same reduction as in Theo-

rem 4.2.1.

Corollary 4.3.2. Directory reconciliation can be solved in O(d log n) rounds using O(d log n)

bits of communication and O(n2 log n) time, with probability at least 1 − 2−Θ(d
√

logn) −

1/poly(n).

The main technical work in our protocol comes from the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3.3. Given κ ≤ n, Alice can find the longest prefix of her document up to length

n/κ that is a contiguous substring of Bob’s document in O(log n) rounds using O(log n) bits

of communication and O((n2/κ) log n) time, with probability at least 1− 2−
√

lnn.

We prove Lemma 4.3.3 later, building off of techniques from noisy binary search in

graphs [EZKS16]. We use this lemma as a subroutine in our protocol for Theorem 4.3.1 by

incrementally building up a larger and larger prefix of Alice’s document that is known to

Bob. Along the way Lemma 4.3.3 may fail due to its own internal randomness, but we make

no assumptions on what mode that failure takes. Lemma 4.3.3’s protocol may abort and

report failure, it may report a prefix of Alice’s document that is too long, and thus is not a

substring of Bob’s document, or it may report a prefix that is a substring of Bob’s document

but is not the longest possible one. We will show that so long as most of our applications

of Lemma 4.3.3 succeed, no matter what form the failures take, our resulting protocol for

document exchange will succeed.

Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Let a ∈ {0, 1}n be Alice’s document and b ∈ {0, 1}n be Bob’s

document.
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Our protocol will happen in t ≤ 10k phases. After each phase, Bob will have recovered

a progressively larger prefix of a. After the ith phase he will have recovered a(i), where a(i)

is a prefix of a and a(t) = a with probability at least 1 − 2−Θ(k
√

logn) − 1/poly(n). We use

a− a(i) to refer to the string a after removing the prefix a(i). Given a string s, we use |s| to

refer to the length of s.

In the ith phase, Alice and Bob uses Lemma 4.3.3 (setting κ = k) to find the largest

prefix s (up to length n/k) of a − a(i−1) contained in b. If s is shorter than log2 n, Alice

directly transmits the first log2 n bits of a− a(i−1), thus |a(i)| = |a(i−1)|+ log2 n. Otherwise,

Alice transmits |s|, along with a Θ(log n) bit hash of s to Bob, who compares it to to the

hash of each length |s| substring in b. With probability at least 1− 1/poly(n), the hash of s

matches only one unique substring of b, and that is s, thus Bob has recovered a(i) = a(i−1)+s.

If at any point a failure occurs, either one detected in Lemma 4.3.3 or if the hash of s does

not have a unique match, we move on letting a(i) = a(i−1).

First we argue that assuming no hashing failures or failures in Lemma 4.3.3, the protocol

succeeds with t ≤ 5k. The argument follows that of Lemma 3.1 of [IMS05]. We imagine

that b is written on a long piece of paper, and we perform each edit operation to transform b

into a by cutting the paper, rearranging pieces and inserting individual characters for insert

and substitution operations. Each operation requires at most 3 cuts, so a consists of the

concatenation of at most 3k substrings of b plus up to k newly inserted characters. In each

phase of the algorithm, we either recover up to the end of one of the substrings, at least one

of the inserted characters, or n/k characters. The first case can happen at most 3k times, the

second and third cases can each happen at most k times, so at most 5k phases are required

to recover a in its entirety.

There are two ways that a phase can fail; either the hash of s can match with a substring

of b that does not equal s, or Lemma 4.3.3 can fail. Union bounding over the t ≤ 10k

phases, with probability at least 1− 1/poly(n), none of the hashes mismatch. Lemma 4.3.3
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can fail one of three ways: it can report an s which is too short, report an s that is too long,

or it can fail to find an s at all. If it fails to find an s, we have case where a(i) = a(i−1),

basically meaning we try again with fresh randomness. If s is too long, then assuming no

hash mismatches, Bob will not find a substring of b that matches s’s hash so we once again

have a(i) = a(i−1). Finally if s is too short, |a(i)| > |a(i−1)| but we won’t have completed one

of the at most 3k substrings of b of which a is comprised.

So long as Lemma 4.3.3 succeeds 5k times in at most 10k phases, the protocol succeeds.

Since each application of Lemma 4.3.3 succeeds with probability at least 1 − 2
√

lnn, by a

Chernoff bound, we succeed at least 5k times in 10k attempts with probability at least

1 − 2−k(
√

lnn−2) so our overall success probability is at least 1 − 2−Θ(k
√

logn) − 1/poly(n) as

desired.

Each phase uses O(log n) rounds totaling O(log n) bits of communication and takes

O((n2/k) log n) time, thus the whole protocol takes O(k log n) rounds, uses O(k log n) bits

of communication and takes O(n2 log n) time.

Now we sketch the protocol for Lemma 4.3.3, with the details presented in Algorithm 4.

In our protocol, Bob will represent all contiguous substrings of his document of length at most

n/κ using a tree T . Each node in T represents a substring of b. The root of T corresponds

to the empty string, and each node at depth r corresponds to a unique substring of length

r. A node at depth r’s parent is the node corresponds to its length r − 1 prefix. T is

essentially an uncompressed suffix tree [Gus97] formed from the reverse of each of the length

n/κ substrings of b.

We use Dr to refer to the set of nodes in T at depth r. Given a node u, Tu refers to the

subtree rooted at u in T . We use T−r to refer to the tree above depth r. In other words

T−r = T − ∪u∈DrTu.

Our protocol will consist of Θ(log n) phases. In the ith phase, we draw an O(1) bit hash

function h, and Alice sends h(a:`) to Bob. Bob then compares this hash to the depth ` nodes
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in T (the length ` substrings of b). Bob will then respond with information to determine

what ` to use in the next phase. After Θ(log n) rounds of this, we hope to gain enough

information from these hashes for Bob to confidently determine the length of the largest

prefix of a which is contained in b.
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Algorithm 3 MultWeightsProtocol(a, I, t, T ): Alice inputs a, I, and t. Bob inputs
T , I, and t.

• Alice and Bob: t← 1 and q1 ← 1.

• Bob: w(u)← 1 for all i ∈ t. M ← ∅.

• For i = 1 to t:

– Bob: if ∃u ∈ T such that w(u) > w(T )/2:

∗ Bob: w(u)← 0, M ←M ∪ {u} and η ← 0.

∗ Bob: send η to Alice.

– Bob: otherwise:

∗ Bob: ρ← argminr max (w(T−r),maxu∈Dr w(Tu)). Sets o such that ρ ∈ Io.
∗ Bob: if o ≥ q1, q′1 ← min(o, q1 + 3). Otherwise, q′1 ← max(o, q1 − 3).

∗ Bob: `′1 ← I
q′1,
⌈
|Iq′1
|/2
⌉ (the midpoint of Iq′1) and η ← 1.

∗ Bob: if q′1 = o and `′1 is not balanced with respect to w, η ← 2, we set either
q′2 ← q′1 + 1 or q′2 − 1 so that `′1 and `′2 = I

q′2,
⌈
|Iq′2
|/2
⌉ straddle ρ, meaning that

min(`′1, `
′
2) < ρ < max(`′1, `

′
2).

∗ Bob: send η and q′j − qj for j ∈ [η] to Alice.

– Alice and Bob: for j ∈ [η]: qj ← q′j, mj ←
⌈
|Iqj |/2

⌉
, `j ← Iqj ,mj .

– Alice: for j ∈ [η], send h(a:`j) to Bob.

– For j ∈ [η]: for u ∈ D`j :

∗ Bob: if h(a:`j) = h(u), for all v ∈ Tu, w(v)← w(v) · p and for all v ∈ T − Tu,
w(v)← w(v) · (1− p).

∗ Bob: if h(a:`j) 6= h(u), for all v ∈ Tu, w(v) ← w(v) · (1 − p)2 and for all
v ∈ T − Tu, w(v)← w(v) · p2.

– Alice and Bob: split I around the queried points. Specifically, for j ∈ [η] in
descending order of qj, if |Iqj | > 1 then I ← I:qj−1 + Iqj ,:mj−1 + Iqj ,mj : + Iqj+1:

• Bob: send to Alice a 2t-bit vector z indicating for each phase whether any nodes at
depth `1 or `2 are in M .

• Alice and Bob: construct I ′ such that |I ′| = 1 and I ′1 is the ordered list of unique
depths of nodes in M .

• Alice: return I ′.

• Bob: return I ′ and M .
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Algorithm 4 Alice inputs a, n and κ. Bob inputs b, n and κ.

• Bob: construct T1, the tree representing all contiguous substrings of b up to length
n/κ.

• Alice and Bob: δ ← 2−
√

lnn/3 and t1 ← 85 lnn+ 63 ln(1/δ).

• I1,M1 ←MultWeightsProtocol(a, [n], t1, T1)

• Bob: construct T2, the tree representing the hierarchy of the nodes in M1.

• Alice and Bob: t2 ← 82 ln t1 + 63 ln(1/δ).

• I2,M2 ←MultWeightsProtocol(a, I1, t2, T2)

• For r ∈ I2 (in decreasing order):

– Alice: send Θ(log t2 + log(1/δ))-bit hash h′(a:r) to Bob

– Bob: if ∃u ∈M2 ∩Dr such that h′(u) = h′(a:r), send 1 to Alice and return u

– Alice: if received 1, return r

• Alice and Bob: return failure

The set of prefixes of a which are contained in b correspond to a path from the root in

T . We are searching for a single node g in T , which is the last node in this path. Whenever

h(a:`) does not match the hash of a node u in T , we know that g is not in the subtree rooted

at u. When the hash does match, then g is more likely to be in the subtree rooted at u, and

less likely to be in the rest of T . This is essentially the kind of feedback used in noisy binary

search in graphs [EZKS16]. If we were unconstrained in the amount of communication Bob

sends to Alice to determine the next `, and Bob could simply send Θ(log n) bits to exactly

specify the optimum `, then we could reduce directly to the algorithm of [EZKS16]. However,

in order to achieve the lemma we must restrict ourselves to O(1) bits of communication per

phase. We emphasize that this is where most of our technical contribution lies, as it requires

new techniques and analysis to handle this restriction.

Both Alice and Bob maintain a partitioning of the range [n] into intervals I1, . . . , It.

Before the first phase, they just have one interval containing all of [n]. In each phase, Alice
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and Bob will agree to query in the qth interval. Alice will choose ` to be the midpoint of Iq.

After transmitting the h(a:`), the interval containing ` will be split in two around `. Bob will

then tell Alice which interval to choose the next ` from, by transmitting O(1) bits specifying

how much to add or subtract from q.

We choose the size of hi so that the probability of two unequal strings having matching

hash values is at most 1− p = 1/3. For each node u ∈ T , Bob maintains a weight w(u). All

the weights are initialized to 1, and Bob updates them in response to the hashes he receives

from Alice. For each u ∈ D`, if h(a:`) = h(u), we multiply each of the weights in Tu by p and

we multiply the weights of all other nodes in T by 1− p. If h(a:`) 6= h(u), we multiply each

of the weights in Tu by (1 − p)2 and we multiply the weights of all other nodes in T by p2.

Here we are using the one-sidedness of comparisons, in that if the hashes do not match then

we know that the strings do not match with probability 1. As a result, we could instead

zero the weights of the nodes in Tu when h(a:`) 6= h(u), but doing so would not improve our

asymptotic result and would complicate the analysis.

Whenever a node’s weight is at least half of the total tree weight, we zero its weight and

add the node to a list M . We show that after Θ(log n) rounds, our goal g is likely to be in M .

We then repeat this protocol with a new tree T2 consisting only of nodes in M . T2 is formed

by taking the transitive closure of T , then removing all nodes not in M , then taking the

transitive reduction of the result. In other words, in T2, u is a parent of v if u was v’s most

recent ancestor in M . Note that unlike T , T2 need not be a binary tree. When running the

protocol on T2, we now have that I no longer consists of intervals, but is instead contiguous

subsets of the node depths present in M , and when we select the midpoint of an element

of I, we choose the median. We show that by running the protocol on T2 for Θ(log log n)

rounds, g is likely to be in the new candidate list of nodes M2. |M2| = Θ(log log n), so at

this point, we directly determine which node in M2 is g by sending a Θ(
√

log n) bit hash for

each node in M2.
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No we argue that that Algorithm 4 satisfies Section 4.3. First we note that all of the tasks

in MultWeightsProtocol are achievable, with the only non-trivial part being provided

by the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3.4. In MultWeightsProtocol, Alice can construct I ′ using z.

Proof. Consider a node u ∈ Dr and its parent v. If r has not been queried in any phase,

then w(u) = w(v). This is because any weight update performed by a query at a depth

r′ 6= r will update w(u) and w(v) identically. If r′ > r then either w(u) and w(v) will be

unchanged or they will both be multiplied by 1− p. If r < r then either w(u) and w(v) will

both be multiplied by p or they will both be set to 0.

In order for u to be added to M , w(u) > w(T )/2. This is impossible if w(u) = w(v),

therefore r must have been queried in at least one phase. Thus, every depth r that could be

in I ′ will be included in z so Alice can construct I ′.

We say that a depth r is queried in a phase i of Algorithm 3 if `1 = r or `2 = r in that

phase. A query of depth r partitions the the tree into |Dr|+ 1 components: T−r along with

Tu for each u ∈ Dr. A query of depth r is balanced if each component has at most 3/4 of

the total weight in the tree. In other words, max (w(T−r),maxu∈Dr w(Tu)) ≤ (3/4)w(T ). A

query of depth r is informative if the component containing the target node g has total as

most 3/4 of the total mass. Specifically, if g ∈ T−r then w(T−r) ≤ (3/4)w(T ) and if g ∈ Tu

for u ∈ Dr, then w(Tu) ≤ (3/4)w(T ). A balanced query is guaranteed to be informative,

but an informative query need not be balanced. We call phase i of Algorithm 3 informative

if either an informative query is performed or if a node is added to M .

Lemma 4.3.5. In MultWeightsProtocol, ρ = argminr max (w(T−r),maxu∈Dr w(Tu))

is guaranteed to be a balanced query.

Proof. If ρ is not balanced, then either w(T−ρ) > (3/4)w(T ) or there exists a u ∈ Dρ such
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that w(Tu) > (3/4)w(T ). Additionally, by the definition of ρ, if it is not balanced then no

query is.

Suppose w(T−ρ) > (3/4)w(T ). Let ρ′ be the smallest (least deep) query such that

w(Tρ′) = w(Tρ). By the definition of ρ, there must exist a u′ ∈ Dρ′−1 for which w(Tu′) ≥

w(T−ρ) > (3/4)w(T ). Tu′ consists of u′ together with a subset of ∪v∈Dρ′Tv. Since w(T−ρ′) >

(3/4)w(T ),
∑

v∈Dρ′
w(Tv) < (1/4)w(T ). Furthermore, every node in the tree has weight at

most w(T )/2, or it would have been zeroed in a previous step. Therefore,

w(Tu′) ≤ w(T )/2 + (1/4)w(T ) = (3/4)w(T ),

which is a contradiction so we cannot have that w(T−ρ) > (3/4)w(T ).

The argument showing that there cannot exist a u ∈ Dρ such that w(Tu) > (3/4)w(T ) is

essentially identical.

Lemma 4.3.6. If g ∈ T , MultWeightsProtocol(a, I, t, T ) performs at least (2t −

8 log3/2 τ)/7 informative phases, where τ is the height of T .

Proof. Let r∗ be the depth of g, and q∗ be the interval containing r∗. We introduce the

potential function Φ = |q1 − q∗| + α(log2 |I∗q | + log2 |Iq∗+1|), where α = 4/ log2(3/2). If q∗ is

the final interval, then instead Φ = |q1 − q∗| + α(log2 |I∗q | + log2 τ). We argue that in each

phase, either a node is added to M , an informative query is performed and Φ increases by

at most 5, or Φ decreases by at least 2.

No phase can ever increase Φ by more than 5 since |q′1−q1| ≤ 3 and at most two intervals

are split in two, and |I∗q | and |Iq∗+1| are non-increasing.

If q′1 6= o then we have two cases:

1. `′1 is in between ρ and r∗. In this case `′1 is informative because ρ is balanced (by

Lemma 4.3.5) and `′1 is closer to r∗ than ρ so the component containing g formed by

partitioning around `′1 must have at most 3/4 of the total weight.
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2. ρ is in between `′1 and r∗ or r∗ is in between `′1 and ρ. Since q′1 6= o, q′1 must be 3 steps

closer to o than q1, which in either ordering means it must also be 3 steps closer to

q∗. Thus |q1 − q∗| must decrease by at least 2 (not 3 because splitting an interval can

increase the distance by 1).

If q′1 = o, then we have a few cases:

1. `′1 is balanced. In this case our query is guaranteed to be informative.

2. r∗ < min(`′1, `
′
2). min(`′1, `

′
2) is in between r∗ and ρ so it is guaranteed to be informative.

3. r∗ > max(`′1, `
′
2). max(`′1, `

′
2) is in between r∗ and ρ so it is guaranteed to be informa-

tive.

4. |I∗q | ≥ 2 and min(`′1, `
′
2) ≤ r∗ ≤ max(`′1, `

′
2). Either q′1 = q∗ or q′2 = q∗ so |I∗q | will shrink

by a factor of at least 2/3. |q1 − q∗| afterwards will be at most 2, thus in total Φ will

decrease by at least α log2(3/2)− 2 = 2.

5. |I∗q | = 1 and min(`′1, `
′
2) = r∗. Either max(q′1, q

′
2) = q∗ + 1 so |Iq∗+1| will shrink by

a factor of at least 2/3. |q1 − q∗| afterwards will be at most 2, thus in total Φ will

decrease by at least α log2(3/2)− 2 = 2.

6. |I∗q | = 1 and max(`′1, `
′
2) = r∗. max(`′1, `

′
2) is guaranteed to be an informative query

since ρ < max(`′1, `
′
2) so w(Tg) < (3/4)w(T ).

Initially, Φ = 2α log2 τ since there is only one interval. Φ is also always non-negative.

Thus, over t phases, if ι is our number of informative phases then

2α log2 τ + 5ι− 2(t− ι) ≥ 0,

and so ι ≥ (2t− 2α log2 τ)/7 = (2t− 8 log3/2 τ)/7.
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Let Xi be w(g)/w(T ) at the beginning of phase i in MultWeightsProtocol. Let

Yi = ln(Xi+1/Xi). We will use these random variables to bound the probability that at the

end of MultWeightsProtocol, w(g) < w(T )/2 and thus g is never added to M . First

we provide some bounds on them.

Lemma 4.3.7. If no node is added to M in phase i, then −2 ln
(

p
1−p

)
≤ Yi ≤ 6 ln

(
p

1−p

)
. If

a node other than g is added to M in phase i, then Yi ≥ ln 2.

Proof. We consider three cases, based on the value of η in phase i. First, let η = 0 and so no

queries are performed and a single vertex v 6= g is added to M , such that w(v) > w(T )/2.

In this case,

Yi = ln(w(T )/(w(T )− w(V ))) ≥ ln 2,

as desired.

Now let η = 1 so there is a single query performed in phase i. Let r be the query’s depth.

We consider two subcases: g ∈ T−r and g ∈ Tv for v ∈ Dr.

Yi is maximized when there are no hash collisions. That is, h(a:r) = h(u) if and only if

a:r = u. If g ∈ T−r, and there are no hash collisions, then

Yi = ln

(
p2|Dr|w(g)

p2|Dr|w(T−r) + p2|Dr|−2(1− p)2(w(T )− w(T−r))
/
w(g)

w(T )

)
= ln

(
p2

(2p− 1)w(T−r)/w(T ) + (1− p)2

)
≤ 2 ln

(
p

1− p

)
.

If g ∈ Tv for v ∈ Dr and there are no hash collisions, then

Yi = ln

(
p3

(p3 − (1− p)3)w(Tv)/w(T ) + (1− p)(2p− 1)w(T−r)/w(T ) + (1− p)3

)
≤ 3 ln

(
p

1− p

)
.
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Yi is minimized when every single hash collides with h(a:r). h(a:r) = h(u) for all u ∈ Dr.

If g ∈ T−r, and all hashes collide, then

Yi = ln

(
(1− p)|Dr|w(T )

(1− p)|Dr|w(T−r) + p(1− p)|Dr|−1(w(T )− w(T−r))

)
= ln

(
1− p

p− (2p− 1)w(T−r)/w(T )

)
≥ − ln

(
p

1− p

)
.

Finally we consider the case when g ∈ Tv for v ∈ Dr, and all hashes collide. Note that

in this case we are still guaranteed that h(ar) = h(v) since ar = v.

Yi = ln

(
p

p− (2p− 1)w(T−r)/w(T )

)
≥ 0.

Finally, if η = 2 then 2 queries are performed in phase i. By our previous arguments

about one query, we immediately have that

−2 ln

(
p

1− p

)
≤ Yi ≤ 6 ln

(
p

1− p

)
.

Lemma 4.3.8. If p ≥ 2/3, and g is not in M by the end of phase i, then E[Yi] ≥ 0.

Additionally, if phase i is informative, then E[Yi] ≥ ln(4p/(2p2 + p+ 1)).

Proof. If η = 0 then by Lemma 4.3.7, Yi ≥ ln 2, so clearly E[Yi] ≥ 0.

If η = 1, then phase i performs a single query at depth r. Let Ui be a random variable

taking the value of the set of nodes u ∈ Dr such that h(u) 6= h(a:r).
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First, let g ∈ T−r. For each u ∈ Dr, Pr[h(u) 6= h(a:r)] ≥ p. Thus,

E[Yi] = E[ln(Xi+1/Xi)]

≥ ln(1/E[Xi/Xi+1]) (Jensen’s inequality)

= ln

(
1/E

[
p2(1− p)w(T−r) + (1− p)3

∑
u∈Ui w(Tu) + p3

∑
u∈Dr\Ui w(Tu)

p2(1− p)w(T )

])

= ln

 p2(1− p)w(T )

p2(1− p)w(T−r) + (1− p)3E
[∑

u∈Ui w(Tu)
]

+ p3E
[∑

u∈Dr\Ui w(Tu)
]


≥ ln

(
p2(1− p)w(T )

p2(1− p)w(T−r) + p(1− p)3
∑

u∈Dr w(Tu) + p3(1− p)
∑

u∈Dr w(Tu)

)
(4.1)

= ln

(
p2(1− p)w(T )

p2(1− p)w(T−r) + (p3(1− p) + p(1− p)3)(w(T )− w(T−r))

)
= ln

(
p

(1− p)(2p− 1)w(T−r)/w(T ) + 1− 2p(1− p)

)
(4.2)

≥ 0 (since w(T−r) ≤ w(T )),

where the second inequality used linearity of expectations and then convexity.

For informative queries, we have that w(T−r) ≤ (3/4)w(T ). Plugging this into Equa-

tion 4.2 we get2

E[Yi] ≥ ln(4p/(2p2 + p+ 1)).

2We note that this bound approaches approaches 0 as p approaches 1, which is an unintuitive artifact of
our analysis. However, since we choose p = 2/3, this is bounded away from 0.
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Now we address the case when g ∈ Tv for v ∈ Dr.

E[Yi] ≥ ln(1/E[Xi/Xi+1])

= ln

(
1/E

[
p3w(Tv) + p(1− p)w(T−r) + (1− p)3

∑
u∈Ui w(Tu) + p3

∑
u∈Dr\(Ui∪{v}) w(Tu)

p3w(T )

])

= ln

 p3w(T )

p3w(Tv) + p(1− p)w(T−r) + (1− p)3 E
[∑

u∈Ui w(Tu)
]

+ p3 E
[∑

u∈Dr\(Ui∪{v}) w(Tu)
]


≥ ln

(
p3w(T )

p3w(Tv) + p(1− p)w(T−r) + (p3(1− p) + p(1− p)3)(w(T )− w(Tv)− w(T−r))

)
= ln

(
p2

(2p− 1)(1− p(1− p))w(Tv)/w(T ) + 2p(1− p)2w(T−r)/w(T ) + (1− p)(1− 2p(1− p))

)
.

(4.3)

Since p ≥ 2/3, (2p− 1)(1− p(1− p)) > 2p(1− p)2. Thus, using only the constraint that

w(Tv) + w(T−r) ≤ w(T ), Equation 4.3 is minimized when w(Tv) = w(T ) and w(T−r) = 0,

which gives us

E[Yi] ≥ 0.

For informative queries, we also have the constraint that w(Tv) ≤ (3/4)w(T ), in which case

Equation 4.3 is minimized when w(Tv) = (3/4)w(T ) and w(T−r) = (1/4)w(T ). This gives us

E[Yi] ≥ ln(4p2/(3p2 − p+ 1)).

Since p ≥ 2/3, ln(4p2/(3p2 − p+ 1)) > ln(4p/(2p2 + p+ 1)).

Finally we consider cases where η = 2 and thus two queries are performed. Since E[Yi] ≥ 0

for one query, then by linearity of expectations E[Yi] ≥ 0 for two queries as well. Further-

more, if phase i is informative then at least one of the queries is informative so by linearity of

expectations and our analysis of the second queries cases, E[Yi] ≥ ln(4p/(2p2 + p+ 1)).
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Lemma 4.3.9. If p = 2/3, g ∈ T , and t ≥ 79 ln τ + 3 ln |T | + 63 ln(1/δ), where τ is the

height of T , then MultWeightsProtocol(a, I, t, T ) will output an M which includes g

with probability at least 1− δ.

Proof. In order for M to not include g, at no point in the protocol can w(g) > w(T )/2. In

particular, after the final phase we must have w(g) ≤ w(T )/2. Since initially w(T ) = |T |

and w(g) = 1, this means that Xt+1/X1 ≤ |T |/2. We will prove the lemma by showing that

if g is never added to M , then Pr[Xt+1/X1 ≤ |T |/2] ≤ δ.

Let Zi = 1/4 + Yi/(8α), where α = ln(p/(1 − p)). Let H ⊆ [t] be the set of phases

in which a node is added to M . By Lemma 4.3.7, for i /∈ H, 0 ≤ Zi ≤ 1 and for i ∈ H,

Zi ≥ 1/4+ln(2)/(8α). By Lemma 4.3.8, E[Zi] ≥ 1/4 and if an informative query is performed

in phase i, then E[Zi] ≥ 1/4 + β/(8α), for β = ln(4p/(2p2 + p + 1)). By Lemma 4.3.6, out

of t queries, at least (2t− 8 log3/2 τ)/7 of them are informative. Assuming t ≥ 32 log3/2 τ ,

µ = E

 ∑
i∈[t]\H

Zi

 ≥ t(1 + β/(8α))/4− |H|(1 + β/(2α))/4.
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Putting these pieces together we have

Pr [Xt+1/X1 ≤ |T |/2] = Pr

[
t∑
i=1

Yi ≤ ln(|T |/2)

]

= Pr

[
t∑
i=1

Zi ≤
ln(|T |/2) + tα

8α

]

≤ Pr

 ∑
i∈[t]\H

Zi ≤
ln(|T |/2) + tα− |H|(ln 2 + 2α)

8α

 (4.4)

≤ Pr

 ∑
i∈[t]\H

Zi ≤ (1− ε)µ

 (where ε =
t(4α + β) + |H|(ln 16− 4β)− 4 ln(|T |/2)

t(8α + β)− |H|(8α + 4β)
)

≤ e−ε
2µ/2 (Chernoff bound, assuming ε ∈ [0, 1])

≤ e−
(t(4α+β)+8|H|(ln 2−β))2

128α(t(8α+β)−4|H|(2α+β)) (assuming t ≥ 8 ln(|T |/2)/(4α + β))

≤ e−
t(4α+β)2

128α(8α+β) (maximized at |H| = 0)

≤ δ (assuming t ≥ ln(1/δ)(128α(8α + β)/(4α + β)2)).

Now let’s address our assumption that ε ∈ [0, 1]. If ε > 1 then

Pr

 ∑
i∈[t]\H

Zi ≤ (1− ε)µ

 ≤ Pr

 ∑
i∈[t]\H

Zi < 0

 = 0 < δ.

For p = 2/3, ln 16 − 4β > 0 so with our assumption that t ≥ 8 ln(|T |/2)/(4α + β), the

numerator of ε must be > 0, thus in order to have ε < 0 we must have |H| > t(8α +
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β)/(8α + 4β). Plugging this into Equation 4.4 we have

Pr

 ∑
i∈[t]\H

Zi ≤
ln(|T |/2) + tα− |H|(ln 2 + 2α)

8α


≤ Pr

 ∑
i∈[t]\H

Zi ≤
ln(|T |/2) + t

(
α− (8α+β)(log 2+2α)

8α+4β

)
8α


≤ Pr

 ∑
i∈[t]\H

Zi ≤ ln(|T |/2)
1 + 8

4α+β

(
α− (8α+β)(log 2+2α)

8α+4β

)
8α


≤ Pr

 ∑
i∈[t]\H

Zi < 0

 (plugging in p = 2/3)

= 0 < δ.

Putting all of our assumptions about t together, we have

t ≥ 32 log3/2 τ +
8

4α + β
ln(|T |/2) +

128α(8α + β)

(4α + β)2
ln(1/δ).

Plugging in p = 2/3, this is satisfied when

t ≥ 79 ln τ + 3 ln |T |+ 63 ln(1/δ)

as desired.

Proof of Lemma 4.3.3. We prove that Algorithm 4 achieves the lemma. First we argue

correctness.

The only step of MultWeightsProtocol where it is not immediate that Alice or Bob

has the required information to perform the protocol is whether Bob can construct I ′1, which

we proved in Lemma 4.3.4. By Lemma 4.3.9 and our choice of t1 (since |T1| ≤ n2), M1 will

contain g with probability at least 1 − δ. Since |M1| ≤ t1, together with Lemma 4.3.9, our
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choice of t2, and a union bound we have that M2 will contain g with probability at least

1− 2δ.

With our choice of hash size for h′, we can make the probability of hash collisions at most

δ/t2 ≤ δ/|M2|. Thus, by a union bound, with probability at least 1 − 3δ there will be no

hash collisions and the Alice will return g and Bob will return |g|. Thus by our choice of δ,

the protocol succeeds with probability at least 1 − 2−
√

lnn.

Each phase of MultWeightsProtocol uses O(1) rounds of communication and trans-

mits O(1) bits. At the end of MultWeightsProtocol there is a single message of size

2t, thus MultWeightsProtocol performs O(t) rounds of communication and O(t) bits

of communication. Thus, between our two applications of MultWeightsProtocol and

the hashes transmitted at the end our rounds of communication are bounded by

O(t1 + t2 + |I2|) = O(t1 + t2) = O(log n+ log(1/δ)) = O(log n).

Our bits of communication are bounded by

O(t1 + t2(log t2 + log(1/δ))) = O(log n+ log2(1/δ)) = O(log n).

The computation bottleneck is the first application of MultWeightsProtocol. Each

phase takes O(n) time compute all of the hash evaluations (using a rolling hash function)

and O(|T1|) time to update all the weights and select the next interval to query, so the total

computation time is O((n+ |T1|)t1) = O((n2/κ) log n).

4.4 Sets of Sets Based Protocols

Corollary 4.3.2 is aimed at minimizing the number of bits of communication, but it does so

at the expense of both rounds of communication and computation time. In this section we
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develop a single round protocol that is much faster and still outperforms Theorem 4.2.1 in

communication cost for most cases. This protocol is based on combining the state of the art

document exchange protocol Theorem 1.3.2 with the cascading IBLTs of IBLTs approach

to solving set of sets reconciliation that we used in Theorem 2.3.5. The basic idea is that

instead of using IBLTs of IBLTs, we will use IBLTs of document exchange messages.

First we present a general protocol in which one can plug in any one round document

exchange protocol, and then we go on to apply it with specific protocols. Let nj be the size

of jth largest document in the union of Alice and Bob’s directories. h ≥ n1 ≥ n2 ≥ . . . ≥ nm,

for m ≤ 2s and
∑m

j=1 nj ≤ 2n.

Lemma 4.4.1. Given a one-round document exchange protocol with time g(k, n′) = O(poly(k, n′)),

communication cost f(k, n′) = O(poly(k, n′)), and success probability at least 1 − 1/(100k),

directory reconciliation can be solved in one round using

O

d log s+ d log log min(d, h) +

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

(d/2i)g(2i, h)


bits of communication and

O

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

 m∑
j=1

f(2i, nj) +

min(d̂,d/2i)∑
j=1

(d̂+ min(d̂, d/2i)− 2j)f(2i, nj)


time with probability at least 2/3.
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Algorithm 5 Cascading IBLTs of Document Exchange Protocols

1. For i = 1, . . . , t = log2 min(d, h), Alice creates a (document exchange message with
k = Θ(2i), Θ(log(st)) bit hash) document encoding for each of her documents and
inserts it into a Θ(d/2i) cell IBLT Ti.

2. If t = log2 h, Alice creates a Θ(d/h) cell IBLT T∗ and inserts a Θ(h) bit encoding of
each of her documents into it.

3. Alice sends T1, . . . , Tt and T∗ to Bob.

4. Bob deletes (document exchange message with k = O(1), hash) encodings of each of his
documents from T1, and then extracts all of the different document encodings from it.
He uses the hashes of his extracted documents to recover DB, the set of his documents
that differ from any of Alice’s.

5. Bob tries performing the document exchange protocol using every combination of one
Alice’s extracted document encodings and one of his documents in DB, trying to re-
cover Alice’s documents. Each time the protocol succeeds, and the resulting document
matches Alice’s hash, he inserts the recovered document into the set DA. Going for-
ward, he will recover more and more of Alice’s documents and DA will be the set he
has recovered so far.

6. For each i = 2, . . . , t, Bob performs the following procedure. He first deletes the level
i document encoding of each of his documents from Ti, except for those in DB. He
also deletes the level i document encoding of each document in DA from Ti. He then
decodes Ti and extracts all of the different document encodings, which correspond
exactly to Alice’s differing documents that aren’t yet in DA. He tries to to decode each
of Alice’s extracted document encodings with each of the documents in DB, adding
Alice’s documents that he recovers to DA.

7. If Bob received T∗, he deletes all of his documents from it. He also deletes each
document in DA from it. He then decodes T∗ and adds all of the decoded documents
to DA.

8. Bob deletes DB from his directory, and adds DA.

Proof. We analyze the protocol given in Algorithm 5. Most of our proof is nearly identical

to that of Theorem 2.3.5, but we present it in full for completeness. Going forward we will

condition on the event that there are no collisions among the Θ(log(st)) bit hashes in the

document encodings. There are at most 2s documents per round that can collide, so union
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bounding over the t rounds we have no collisions with probability at least 1−4s2t/poly(st) ≥

1− 1/30.

Let us divide Alice’s documents into groups according to how many edits they differ

by under the minimum difference matching. Sj is the set of Alice’s documents whose edit

distance with its match is in [2j−1, 2j − 1]. First, observe that every one of Alice’s differing

documents is included in some Sj for j ≤ t. Second, observe that |Sj| ≤ d/2j−1 since the

total number of edits is at most d.

Consider the IBLT Ti. Let Yi be the event that IBLT Ti successfully decodes. Conditioned

on Yi, when processing to match up the documents within Ti, in expectation Bob fails to

recover at most 1
100·2i of Alice’s documents from ∪ij=1Sj that he has not yet recovered. By

Markov’s inequality, Bob recovers fewer than 9/10 of the Alice’s documents in ∪ij=1Sj that he

has not already decoded with probability at most 1
10·2i . We use Xi to refer to the event that

processing Ti results in Bob recovering at least 9/10 of ∪ij=1Sj that he had not previously

recovered, so we have argued that

Pr[Xi|Yi] ≥ 1− 1

10 · 2i
.

Since there are at most 2d differing documents in T1, we can choose the IBLT’s parameters

so that Y1 occurs with probability at least 1 − 2
10d

. For i > 1, conditioned on ∩i−1
j=1Xj, the
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number of Alice’s documents left to be recovered after Ti is processed is at most

t∑
j=i+1

|Sj|+
i∑

j=1

|Sj|10j−i−1

≤
t∑

j=i+1

d/2j−1 +
i∑

j=1

d10j−i−1/2j−1

≤ d/2i−1 + d/10i
i∑

j=1

5j−1

≤ d/2i−1 + d/2i+2 = (9/4)(d/2i).

Since Ti has Θ(d/2i) cells, we can choose the constant factors in the order notation so that

Yi occurs with probability at least 1− 2i

10d
conditioned on ∩i−1

j=1Xj.

If t < log2 h, and therefore there is no T∗, Bob successfully recovers all of Alice’s docu-

ments so long as all Xi and Yi occur. The probability of this is

Pr[∩ti=1(Xi ∩ Yi)]

= Pr[Y1] Pr[X1|Y1] . . .Pr
[
Yt| ∩t−1

j=1 Xj

]
Pr[Xt|Yt]

= Pr[Y1]
t∏
i=2

Pr
[
Yi| ∩i−1

j=1 Xj

] t∏
i=1

Pr[Xi|Yi]

=
t∏
i=1

(
1− 2i

10d

) t∏
i=1

(
1− 1

10 · 2i

)

≥ 1−
t∑
i=1

(
2i

10d
+

1

10 · 2i

)
≥ 4/5.

If t = log2 h, then the protocol will succeed so long as T∗ successfully decodes. T∗ has Θ(d/h)

cells and if all Xi and Yi occur then there are at most (9/4)d/h elements to extract from T∗,

so we can choose the constants such that T∗ decodes with probability at least 1/10. We have
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thus proved that by the end of the procedure, Bob recovers Alice’s directory with probability

at least 4/5− 1/10− 1/30 = 2/3.

The time for Alice and Bob to construct their document encodings and insert or delete

them from the Ti is

O

(
t∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

f(2i, nj)

)
.

The remaining time is what Bob takes to attempt to decode Alice’s document encodings.

When processing Ti, Bob extracts O(min(d̂, d/2i)) of Alice’s document encodings, and com-

pare each one against each of his O(d̂) differing documents’ encodings. Each document

encoding has k = Θ(2i), so the total processing time is at most

O

min(d̂,d/2i)∑
j=1

d̂∑
`=1

f(2i,max(nj, n`))

 = O

min(d̂,d/2i)∑
j=1

(d̂+ min(d̂, d/2i)− 2j)f(2i, nj)

 .

Summing over i, we get

O

 t∑
i=1

min(d̂,d/2i)∑
j=1

(d̂+ min(d̂, d/2i)− 2j)f(2i, nj)

 .

The communication cost of transmitting T1, . . . , Tt and T∗ is

O

(
t∑
i=1

(d/2i) · (log(st) + g(2i, h)) + d

)

= O

(
d log s+ d log log min(d, h) +

t∑
i=1

(d/2i)g(2i, h)

)
.

As a first attempt, we combine this lemma with Theorem 1.3.1. Since Theorem 1.3.1

works under edit distance with block moves, this protocol has the advantage that it allows

block moves within the files as edit operations, just as Theorem 4.2.1 and Corollary 4.3.2
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do.

Theorem 4.4.2. Directory reconciliation can be solved in one round using

O(d log s+ d log2 h log min(d, h))

bits of communication and

O(nd log h+ nd̂ log h log d)

time with probability at least 2/3.

Proof. We use Lemma 4.4.1 with Theorem 1.3.1 as our document exchange protocol, giving

us f(k, n′) = n′ log n′ and g(k, n′) = k log n′ log(n′/k). Our communication bound is

O

d log s+ d log log min(d, h) +

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

(d/2i)g(2i, h)


= O

d log s+ d log log min(d, h) +

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

d log h log(h/2i)


= O(d log s+ d log2 h log min(d, h)).

We bound the time in two pieces. First,

O

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

f(2i, nj)

 = O

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

nj log nj


= O (n log h log min(d, h)) .
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Finally,

O

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

min(d̂,d/2i)∑
j=1

(d̂+ min(d̂, d/2i)− 2j)f(2i, nj)


= O

log d∑
i=1

min(d̂,d/2i)∑
j=1

(d̂+ min(d̂, d/2i)− 2j)nj log nj


= O

log(d/d̂)∑
i=1

d/2i∑
j=1

(d̂+ d/2i − 2j)nj log nj +

log d∑
i=log(d/d̂)

d̂∑
j=1

(2d̂− 2j)nj log nj


= O

log(d/d̂)∑
i=1

(d̂+ d/2i)n log h+

log d∑
i=log(d/d̂)

2d̂n log h


= O(n log h(d+ d̂ log d)).

Now we instead use the state-of-the-art one round document exchange protocol Theo-

rem 1.3.2 to achieve the following result.

Theorem 4.4.3. Directory reconciliation can be solved in one round using

O(d log s+ d log3 min(d, h) + d log h log min(d, h))

bits of communication and

O(nd log log h+ nd̂ log2 min(d, h) + nd̂ log min(d, h) log log h)

time with probability at least 2/3.

Proof. We use Lemma 4.4.1 with Theorem 1.3.2 as our document exchange protocol when

our chosen k < hε. In this case f(k, n′) = n′(log k+log log n′) and g(k, n′) = k log n′+k log2 k.
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When k ≥ hε we use Theorem 1.3.1 as in Theorem 4.4.2. Our communication cost is

O

d log s+ d log log min(d, h) +

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

(d/2i)g(2i, h)


= O

d log s+ d log log min(d, h) +

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

d(log h+ i2)


= O(d log s+ d log h log min(d, h) + d log3 min(d, h)).

We bound the running time just as in Theorem 4.4.2, but we consider two cases. First,

if d < hε then

O

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

f(2i, nj)

 = O

(
log d∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

nj(i+ log log h)

)

= O
(
n log2 d+ n log d log log h

)
.

Furthermore,

O

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

min(d̂,d/2i)∑
j=1

(d̂+ min(d̂, d/2i)− 2j)f(2i, nj)


= O

log(d/d̂)∑
i=1

(d̂+ d/2i)n(i+ log log h) +

log d∑
i=log(d/d̂)

2d̂n(i+ log log h)


= O(nd log log h+ nd̂ log d log log h+ nd̂ log2 d).

Now consider d ≥ hε. There are a several subcases here depending on the relative values

of d/d̂, d, hε and h, but they all yield the same bound. We only present here the case when
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hε ≤ d/d̂ ≤ min(d, h).

O

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

f(2i, nj)

 = O

ε log h∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

nj(i+ log log h) +

log min(d,h)∑
i=ε log h

m∑
j=1

nj log h


= O

(
n log2 h

)
,

and

O

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

min(d̂,d/2i)∑
j=1

(d̂+ min(d̂, d/2i)− 2j)f(2i, nj)


= O

e log h∑
i=1

(d̂+ d/2i)n(i+ log log h) +

log(d/d̂)∑
i=e log h

(d̂+ d/2i)n log h+

log min(d,h)∑
i=log(d/d̂)

2d̂n log h


= O(nd log log h+ nd̂ log2 h).

Combining the cases we get a total time bound of

O(nd log log h+ nd̂ log2 min(d, h) + nd̂ log min(d, h) log log h).

If the only bound on h and s we have is that they are both O(n) (as they must

be) then Theorem 4.4.3 uses O(d log n log d + d log3 d) bits of communication, which al-

ready generally outperforms our previous best one round protocol, Theorem 4.2.1, which

uses O(d log n log(n/d)) bits of communication. The difference really shows when we have

a tight bound on h, such as h = poly log n. In such a case Theorem 4.4.3 uses only

O(d log nmin(log d, log log n)) bits of communication, outperforming Theorem 4.2.1 by at

least a factor of Θ(log n/ log log n). This h regime is not an unnatural one, as it corresponds

to the setting where our directory consists of a large number of small files.
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4.4.1 Speeding Up

The main weakness of Theorem 4.4.3 is the running time, which is Ω̃(nd), rather than a more

desirable Õ(n). The original protocol for reconciling sets of sets on which this was based has

a running time of Õ(n+poly(d)). The reason that Theorem 4.4.3 takes more time is that the

document exchange protocols take time linear in the length of the documents to determine if

protocol will succeed, while the underlying set reconciliation protocol used in Theorem 2.3.5

only takes time linear in the specified difference bound. This is a bottleneck because each

document exchange message is compared to many documents to see if they can decode it,

but each attempt takes linear time. In other words, if we can make a document exchange

protocol that determines failure within time O(poly(k)), we can reduce the computation

time of Theorem 4.4.3 to Õ(n+ poly(d)). This holds even if Bob is allowed Õ(n+ poly(k))

precomputation time before receiving Alice’s message, since that would be a one time cost

for each document. We develop such a document exchange protocol here, but it is primarily

a proof of concept as it has an increased communication cost and so the resulting directory

reconciliation protocol is very rarely superior to both Theorem 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.4.3

simultaneously. Further progress is necessary to yield an improved directory reconciliation

protocol, but we believe that our approach here is a valuable starting point.

Our document exchange protocol is a modification of Theorem 1.3.1 (the IMS sketch).

Before giving the full protocol, we sketch our changes here to Theorem 1.3.1. First, we

limit ourselves to edit distance, rather than block edit distance, which means that rather

than having to consider all Θ(n) possible blocks as matches, we only have to consider the

k shifts of each corresponding block. For each of his possible blocks, of which there are

k2 in the first level, 2k2 in the next and so forth, Bob will precompute the encoding of

that block at that, and all lower levels. So for example the encoding of a block from the

first level at the second level would be the combination of the encoding of the first half of

the block and the second half of the block. For our error correcting code, we use IBLTs,
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which have the advantage that they can combine two of these precomputed pieces efficiently.

This will progress only down to the level where there are Θ(n/k2) blocks of size Θ(k2), at

which point we transmit a direct encoding of the O(k) blocks of size Θ(k2), blowing up

our communication to (k log n log(n/k) + k3). There are O(log(n/k)) levels, so the blocks

from the first level require O(k2 log(n/k)) precomputed encodings and the bottom level

requires O(n/k) precomputed encodings. Each encoding takes O(k) time to generate (once

we have the lower level encodings and all of the hashes, which take O(n log(n/k))) so the

total precomputation time takes roughly O(n log(n/k) + k3 log(n/k)). Once we have these

precomputations, we can decode in roughly O(k2 log n) time, since at each level we just

have to combine O(k) precomputed encodings of size O(k), and decode. This gives us the

following theorem.

Theorem 4.4.4. There is a one round protocol for document exchange under edit distance

using

O((k log(n/k) log(n/δ) + k3)dlogk log ne)

bits of communication, which succeeds with probability at least 1− 1/poly(k) if ∆e(a, b) ≤ k.

Alice takes O(n log(n/k)) computation time, and Bob has an

O
(
n log(n/k) logn(n/δ) + k3 log(n/k) logn(n/δ)dlogk log ne

)
time precomputation step, before receiving Alice’s message. After receiving Alice’s message,

Bob has an

O(k2 log(n/k) logn(n/δ)dlogk log ne)

time failure check step. If the message passes the failure check, then the protocol will succeed

with probability at least 1 − δ (independent of ∆e(a, b)) after a final O(ndlogk log ne) time

step from Bob.
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Proof. First we detail the protocol, except for some replication for probability amplification

and some computational optimization, then prove its correctness afterwards.

• Alice’s step:

1. For i ∈ [dlog2(n/k3)e], Alice divides her string into 2ik blocks ā1, ā2, . . . , ā2ik of

length n/(2ik). For each j ∈ [2ik], she computes xi,j, a Θ(log(n/δ)) bit rolling

hash of āj = a(j−1)n/(2ik)+1,jn/(2ik). She creates Ti, a Θ(k)-cell IBLT. For j ∈ [2ik]

she inserts the pair (j,xi,j) as a key into Ti.

2. Alice creates a Θ(k)-cell IBLT T ∗, with both keys and values, which uses the

same hash functions as Tdlog2(n/k3)e. She then divides her string into n/k2 blocks

ā1, ā2, . . . , āk2 of length k2, and for j ∈ [n/k2] she inserts into T ∗ the key (j,xdlog2(n/k3)e,j)

with the corresponding value āj.

3. She sends T ∗ and all of the Tis to Bob.

• Bob’s precomputation:

1. For i ∈ [dlog2(n/k3)e] and j′ ∈ [n−n/(2ik)+1] Bob computes yi,j′ , a Θ(log(n/δ))

bit rolling hash of bj′:j′+n/(2ik)−1.

2. For i ∈ [dlog2(n/k3)e] and j ∈ [2ik], he creates a hash table Hi,j.

3. For i ∈ [dlog2(n/k3)e], j ∈ [2ik], and m ∈ {−k,−k + 1, . . . , k}, let j′ = (j −

1)n/(2ik) + 1 +m. Bob inserts yi,j′ into Hi,j as a key, with m as its corresponding

value. If a key was previously inserted into a table, pick between the values

arbitrarily.

4. For i ∈ [dlog2(n/k3)e], j ∈ [2ik],m ∈ {−k,−k+1, . . . , k}, and ` ∈ {i, . . . , dlog2(n/k3)e}:

Bob creates a Θ(k) cell IBLT Ti,j′,m,`. Let j′ = (j − 1)n/(2ik) + 1 + m. He con-

structs Ti,j,m,` so that if bj′:j′+n/(2ik)−1 = āj, Ti,j,m,` will equal āj’s contribution to
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T`. This means that if he divides bj′:j′+n/(2ik)−1 into 2`−i blocks b̄1, . . . , b̄2`−i of size

n/2`k, Ti,j,m,` contains the pairs (2`−i(j − 1) + ι,Θ(log(n/δ)) bit rolling hash of

b̄ι), for ι ∈ [2`−i].

• After Bob receives Alice’s message:

1. Bob initializes an empty list L, which will consist of tuples indicating the parts

of a that Bob has recovered, and what parts of b they match.

2. For ` ∈ [dlog2(n/k3)e], for each (i, j,m) tuple in L, Bob subtracts Ti,j,m,` from

T`. Bob then attempts to decode T`. If it fails, he reports failure and terminates.

Otherwise, if ` < dlog2(n/k3)e, then for each (j, x`,j) pair that Bob extracts from

Ti, he checks if x`,j is in H`,j, and if it is he extracts the corresponding value m

and adds the tuple (`, j,m) to L. (This is the end of the failure check phase of

the protocol.)

3. For each (i, j,m) tuple in L, let j′ = (j − 1)n/(2ik) + 1 + m. Bob divides

bj′:j′+n/(2ik)−1 into n/(k32i) blocks b̄1, . . . , b̄n/(k32i) of size k2. For ι ∈ [n/k32i],

he deletes from T ∗ the key ((j − 1)n/(k32i) + ι,Θ(log(n/δ)) bit rolling hash of b̄ι)

with value b̄ι. Bob then decodes T ∗.

4. Bob creates his output string a′ as follows. For each (i, j,m) tuple in L, Bob lets

a′(j−1)n/(2ik)+1,jn/(2ik) = bj′:j′+n/(2ik)−1, where j′ = (j− 1)n/(2ik) + 1 +m. For each

key (j, xi,j) and value āj that Bob extracts from T ∗, Bob lets a′(j−1)k2+1,jk2 = āj.

We now argue that if none of the hashes collide and none of the IBLTs fail, then our

protocol succeeds (a′ = a). This protocol operates exactly as Theorem 1.3.1 (the IMS sketch

of [IMS05]) does except in four ways: it uses IBLTs for its systematic error correcting codes,

it stops using hashes once blocks are size Θ(k2) instead of Θ(log n), it has a slightly different

way of transmitting the encoded plain text in T ∗ at the bottom level, and Bob has a different
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mechanism for deleting what he has recovered so far from Alice’s codes. We argue that these

four changes still make the output consistent with that of Theorem 1.3.1.

IBLTs (when used to represent a vector rather than a set by including the index of each

item in the pair) do indeed fulfill the requisite criteria for a systematic error correcting code

here. Stopping at blocks of size Θ(k2) will also not affect the result, since stopping at any

level, so long as at that level we directly encode the blocks rather than just the hashes, will

not affect correctness. The normal mechanism for Theorem 1.3.1 to encode the blocks at

the bottom level (with IBLTs as codes) would be to make an IBLT independent of the Tis

and insert the the blocks paired with their indices (j, āj) into T ∗ as keys, without values.

Assuming no hash collisions, the same information is present in T ∗ as we have constructed

it, and assuming all of the IBLTs decode, that information will still be recovered and usable

in the same way.

What remains is to argue that the way Bob uses his precomputed data to decode Alice’s

codes is consistent with Theorem 1.3.1. Suppose that Bob did not precompute anything and

was just executing Theorem 1.3.1 using only the first three of our differences. In this case,

Bob’s protocol after receiving Alice’s message would be:

1. Bob initializes an empty list L, which will consist of tuples indicating the parts of a

that Bob has recovered, and what parts of b they match.

2. For ` ∈ [dlog2(n/k3)e − 1]:

• For each (i, j′, j) tuple in L, he divides bj′:j′+n/(2ik)−1 into 2`−i blocks b̄1, . . . , b̄2`−i

of size n/2`k. For ι ∈ [n/2`k], he deletes the pair (2`−i(j − 1) + ι,Θ(log(n/δ)) bit

rolling hash of b̄ι) from T`.

• Bob attempts to decode T`. If it fails, he reports failure and terminates. Other-

wise, for each (j, x`,j) pair that Bob extracts from Ti, he checks if there exists a
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j′ for which the Θ(log(n/δ)) bit rolling hash of bj′:j′+n/(2`k)−1 is equal to x`,j. If

such a j′ does exist, then he adds the tuple (`, j′, j) to L.

3. For each (i, j′, j) tuple in L, Bob divides bj′:j′+n/(2ik)−1 into n/(k32i) blocks b̄1, . . . , b̄n/(k32i)

of size k2. For ι ∈ [n/k32i], he deletes from T ∗ the key ((j− 1)n/(k32i) + ι,Θ(log(n/δ))

bit rolling hash of b̄ι) with value b̄ι.

4. Bob attempts to decode T ∗. If it fails, he reports failure and ends the protocol.

5. Bob creates his output string a′ as follows. For each (i, j′, j) tuple in L, Bob lets

a′(j−1)n/(2ik)+1,jn/(2ik) = bj′:j′+n/(2ik)−1. For each key (j, xi,j) and value āj that Bob

extracts from T ∗, Bob lets a′(j−1)k2+1,jk2 = āj.

There are two differences from our protocol here. The first is that Bob uses a precomputed

hash table to determine if the hash x`,j matches the hash of a substring of b. The way our

protocol does this, it only checks in the table for Bob’s substrings within a distance k of

Alice’s substring. That is, x`,j is the hash of a(j−1)n/(2`k)+1:jn/(2`k), and Bob only checks his

substrings with starting index in [(j − 1)n/(2`k) + 1 − k, (j − 1)n/(2`k) + 1 + k]. This is

valid, because our protocol only assumes k is a bound on the edit distance, not a bound on

the edit distance with block moves, as is assumed in Theorem 1.3.1. As a result, it suffices

to only look for matches of within these k indices of Alice’s substring.

The second difference is how we delete the known pieces of a from T`. In the above

version of Theorem 1.3.1, we iterate through each known piece and compute the hash of

each of block in that piece and delete it from T`. Equivalently, we could take all of those

hashes and add them to a new IBLT T ′, then subtract T ′ from T`. T ′ is exactly equal to

the precomputed Ti,j,m,` which our protocol subtracts from T`, thus the two protocols are

consistent.

Now we consider the failure probability. Each of the Tis decodes with probability 1 −

1/poly(k). We replicate the IBLTs Θ(dlogk log ne) times, so that after union bounding
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over the O(dlog(n/k3)e) IBLTs we attempt to decode, we still succeed with probability

1− 1/poly(k). Since T ∗ uses the same keys and hash functions as Tdlog2(n/k3)e, if Tdlog2(n/k3)e

decodes then T ∗ will with probability 1. Thus, if all of the Tis succeed, then failure can

only occur due to hash collision which occurs with probability at most δ since we are using

Θ(log(n/δ)) bit hash functions and hashing a total of O(n log n) strings (O(n) per level, and

O(log n) levels).

Alice’s part of the protocol takes O(ndlog(n/k3)e) = O(n log(n/k)) time. Each Ti takes

O(k log(n/δ)dlogk log ne) space after replication, and T ∗ takes O(k(log(n/δ)+k2)dlogk log ne)

space, so the total communication cost is O((k log(n/k) log(n/δ) + k3)dlogk log ne).

Computing the yi,j′s takes Bob O(n log(n/k) logn(n/δ)) time. Generating each Hi,j takes

Bob O(k logn(n/δ)) time, so generating all of them takes O(n logn(n/δ)/k) time. Bob can

compute the Ti,j,m,`s and their replications in O((n+k3 log(n/k)) logn(n/δ)dlogk log ne) time.

To achieve this, he first computes all of the Ti,j,m,is (note that here ` = i). Each one takes

O(k logn(n/δ)) time since it takes O(k logn(n/δ)) time to initialize and then O(logn(n/δ))

time to insert the single item into the table. Now we observe that Ti,j,m,` for ` > i is equal

to the sum of Ti+1,2j−1,m,` and Ti+1,2j,m,`, thus once we have computed each Ti,j,m,i+t, we can

compute a given Ti,j,m,i+t+1 in O(k) time by adding together two already computed IBLTs.

Thus the total time to compute the Ti,j,m,`s is O(k logn(n/δ)) times how many of them there

are, giving us a total precomputation time of

O(n log(n/k) logn(n/δ) + dlogk log ne
dlog2(n/k3)e∑

i=1

2ik∑
j=1

k∑
m=−k

dlog2(n/k3)e∑
`=i

O(k logn(n/δ))

= O

n log(n/k) logn(n/δ) + dlogk log ne
dlog2(n/k3)e∑

i=1

(dlog2(n/k3)e − i)2ik3 logn(n/δ)


= O

(
n log(n/k) logn(n/δ) + k3 log(n/k) logn(n/δ)dlogk log ne

)
.

Finally we examine Bob’s computation time after he receives Alice’s message. |L| =
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O(k) at all times, so the loop over ` takes O(k2 log(n/k) logn(n/δ)dlogk log ne) time, which

is the entire computation in the failure check phase. Bob’s remaining two steps take

O(ndlogk log ne) time.

Using this document exchange protocol as our subroutine instead of Theorem 1.3.2 in

Theorem 4.4.3 gives us the following directory reconciliation protocol.

Theorem 4.4.5. Directory reconciliation with can be solved in one round using

O(d log n log h log min(d, h) log log h+ dmin(d, h)2 log log h)

bits of communication and

O(n log h log min(d, h) + d3 log h log min(d, h) log log h+ d2d̂2 log n log log h)

time with probability at least 3/5.

This degrades our communication bound in Theorem 4.4.3 from Õ(d log n) to Õ(d log2 n+

d3), but speeds it up from Õ(nd) to Õ(n+ d4).

Proof. Basically, we plug Theorem 4.4.4 into Lemma 4.4.1. We do all of Bob’s precompu-

tation steps once at the beginning of the protocol, and when trying to decode a document

encoding if it fails by the end of the failure check step, we just stop there so for an appro-

priate choice of δ, we should only have perform an Õ(n) computation once for each of Bob’s

documents and once for each of Alice’s documents that we recover.

We choose δ = 1/poly(n) so that with at least 14/15, in none of Lemma 4.4.1’s O(d2 log d)

attempts to decode a message, will the decoding fail after passing the failure check step.

Our bounds are then Lemma 4.4.1’s with g(n′, k) = O((k log n′ log n + k3)dlogk log n′e) and

f(n′, k) = O(k2 log(n′/k) logn′ ndlogk log n′e) with an additional O(n log h log min(d, h)) com-
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putation time for Alice’s time to generate her document exchange messages,

O(n log h log min(d, h) + d3 log h log min(d, h) log log h)

time for Bob to perform his precomputations, and O(d2 log h log log h) time for Bob to per-

form his recovery of Alice’s documents that have passed their failure checks. Our communi-

cation bound is then

O

d log s+ d log log min(d, h) +

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

(d/2i)g(2i, h)


= O

d log s+ d log log min(d, h) +

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

d(log h log n+ 22i) log log h


= O(d log s+ d log n log h log min(d, h) log log h+ dmin(d, h)2 log log h).

We have already factored in the construction time for Alice and Bob’s messages in

Lemma 4.4.1, so the

O

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

f(2i, nj)


piece of the computation time is not included.
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Thus our computation time from Lemma 4.4.1 is simply

O

log min(d,h)∑
i=1

min(d̂,d/2i)∑
j=1

(d̂+ min(d̂, d/2i)− 2j)f(2i, nj)


= O

log(d/d̂)∑
i=1

d/2i∑
j=1

(d̂+ d/2i)22i log n log log nj +

log d∑
i=log(d/d̂)

d̂∑
j=1

2d̂22i log n log log nj


= O

log(d/d̂)∑
i=1

(d̂+ d/2i)d2i log n log log h+

log d∑
i=log(d/d̂)

2d̂222i log n log log h


= O(d2d̂2 log n log log h).

Adding up all of our pieces, we get the desired computation time.

4.4.2 Unknown d

So far all of our protocols have assumed that we know d (or a good bound on it) in advance.

Any of them can be extended to handle the case where d is unknown by the repeated doubling

method. First we try the protocol with d = 1 and send a hash of Alice’s directory along

with it. If the protocol succeeds and the directory Bob recovers matches the hash, then we

are done, otherwise we proceed to d = 2, 4, 8, ... until we eventually find the right value of

d and succeed with good probability. This strategy will not increase any of our asymptotic

communication costs and will only increase the computation times by at most a factor of

log d, however all of our one round protocols become Θ(log d) round protocols. For some

applications, it is important to minimize the number of rounds of communication, so in this

section we develop a protocol that allow for unknown/unbounded values of d while still using

a constant number of rounds of communication.

Our key techniques here are the CGK embedding [CGK16] and set difference estimators.

The CGK embedding is a randomized mapping from edit distance space to Hamming space,
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such that with constant probability the Hamming distance between embedded strings will be

Ω(k) and O(k2), where k was their original edit distance. Recall that ∆e is the edit distance

function and let ∆H be the Hamming distance function.

Lemma 4.4.6 (Theorem 4.1 of [CGK16]). There is a mapping f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}6n →

{0, 1}3n with the following properties:

1. The mapping can be computed in O(n) time.

2. For every x ∈ {0, 1}n, given f(x, r) and r, x can be computed in O(n) time with

probability at least 1− exp(−Ω(n)) over r.

3. For every x, y ∈ {0, 1}n, ∆e(x, y)/2 ≤ ∆H(f(x, r), f(y, r)) ≤ 1300(∆e(x, y))2 with

probability at least 2/3 over r.

[CGK16] uses this embedding to produce a document exchange protocol by combining

it with the following Hamming distance sketch. Document exchange can then be performed

by encoding each party’s string using the same r, reconciling these encodings using the

Hamming distance sketch, and then inverting the encoding.

Lemma 4.4.7 (Theorem 4.4 of [PL07]). Given x ∈ {0, 1}n and k ∈ [n], there is an algorithm

that produces an O(k log n) sketch such sk(x) in time O(n log n). Given sk(x) and sk(y) for

y ∈ {0, 1}n and ∆H(x, y) ≤ k, there is an algorithm taking time O(k log n) which returns all

tuples (xi, yi) for which xi 6= yi with probability at least 1− 1/n (over the random bits in the

sketching algorithm).

Using the Hamming sketch requires knowing an upperbound k on the Hamming distance

between the strings. we estimate this difference efficiently using set difference estimators,

which if we interpret sets as binary vectors, can be used to estimate Hamming distance. By

combining these tools with Theorem 4.2.1 we get the following result.
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Theorem 4.4.8. Directory reconciliation with unknown d can be solved in 4 rounds using

O(d̂ log n log s/ log d̂+ d̂ log n log max(d̂, h) log h+ d2 log n)

bits of communication and

O((sh+ d̂2) log n log max(d̂, h) + d2 log n)

time with probability at least 1− 1/poly(n).

This theorem is based on the multi-round approach to reconciling sets of sets of Theo-

rem 2.3.7. First we sketch our protocol, then we present the full proof. In the first round,

we estimate the number of differing documents via set difference estimators. In the second

round we perform set reconciliation on sets of hashes of the documents, to determine which

among them differ. In the third round we exchange set difference estimators for the CGK em-

beddings of the differing documents, to determine which documents have close edit distance

to which others, and what that edit distance is. In the final round we use that information to

reconcile the differing documents by using Hamming distance sketches applied to the CGK

embeddings used in the previous round. The fact that we use the same CGK embedding for

reconciliation as for the estimate is what allows us to end up with only a final O(d2 log n)

term.

We will have to do some tricks with probability amplification, so first we present the

protocol for arbitrary failure probability δ.

Lemma 4.4.9. Directory reconciliation with unknown d can be solved in 4 rounds using

O(d̂ log sdlogd̂(1/δ)e+ d̂ log h log2(d̂/δ) + d2 log hdlogh(d̂/δ)e)
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bits of communication and

O((sh+ d̂2) log2(d̂/δ) + (d̂h+ d2) log hdlogh(d̂/δ)e)

time with probability at least 1− δ.

Proof. First we detail the reconciliation protocol we use (except for some small amount of

probability amplification), and then we argue its correctness afterwards.

1. Bob computes a Θ(log(s/δ))-bit pairwise independent hash of his documents, creates a

set difference estimator (with failure probability Θ(δ)) for his set of hashes, and sends

it to Alice.

2. Alice computes a Θ(log(s/δ))-bit pairwise independent hash of her documents. She

uses Bob’s set difference estimator to estimate the size of the difference between their

sets of hashes, which should be O(d̂). Alice then inserts all of her document hashes

into O(d̂)-cell IBLT TA which she transmits to Bob.

3. Bob inserts all of his document hashes into an O(d̂)-cell IBLT TB. Bob decodes

(TA, TB), and determines which of his child sets differ from Alice. For each of his

differing documents, he creates Θ(log(d̂/δ)) length Θ(h) CGK encodings of it, and

constructs a set difference estimator (with failure probability Θ(δ/poly(d̂))) for each of

the encodings. For each of these documents, Bob creates a vector of its corresponding

set difference estimators and inserts the vector into a list LB. He transmits TB and LB

to Alice.

4. Alice decodes (TA, TB), and constructs LA, a list of vectors set difference estimators

(each estimator within a vector again corresponding to a different CGK encoding) for

each of her differing documents. For each vector of set difference estimators LA,i ∈

LA and each LB,j ∈ LB, Alice estimates the edit distance between the documents
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corresponding to i and j by merging LA,i and LB,j element-wise, and then taking the

median of the estimates. Let bi be the index j of the LB,j with which LA,i yielded the

smallest estimate, let ci be the index of the CGK embedding used in that estimate,

and let di be that estimated difference. For each i, Alice transmits bi, ci, di, and Si,

a Hamming distance sketch (with k = Θ(di), then replicated Θ(dlogh(d̂/δ)e) times) of

the cith CGK encoding of Alice’s document i.

5. For each of the received tuples (bi, ci, di, Si) pairs, Bob recovers Alice’s document i by

creating a Hamming sketch (with k = Θ(di) and Θ(dlogh(d̂/δ)e) replication) of the

cith CGK encoding of his document bi and uses it to decode Si. Bob then applies the

extracted differences to his CGK encoded document and inverts the CGK encoding

to yield Alice’s document i. Bob then recovers Alice’s total directory by removing all

documents corresponding to LB from his set and adding in Alice’s documents that he

has recovered.

This protocol succeeds so long as none of the hashes collide, none of the set difference

estimators fail, TA and TB together decode, none of the Hamming sketches fail, and for each

pair of differing documents, the median Hamming distance between their CGK encodings is

accurate (up to O(k2)). Union bounding over all O(s2) pairs of documents, none of the hashes

collide with probability at least 1 − O(δ). The first set difference estimator succeeds with

probability 1−O(δ). (TA, TB) decodes with probability at least 1− poly(d̂). By replicating

step 2 (and the corresponding part of step 3) Θ(dlogd̂(1/δ)e) times, we reduce the probability

that TA and TB fails to decode to O(δ).

There are O(d̂2 log(d̂/δ)) pairs of set difference estimators, each of which fails with prob-

ability O(δ/poly(d̂)), so that they all succeed with probability at least 1 − O(δ). For each

of the O(d̂2) pairs of documents compared, there are O(log(d̂/δ)) CGK encodings, each of

which fails with probability at most 1/3. For each pair of documents, by a Chernoff bound,
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the CGK encoding with the median Hamming distance fails with probability O(δ/poly(d̂)),

thus by a union bound each pair’s median CGK encoding succeeds with probability 1−O(δ).

Each Hamming sketch fails with probability O(1/h) before replication, so by replicating it

Θ(dlogh(d̂/δ)e) times every pair of Hamming sketches will succeed with probability 1−O(δ).

Putting it all together, for the right choice of constants, the protocol succeeds with proba-

bility at least 1− δ.

Computing the hashes takes O(n) time, and creating and transmitting the initial set

difference estimator takes O(log(1/δ)) time and O(log(1/δ) log s) communication, by The-

orem 2.2.1. Constructing and decoding TA and TB takes, over O(dlogd̂(1/δ)e) replica-

tions, O(dlogd̂(1/δ)es) time and O(dlogd̂(1/δ)ed̂ log s) bits of communication. Computing

all of the CGK encodings, and then later decoding them, takes O(sh log(d̂/δ)) time. By

Theorem 2.2.1, constructing LA and LB takes O(sh log2(d̂/δ)) time and transmitting LB

takes O(d̂ log h log2(d̂/δ)) bits of communication. Finding the bis, cis, and dis consists of

O(d̂2 log(d̂/δ)) set difference merges and queries, which by Theorem 2.2.1 take a total of

O(d̂2 log2(d̂/δ)) time. Sending the bis, cis, and dis takes O(d̂ log(d̂h log(1/δ))) bits of com-

munication. Computing and decoding the Sis takes O((d̂h + d2) log hdlogh(d̂/δ)e) time and

transmitting them takes O(d2 log hdlogh(d̂/δ)e) bits of communication. Adding up all of

these terms, we get our desired bounds.

Plugging δ = 1/poly max(d̂, h) into this lemma, then replicating the result Θ(log n/ log(1/δ))

times in parallel, we get our theorem.

4.5 Conclusion and Open Problems

Directory reconciliation considers the reconciliation problem in a natural practical setting.

While directory reconciliation is closely related to document exchange and document ex-

change with block edits variations, it has its own distinct features and challenges; also, while
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the problem is closely related to practical tools such as rsync, rsync works on a file-by-file

basis that may be inefficient in some circumstances. Theoretically, we have found a docu-

ment exchange scheme with O(k log n) bits of communication to handle k edits with block

moves, at the expense of a number of rounds of interaction. The natural question is whether

this result can be achieved with a single round. There is also an interesting data structures

question of whether the Õ(n2) running time of the protocol can be reduced by using a spe-

cialized structure for managing the prefix tree’s node weights. On the more practical side,

we believe using the “set of sets” paradigm based on IBLTs may provide mechanisms that,

besides being of theoretical interest, may also be useful in some real-world settings, where

files may not be linked by file names but are otherwise closely related.
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Chapter 5

Robust Set Reconciliation

5.1 Introduction

Robust set reconciliation, introduced in [CKY+14], generalizes set reconciliation to the sce-

nario where the set elements lie in a metric space, and sufficiently close points should be

thought of as equal. As a natural example, set elements might be geometric coordinates for

objects, as determined by sensors. Each sensor corresponds to a set, and for the same object,

each sensor might have slightly different, noisy measurements. We might wish two sensors

to synchronize their collections of known objects, and objects within a certain measured

distance are either assumed to be (or for practical purposes may be treated as) the same.

Other applications would include reconciling other potentially noisy data, such as databases

with floating point measurements or calculations, or databases with image data that has

been subjected to varying compression schemes. In such cases, the databases would not end

up with the same data; but this would suffice for numerical data sets where having points

that are close enough may be all that is needed [CKY+14]. This would, for example, be

useful when the databases are used for machine learning via clustering or nearest neighbor

search. Here the most valuable new data to reconcile would be the outliers.
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We study two different models of robust set reconciliation that achieve different types of

guarantees. In both settings Alice has a point set SA, and Bob has a point set SB where all

the points lie in a metric space (U, f), where U is a discretized metric space (as our bounds

may depend on |U |) such as [∆]d. They communicate over a constant number of rounds so

as to reconcile Alice’s data with Bob’s; that is, Bob’s final point set S ′B is close to Alice’s,

where the notion of closeness depends on the model. We limit ourselves to computationally

efficient (polynomial time) protocols, however what can be achieved without this limitation

is an interesting open question.

The first model, the Earth Mover’s Distance model, was originally introduced in [CKY+14].

As in [CKY+14], we restrict ourselves to metric spaces of the form (U, f) = ([∆]d, `p). We

require that |SA| = |SB| = |S ′B|. The goal here is for Bob to compute an S ′B which minimizes

EMD(SA, S
′
B), the earth mover’s distance between SA and S ′B, with only reasonable amounts

of communication.1 The earth mover’s distance is the min-cost perfect matching between

the point sets, where the cost is the distance function f .

The following notation will be helpful. Let EMDk(X, Y ) be the minimum earth mover’s

distance achievable between X and Y after excluding k points from each set. In other words,

we would obtain EMD(SA, S
′
B) = EMDk(SA, SB) if we were able to exactly identify the op-

timal k points to remove from SB and the optimal k points from SA to replace those with.

Given a communication bound of O(k log |U |) bits (where k is an input parameter), the small-

est EMD(SA, S
′
B) one could reasonably hope to achieve is EMD(SA, S

′
B) = EMDk(SA, SB).

Indeed, [CKY+14] provided lower bounds for this model, which confirm that achieving

EMD(SA, S
′
B) = EMDk(SA, SB) requires Ω̃(k log |U |) bits of communication.

We do not achieve EMD(SA, S
′
B) = EMDk(SA, SB), but instead obtain a multiplica-

tive approximation to it while using Õ(k) communication.2 In particular, we achieve an

1We note that Definition 2 of [CKY+14] makes the additional stipulation that S′B ⊂ SA ∪ SB , however
neither our protocol nor the protocol of [CKY+14] meet this requirement. Both include points in S′B that
approximate, without necessarily equaling, points from SA.

2The Õ here hides log factors of n and log factors of parameters depending on the metric space, in
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O(log n) approximation, improving over the O(d) approximation (where d is the dimen-

sion) of [CKY+14] for high dimensional data. (One might think the results of [CKY+14], in

combination with dimension-reduction via the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [JL84], would

achieve this for, for example, the `2 norm. However, inverting the dimensionality reduction

would require additional rounds of communication; moreover, our result holds for metrics

where such general dimensionality reduction does not exist, such as the `1 norm [ACNN11].)

The setting where our improvement is most obvious is for Hamming space, where an O(d)

approximation is essentially useless, as the space has diameter d, while an O(log n) approx-

imation would be useful, for example, when n = poly(d). Our results for this model are

presented in Section 5.3.

In the second model, which we introduce, we aim for a stronger guarantee of closeness

for every point, and consider the necessary communication. Here Bob’s final point set S ′B

will be of the form SB ∪TA, where TA ⊂ SA includes every point in SA which is at least some

chosen distance r2 from every point in SB. Note that TA is allowed to contain additional

points from SA beyond these. That is, Bob is guaranteed that every point in the union of

Alice’s and Bob’s original sets is close to some point in his final set. In order to achieve

nontrivial communication bounds for this guarantee, we introduce an additional parameter

r1 < r2, with the intuition being that most of the points in SA are already within a distance

r1 of some points in SB. Our communication bounds are then in terms of the number of

points that are not within r1, and the gap between r1 and r2. We call this model the Gap

Guarantee model, and study it in Section 5.4.

We believe this model to be quite natural given our motivating sensor network example.

We would expect sensors observing the same object the have similar measurements (below

some distance r1) while discrete objects would yield very different measurements (above some

distance r2). This model then guarantees the recovery of all differing objects, while the Earth

particular |U |.
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Mover’s Distance model gives a much weaker guarantee on the recovered set. However, to

achieve this distinct guarantee we may require significantly more communication.

Our general protocol uses O((k+ρn)poly log n+k log |U |) bits of communication, where k

is a bound on the number of points each party has that are more than r1 from any of the other

party’s points and ρ is a parameter of the locality sensitive hash family used in the protocol,

which depends on r1 and r2. (In many metric spaces, ρ = r1/r2; we will explain further

in context.) The improvement this achieves over the naive O(n log |U |) communication is

twofold: its dependence on log |U | is proportional to k and not n, which is very relevant for

high dimensional data (where log |U | may be linear in the dimension d), and for a sufficiently

small (sub-constant) ρ, it yields sublinear total communication.

As with our other reconciliation problems, both of our models are defined for one-way

reconciliation, which we define to mean that which Bob wants to conclude with something

approximating Alice’s data, but Alice makes no changes to her own data. For standard

set reconciliation, the two-way reconciliation problem is natural, as we can have have both

parties conclude with the union of their original sets. For robust set reconciliation problems,

the one-way variation is more natural. For example, for both models we consider, we can

easily achieve a natural version of two-way reconciliation by having both Alice and Bob run

the protocol once in each direction; however, they will generally not end with the same point

set. Furthermore, it is unclear what the natural guarantee for a two-way version of the Earth

Mover’s Distance model would be, especially since we don’t expect Alice and Bob to end

with the same set.

One of our primary technical contributions in this chapter is an analysis of how errors

due to noisy or otherwise inexact data propagate when using IBLTs, as we wish to limit this

effect; our analysis here may prove useful for other work.
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5.1.1 Related Work

The two technologies underlying our results are locality sensitive hashing and IBLTs. Lo-

cality sensitive hashing hashes items that are close into the same bucket. Here we follow

the framework established by Indyk and Motwani [IM98], though countless other works in

locality sensitive hashing provide inspiration [Cha02, DIIM04, AI06].

The idea of using hash-based data structures to handle close matches appears in the work

of Kirsch and Mitzenmacher [KM06], who consider generalizing Bloom filters (for member-

ship queries) to distance-sensitive Bloom filters by making use of locality-sensitive hash func-

tions to return a positive result if a query is close to a set element. Chen et. al. [CKY+14]

introduce the concept of robust set reconciliation, and use a randomly offset quadtree with

IBLTs to develop protocols for the earth mover’s distance problem variation we consider

here. Chen et. al. discuss many reasons why numerical data sets may have slightly dif-

ferent values, including noise, lossy compression, rounding errors, and privacy-preserving

transformations. Applications for the settings they describe are similarly relevant for our

results.

A related problem to our Earth Mover’s Distance model is that of sketching and esti-

mating the earth mover’s distance [Cha02, AIK08, ADBIW09]. However, we did not find

existing results and techniques on this problem to be useful for robust set reconciliation,

nor did the techniques we developed yield any immediate results in the sketching/estimation

regime.

Some of our analysis requires some technology from the theory of branching processes;

here [Gei99, JMT14] proved helpful.

As mentioned, [CKY+14] is the most closely related work. Indeed, like [CKY+14] we

utilize locality-sensitive hashing in combination with IBLTs. We differ in that, as mentioned,

Chen et. al. specifically use a randomly offset quadtree, while we allow for any of a large

class of locality sensitive hash families. We call this class multi-scale locality sensitive hash
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families, and they have the property that the probability of collision between two points

gracefully degrades as a function of the points’ distance. Our main innovation comes from

how we use our IBLTs. [CKY+14] simply rounds points to the center of their quadtree cell,

and insert those into an IBLT, while we insert key-value pairs where the key is a point’s

locality sensitive hash value and the value is the point itself. Handling these pairs, which

may have different values for the same key, requires a robust variant of an IBLT, along with

some in depth analysis of an IBLT’s peeling process. We expect these ideas (multi-scale

locality sensitive hashing and robust IBLTs) to be more generally useful.

5.2 Preliminaries

We assume throughout that Alice and Bob’s data points lie in a metric space (U, f). For

technical simplicity, we often assume that U = [∆]d for some ∆, d ∈ Z+, and that Alice

and Bob have equal-sized point sets. Specifically, Alice and Bob have point sets SA, SB ⊂ U

respectively, and |SA| = |SB| = n. We also assume that our words are of size Ω(log n+log ∆).

5.2.1 Robust Invertible Bloom Lookup Tables

For some of our results we require a variation of the IBLT that we call a Robust Invertible

Bloom Lookup Table (RIBLT). The RIBLT differs from an IBLT in several ways (throughout,

n will refer to an upperbound on the number of key-value pairs inserted or deleted from the

table):

1. The peeling occurs in a specific “breadth-first,” first-come first-served order. By this

we mean that if a cell (vertex) u has a single key (hyperedge) remaining earlier in the

process than another cell v, then u must be peeled before v.

2. RIBLTs are sparser than IBLTs, but still require only a number of cells linear in the
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number of keys. In particular, we require that c < 1/(q(q − 1)), which results in an

underlying hypergraph that is all trees and unicyclic components with high probability.

See [EGMP14] for a discussion of and definitions for trees an unicyclic components in

the hypergraph.

3. Rather than each cell maintaining an XOR of all its keys and key checksums, it main-

tains a sum for each. When we add an key-value pair to the table, we add the binary

representation of the key to the key sum in each cell, and similarly for the checksum

of the key. This may require more space per cell to avoid overflow. If the original

universe of keys is U , and thus their binary representations take O(log |U |) bits, then

we now need O(log(|U |n)) bits to store each cell’s key sum.

4. Similarly, rather than each cell maintaining an XOR of all its values, it maintains a

sum. We restrict ourselves to values from a universe of the form [∆]d. Now the sum

of values stored in each cell will actually store a binary representation of a point from

{−n∆, . . . , n∆}d. To update a cell’s value sum, we map the binary representation

back to a point from this space, add or subtract the new value from that point, then

re-encode the resulting point into binary. This requires O(d log(n∆)) bit per cell.

5. These changes allows us to decode an RIBLT even when there are duplicate keys in the

table. Now rather than peeling a key from a cell only when a single key is mapped to

that cell (and thus the count is ±1), we also peel when the multiset of keys mapped to

a cell are all equal. Let C be the cell’s count field, K be its key sum field, V be its value

sum field, S its sum of checksums field, and checksum() be our checksum function. We

recognize that cell’s contents correspond to copies of the same key when K and V are

divisible by C, and checksum(K/C) = S/C. If this occurs, then with high probability

there are C copies of the same key K/C added to that cell.

To peel such a cell, as before we subtract (or add) its cell contents from each cell K/C
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hashes to. We then extracted C key-value pairs, where each pair’s key is K/C and each

pair’s value is independently determined by the following procedure. First we take V

and interpret it as a point in Rd. We then divide each entry by C and shift the result

into [0,∆] by changing entries less than 0 to 0 and entries greater than ∆ to ∆. We

then take each entry not falling in [∆] (those that aren’t integers) and randomly round

them up or down to the nearest integer, with probability of rounding equal to the

fractional remainder. This guarantees that even when multiple pairs are added with

the same key but differing values, the extracted pairs all have values from our desired

[∆]d space.

These modifications allow us to perform more detailed analysis of the table’s underlying

hypergraph than Theorem 1.2.1 provides, as when we have noisy values our inversion process

may accumulate the discrepancy between values that are “close” but not equal. We discuss

this fully in Section 5.3, where we utilize results from [JMT14] that were used to analyze a

parallel version of this peeling process.

5.2.2 Locality Sensitive Hash Functions

We start with the standard definition of locality sensitive hashing [IM98].

Definition 5.2.1 (LSH). A family H ⊆ {h | h : U → V } is a locality sensitive hash (LSH)

family with respect to (U, f) with parameters (r1, r2, p1, p2) if r1 < r2, p1 > p2 and for any

x, y ∈ U ,

• if f(x, y) ≤ r1 then Prh∼H [h(x) = h(y)] ≥ p1, and

• if f(x, y) > r2 then Prh∼H [h(x) = h(y)] ≤ p2.

A commonly defined meta-parameter for locality sensitive hash functions is ρ = log p1/ log p2,

which is the key parameter of in interest in the analysis of many approximate nearest neigh-

bor algorithms, and appears in our analysis as well. It is known for example that there exist
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LSH families for the `1 metric with ρ = Θ(r1/r2) ([DIIM04]) and for `2 with ρ = Θ((r1/r2)2)

([AI06]).

For some of our results, we require a slightly stronger formulation. We have not found

this formulation in the literature, although related ideas can be found in for example [Cha02],

which includes a condition that has the probability that two hash values collide fall with

their distance in a natural way.

Definition 5.2.2 (MLSH). A family H ⊆ {h | h : U → V } is a multi-scale locality sensitive

hash (MLSH) family with respect to (U, f) with parameters (r, p, α) if r > 0, 0 < p < 1,

0 < α < 1, and, for any x, y ∈ U ,

• Prh∼H[h(x) = h(y)] ≤ pα·f(x,y), and

• if f(x, y) ≤ r then pf(x,y) ≤ Prh∼H[h(x) = h(y)].

Many standard LSH families are also MLSH families for the right setting of their pa-

rameters. One simple example is the standard LSH family for ({0, 1}d, fH) where fH is the

Hamming distance. The standard LSH here simply samples a random bit from the input.

The probability of collision between x, y ∈ {0, 1}d is 1−fH(x, y)/d which is at most e−fH(x,y)/d

and at least e−2fH(x,y)/d for fH(x, y) ≤ .79d. We can replace the d in these bounds with any

w ≥ d by padding our points with 0s until they are w-dimensional before sampling choosing

a bit to sample.3 This yields the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2.3. For any w ≥ d, there exists an MLSH family with respect to ({0, 1}d, fH)

with parameters (.79w, e−2/w, 1/2).

Many other simple MLSH families exist. For example, inspection of simple random grid

hashing and p-stable distribution hashing [DIIM04] yields the following lemmas.

3Equivalently, and more efficiently, with probability d/w our hash function will sample a random bit, and
with probability 1− d/w it will be a constant function always equaling 0.
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Lemma 5.2.4. For any w > 0, there exists an MLSH family with respect to ([∆]d, `1) with

parameters (.79w, e−2/w, 1/2).

Proof. Our hashing scheme is to round the input points to a randomly shifted orthogonal

lattice of width w. The probability here of collision between x, y ∈ [∆]d is

1− ||x− y||1/w ≤ Pr
h∼H

[h(x) = h(y)] ≤ (1− ||x− y||1/(dw))d,

assuming ||x− y||1 ≤ w.

1− ||x− y||1/w ≥ e−2||x−y||1/w

for ||x− y||1 ≤ .79w, and

(1− ||x− y||1/(dw))d ≤
(
e−||x−y||1/(dw)

)d
= e−||x−y||1/w.

Therefore, this is a an MLSH family for ([∆]d, `1) with parameters (.79w, e−2/w, 1/2).

Lemma 5.2.5. For any w > 0, there exists an MLSH family with respect to ([∆]d, `2) with

parameters (.99w, e−2
√

2/π/w, 1/(4
√

2)).

Proof. We use the p-stable LSH scheme of [DIIM04]. A random vector r ∈ Rd is chosen such

that r1, r2, ..., rd are drawn independently from a p-stable distribution D. A distribution is

p-stable if for any x ∈ Rd, the distribution of ||r · x||p is exactly ||x||p times a single draw

from D. In our case, we are interested in p = 2. The 2-stable distribution is the Gaussian

distribution, with density function g(x) = 1√
2π
e−x

2/2.

The hashing scheme is, given an input point x, to output b(r · x+ a)/wc, where w ∈ R>0

and a is chosen uniformly at random from [0, w). Basically, we are projecting our point

into one dimension via the p-stable distribution, and then rounding it to a randomly shifted
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lattice. The scheme results in a collision probability of

Pr
h∼H

[h(x) = h(y)] = 2Φ

(
−w

||x− y||2

)
−
√

2||x− y||2√
πw

(
1− e

−w2

2||x−y||22

)
,

where 1/2 + Φ(x) is the cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian random variable. By

a Taylor expansion,

1−
√

2||x− y||2√
πw

≤ Pr
h∼H

[h(x) = h(y)] ≤ 1−
√

2||x− y||2√
πw

+ e
−w2

2||x−y||22

√
2||x− y||2√

πw
.

1−
√

2||x− y||2√
πw

≥ e
−2
√
2||x−y||2√
πw

for ||x− y||2 ≤ .99w, and

e
−
√
2||x−y||2√
πw + e

−w2

2||x−y||22

√
2||x− y||2√

πw
≤ e

−||x−y||2
2
√
πw

for ||x−y||2 ≤ w. Thus, this is an MLSH family for ([∆]d, `2) with the desired parameters.

5.3 Earth Mover’s Distance

First we formally define the Earth Mover’s Distance model.

Definition 5.3.1 (EMD model). Suppose Alice and Bob have sets of points, SA and SB

respectively, from a metric space of the form ([∆]d, `q), and |SA| = |SB| = n. The goal of

the Earth Mover’s Distance model of robust set reconciliation is for Bob to find a point set

S ′B ⊂ U , |S ′B| = n, such that the earth mover’s distance EMD(SA, S
′
B) is minimized while

adhering to a given upper bound on communication.

Definition 5.3.2 (EMD). Given point sets X = {x1, . . . , xn} and Y = {y1, . . . , yn} from a
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metric space (U, f),

EMD(X, Y ) = min
bijection π:[n]→[n]

n∑
i=1

f(xi, yπ(i)).

Our protocol will ultimately relate EMD(SA, S
′
B) to EMDk(SA, SB), which is the mini-

mum achievable earth mover’s distance between SA and SB after excluding k points from

each.

Definition 5.3.3 (EMDk). Given point sets X = {x1, . . . , xn} and Y = {y1, . . . , yn} from a

metric space (U, f),

EMDk(X, Y ) = min
T⊂[n],|T |=n−k

(
min

injection π:T→[n]

∑
i∈T

f(xi, yπ(i))

)
.

EMDk(X, Y ) = min
X′⊆X,Y ′⊆Y,|X′|=|Y ′|=n−k

EMD(X ′, Y ′).

The basic idea behind our protocol for the Earth Mover’s Distance model is that we use an

MLSH family H to hash Alice and Bob’s points at various different resolutions. We achieve

finer resolutions by concatenating more and more hash functions from H, thus partition the

[∆]d into progressively smaller regions. For each of these resolutions, Alice sends Bob an

RIBLT consisting of (key, value) pairs where the key is the hash of one of her points and the

value is the point itself. Bob deletes his hashed points from the RIBLTs, and then finds the

highest resolution RIBLT which is decodable, and uses the decoded points extracted from it

to form his S ′B. Since non-equal points can have the same key (their hash value), they won’t

fully “cancel” when decoding the RIBLT, and thus the decoded points will have some error.

Much of our technical work is bounding this error.

In what follows we assume we have parameters D1 andD2 such thatD1 ≤ EMDk(SA, SB) ≤

D2 and maxa∈SA,b∈SB f(a, b) < M. In the case where q = 1 and we have no prior knowledge

about SA and SB, we can simply use D1 = 1, D2 = n · d · ∆ and M = d · ∆. (Note that
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if EMDk(SA, SB) = 0, this problem can be solved exactly with a standard set reconcilia-

tion protocol, so it sensible to assume that D1 ≥ 1.) We also require an MLSH family for

([∆]d, `q) with parameters (r, p, α) such that r ≥ min(M,D2) and p ≥ e−k/(24D2).4 The full

protocol appears in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 EMD Protocol

• Alice creates t = log2 (D2/D1) + 1 RIBLTs T1, . . . , Tt, each with q ≥ 3 hash functions
and m = 4q2k cells.

• Alice draws s = k
8D1 ln(1/p)

hash functions g1, . . . , gs from H. She draws h from a 2-wise

independent class of hash functions with range {0, 1}Θ(logn).

• For each i ∈ {1, . . . , t} and a ∈ SA, Alice forms a key-value pair and inserts it into Ti.
The key is keyi(a) = h

(
g1(x), . . . , g2i−1sD1/D2

(a)
)
, and the value is a.

• Alice sends T1, . . . , Tt to Bob.

• For each i ∈ {1, . . . , t} and b ∈ SB, Bob deletes the pair (keyi(b), b) from Ti. (Note
that he knows g1, . . . , gs and h due to public coins.)

• Bob finds i∗, the largest i such that Ti successfully decodes to at most 4k key-value
pairs (2k pairs per party). Let XB be the values that Ti∗ decodes from his side, and
XA the values it decodes from Alice’s side. If no Ti successfully decodes Bob reports
failure.

• Bob finds YB, the subset of SB matched in the min cost matching between XB and SB.
He then outputs S ′B = (SB \ YB) ∪XA.

Theorem 5.3.4. Algorithm 6 uses O (kd log (∆n) log (D2/D1)) bits of communication and

O
(
tnk/(D1 log(1/p)) + dn log(D2/D1) + dnk + nk2

)
time. If EMDk(SA, SB) ≤ D2, it reports failure with probability at most 1/8. If EMDk(SA, SB) ≥

4Note that given p and D2 we must choose an MLSH family with p large enough to meet this condition.
All of our example MLSH families allow for arbitrarily large p values, and in general it is easy to increase
p by adding some set of constant functions to the MLSH family. It may be unintuitive that we would want
to increase p in this way, but it is necessary to avoid over-partitioning the space while still allowing us to
use enough independent functions from our MLSH family that the probability of different pairs of points
colliding is sufficiently independent for our analysis.
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D1 and it does not report failure, then EMD(SA, S
′
B) ≤ O(α−1 log n) · EMDk(SA, SB) with

probability at least 3/4. Here t is an upper bound on the time to evaluate functions from H.

Before proving this theorem, let us discuss its implications for some settings. Suppose

our metric space is ({0, 1}d, fH), and we have no assumptions on D1, D2, and M . Applying

the MLSH family of Lemma 5.2.3 to Theorem 5.3.4 yields the following.5

Corollary 5.3.5. There is a protocol for the Earth Mover’s Distance model on ({0, 1}d, fH)

using O (kd log n log(dn)) bits of communication, O (dn2 + nk2) time, and successfully com-

putes S ′B such that EMD(SA, S
′
B) ≤ O(log n) · EMDk(SB, SA). with probability at least 5/8.

Now suppose we are working in ([∆]d, `2). In such a case we can divide the range [D1, D2]

into I = O(log(D2/D1)) intervals [D
(1)
1 , D

(1)
2 ], [D

(2)
1 , D

(2)
2 ], . . . , [D

(I)
1 , D

(I)
2 ] such that D

(1)
1 =

D1, D
(I)
2 = D2, and for all j, D

(j)
2 /D

(j)
1 = O(1) and D

(j+1)
1 = D

(j)
2 . We run Algorithm 6 in

parallel for each of these intervals, and have Bob use the output of version for the smallest

index interval which did not report failure. For the jth interval, we use the MLSH family of

Lemma 5.2.5 (with w = Θ(min(M,D
(j)
2 ) +D

(j)
2 /k)) yields the following bounds.

Corollary 5.3.6. There is a protocol for the Earth Mover’s Distance model on ([∆]d, `2)

using O (kd log(n∆) log(D2/D1)) bits of communication, O ((dnk + nk2) log(D2/D1)) time,

and successfully computes S ′B such that EMD(SA, S
′
B) ≤ O(log n) ·EMDk(SA, SB) with prob-

ability at least 5/8.

Note that this kind of scaling strategy could be applied in the Hamming distance case

too, which would change the running time of Corollary 5.3.5 to O((dnk + nk2) log(nd)).

We now prove the theorem. The communication cost of this protocol is immediate. There

are O(log(D2/D1)) RIBLTs, each of which has O(k) cells. Each cells takes O(d log(|∆|n))

bits to store the value, and O(log n) bits to store the key.

5In order to meet the restriction that p ≥ e−k/(24D2) we choose w = 48nd/k when applying Lemma 5.2.3.
This is already factored into the stated bounds of the corollary.
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The computation bound is similarly straightforward. Each of the n points is hashed

k
8D1 ln(1/p)

times, and each item is inserted/deleted from an RIBLT O(log(D2/D1)) times. It

takes O(dnk) time for Bob to compute all of the distances between the points in SB and

those in XB, and then O(nk2) time to use the Hungarian method ([Kuh55]) to find the

min-cost matching between XB and SB.6 The time to attempt decoding of the RIBLTs is

dominated by the time spent constructing them.

The proof of the approximation bound comes in several steps. In order to bound

EMD(SA, S
′
B), we find a matching between the points of SA and S ′B, and use the cost of

that matching as an upper bound. This matching consists of three pieces. For each bucket,

where a bucket in this context is the set of points hashing to the same value at level i∗,

we choose a maximum size matching between Alice and Bob’s points within the bucket.

The remaining points are those that we wish to approximately extract from Ti∗ . The total

cost of the matching is then bounded by the cost of the matching within each bucket (the

in-bucket-matching), which we call µ, plus the minimum cost matching between our desired

extracted points plus the distance between what we wished to extract and what we actually

did (XA and XB).

More formally, we identify ZA ⊂ SA and ZB ⊂ SB such that |ZA| = |ZB| = |XA| = |XB|.

ZA and ZB are the points excluded from the in-bucket-matching. Using the definition of

6This assumes the distances fit into a constant number of words so they can be computed on in O(1)
time. If this is not the case the nk2 term in the running time increases by a factor of the number of words
it takes to represent a distance.
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...

1 4

2 3
Figure 5.1: An example of error propagating in an (R)IBLT. The black cell contains an error
in the value, and the numbers correspond to the order in which the keys will be peeled. The
error will be added to each of the depicted cells and all four items will include it in their
extracted values.

EMD, the fact that EMD obeys the triangle inequality, and the definition of YB, we find

EMD(S ′B, SA) = EMD((SB \ YB) ∪XA, SA)

≤ EMD(SB \ YB, SA \ ZA) + EMD(XA, ZA)

≤ EMD(SB \ ZB, SA \ ZA) + EMD(YB, ZB) + EMD(XA, ZA)

≤ EMD(SB \ ZB, SA \ ZA) + EMD(YB, XB) + EMD(XB, ZB) + EMD(XA, ZA)

≤ EMD(SB \ ZB, SA \ ZA) + 2 · EMD(XB, ZB) + EMD(XA, ZA).

By definition, EMD(SA\ZA, SB\ZB) ≤ µ. We prove later in this section that with probability

at least 7/8, EMD(XA, ZA)+EMD(XB, ZB) ≤ O(1) ·µ. The challenge in proving this bound

is that the difference between each matched pair is an error which is added to various other

cell values in the RIBLT during the peeling process. We argue that in expectation, each error

is only added to a constant number of other cells, thus the expected sum of the errors on all of

the extracted points is at most a constant times the cost of the in-bucket matching. Putting

these pieces together, we get that with probability at least 7/8, EMD(SA, S
′
B) ≤ O(1) · µ.

What remains is to find an in-bucket-matching such that µ = O(α−1 log n) · EMDk(SA, SB)

with probability at least 7/8.
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Example 5.3.7. Figure 5.1 shows an example of error propagating in an (R)IBLT. The first

black cell had a point from Alice and a point from Bob with different values but the same key

hashed to it. We consider these two points to be part of ZA and ZB. They canceled out all

of their entries in the cell except for the difference in their values, which we call the error.

When item 1 is peeled, the point we extract will have its value offset by the error. The peeling

of 1 will add that error to the second and third cells so when items 2 and 3 are peeled their

values will also be offset by the error. The peeling of 2 and 3 will in turn propagate the error

to the fourth and fifth cells so item 4 will also be extracted with the error.

When choosing the in-bucket-matching, whenever possible we match points that are part

of the n − k closest pairs in the optimal matching between SA and SB (the one defining

EMDk(SA, SB)). Matching these pairs costs at most EMDk(SA, SB). All that remains is

to find matchings among the remaining points within the buckets that has expected cost

bounded by O(α−1 log n) · EMDk(SA, SB). Informally, we achieve this by upper bounding

each points’ expected matching cost by the distance from it to the furthest unmatched point

in its bucket. To do this we must first reason about i∗. Going forward, we assume that the

Θ(log n)-bit pairwise independent h did not produce any collisions between differing MLSH

vectors. With high probability, no such collision occurs so checking equality between the

hash values is equivalent to checking equality between the MLSH vectors.

We start with some simple lemmas.

Lemma 5.3.8. The probability that a pair of points at distance x hash differently on level i

is at most 2i−4k
D2

x.
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Proof. The probability that they hash differently is

Pr

[
at least one of

2i−4k

D2 ln(1/p)
hashes differ

]
= 1− Pr

[
all

2i−4k

D2 ln(1/p)
hashes match

]
≤ 1− p

2i−4k
D2 ln(1/p)

x

= 1− e−
2i−4k
D2

x

≤ 2i−4k

D2

x.

Lemma 5.3.9. The expected number of pairs that hash differently among the n− k closest

pairs in the optimal matching between SB and SA is at most 2i−4k
D2

EMDk(SB, SA).

Proof. Let xj be the distance between the two parties’ ith points when they are ordered for

minimum EMD and xj ≤ xj+1.

E[num of n− k that hash differently] =
n−k∑
j=1

Pr [points at distance xj hash differently]

≤
n−k∑
j=1

2i−4k

D2

xj

=
2i−4k

D2

EMDk(SB, SA).

We use this lemma to bound the level at which Bob can successfully decode the RIBLT.

Once the number of pairs hashing differently is at most k, the RIBLT decodes successfully

with high probability, so we choose i′ = log2

(
2D2

EMDk

)
so that the expected number of differing

pairs is

2i
′−4k

D2

EMDk(SB, SA) = k/8.
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We can then use Markov’s inequality to say that with probability at least 7/8 we can decode

Ti′ , thus i∗ ≥ i′. Now that we have a bound on i∗, we can turn to bounding µ.

Lemma 5.3.10. For a level i ≥ i′, the expected value of µ, the cost of the best in-bucket-

matching, is O(α−1 log n) · EMDk(SB, SA).

Proof. Whenever a pair from the optimal matching (which makes up EMDk(SB, SA)) appear

in the same bucket, we match them to each other, which contributes a total cost of at most

EMDk(SB, SA). For the remaining points, we upper bound their matching cost by the

maximum distance from them to every point from the other party in their bucket that is not

paired with its optimal match. We refer to Bob and Alice’s k points that don’t appear in

the optimal matching as their far points, and the remaining points as close points.

Our analysis is divided into three pieces: the cost of matching Bob’s far points to Alice’s

far points, the cost of matching Bob’s far points to Alice’s close points (and vice versa) and

the cost of matching Bob’s close points to Alice’s close points. We then sum these three

cases to obtain an upper bound on µ.

First let’s bound the cost of matching far points to far points. Consider one of Bob’s k

far points. Let y1, . . . , yk be the distance from it to each of Alice’s points, ordered such that

yj ≥ yj+1. Let Ej be the event that Alice’s jth far point in this ordering collides with Bob’s

point. Let Fj be the event that Alice’s far points 1 through j − 1 do not collide with Bob’s

point. The expected cost of Bob’s point’s matching with Alice’s far points is

E[far to far matching cost] =
k∑
j=1

yj Pr[Ej ∩ Fj].

Let φj = Pr[Ej ∩ Fj]. We know that
∑k

j=1 φj ≤ 1, since they are disjoint events. We also

have

φj ≤ Pr[Ej] ≤ p
αyj

2i−4k
D2 ln(1/p)
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which implies that

yj ≤
D2 ln(1/φj)

α2i−4k
,

and thus

E[far to far matching cost] ≤
k∑
j=1

D2 ln(1/φj)

α2i−4k
φj

=
D2

α2i−4k

k∑
j=1

φj ln(1/φj)

≤ D2

α2i′−4k

k∑
j=1

φj ln(1/φj)

=
8EMDk

αk

k∑
j=1

φj ln(1/φj)

≤ 8EMDk

αk
ln k (Jensen’s inequality).

Summing over Bob’s k far points gives us O(α−1 log k) · EMDk.

Now let’s consider the cost of matching one of Bob’s far points to Alice’s unmatched close

points. Here y1, . . . , yn−k are the distances from Bob’s point to each of Alice’s close points,

ordered such that yj ≥ yj+1. We also have x1, . . . , xn−k which are the distances from Alice’s

close points to their optimal matches. Let Hj be the even that Alice’s jth close point in this

ordering cannot be matched to its optimal match (they do not fall in the same bucket). Let

Ej be the event that Alice’s jth close point collides with Bob’s point. Let Fj be the event

that Alice’s close points 1 through j − 1 do not collide with Bob’s point.

We will use two facts there that we didn’t use in the previous case. The first is Lemma 5.3.18,

which we present in detail in Section 5.3.2, which implies that conditioning on a pair being

unmatched effectively only conditions one of their MLSHs. More specifically, Pr[Ej | Hj]

is at most the probability that Alice’s jth close point matches with Bob’s on the first
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2i−4k/(D2 ln(1/p))− 1 hash functions. The second fact is that, due to our bound on p,

2i
′−4k

D2 ln(1/p)
=

k

8 ln
(

1
p

)
EMDk

≥ 3. (5.1)

E[far to close matching cost] =
n−k∑
j=1

yj Pr[Hj ∩ Ej ∩ Fj].

Let φj = Pr[Hj ∩ Ej ∩ Fj]. We know that
∑k

j=1 φj ≤ 1, since they are disjoint events. We

also have

φj ≤ Pr[Hj] Pr[Ej | Hj]

≤ 2i−4kxj
D2

p
αyj

(
2i−4k

D2 ln(1/p)
−1
)

(Lemma 5.3.18)

≤ 2i−4kxj
D2

p
αyj

2i−5k
D2 ln(1/p) (Equation 5.1).

This implies that

yj ≤
D2 ln

(
2i−5kxj
D2φj

)
αk · 2i−2

,
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and thus

E[far to close matching cost] ≤
n−k∑
j=1

D2 ln
(

2i−5kxj
D2φj

)
αk · 2i−2

φj

=
D2

αk · 2i−5

n−k∑
j=1

φj ln

(
2i−4kxj
D2φj

)

≤ D2

αk · 2i−5
ln

(
n−k∑
j=1

2i−4kxj
D2

)
(Jensen’s inequality)

=
D2

αk · 2i−5
ln

(
2i−4k

D2

EMDk

)
≤ D2

αk · 2i′−5
ln

(
2i
′−4k

D2

EMDk

)
=

16EMDk

αk
ln

(
k

8

)
.

Summing over Bob’s k far points gives us O(α−1 log k) · EMDk.

Finally we bound the cost of matching Bob’s unmatched close points (those whose optimal

match does not appear in the same bucket) to Alice’s unmatched close points. We order the

points by their optimal matching, so Bob’s jth point’s optimal match is Alice’s jth point.

Let xj be the cost of that optimal matching. For j, r ∈ [n − k], mj,r is the index of Alice’s

point which is the rth furthest from Bob’s jth point, and yj,r is its distance. Let Hj,r be

the even that Alice’s mj,rth point cannot be matched to its optimal match (they do not fall

in the same bucket). Let Ej,r be the event that Alice’s mj,rth point collides with Bob’s jth

point. Let Fj,r be the event that Alice’s close points mj,1, . . . ,mj,r−1 do not collide with

Bob’s jth point. Let Ij be the event that Bob’s jth point cannot be matched to its optimal
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match. The expected cost of matching all of the unmatched close points is then at most

n−k∑
j=1

Pr[Ij]
n−k∑
r=1

yj,r Pr[Hj,r ∩ Ej,r ∩ Fj,r | Ij]

≤
n−k∑
j=1

2i−4kxj
D2

n−k∑
r=1

yj,r Pr[Hj,r ∩ Ej,r ∩ Fj,r | Ij].

Let φj,r = Pr[Hj,r ∩ Ej,r ∩ Fj,r | Ij]. We know that
∑k

j=1 φj,r ≤ 1, since they are disjoint

events. We also have

φj,r ≤ Pr[Hj,r | Ij] Pr[Ej,r | Ij ∩Hj,r]

≤ 1 · pαyj,r
(

2i−4k
D2 ln(1/p)

−2
)

(Lemma 5.3.19)

≤ p
αyj,r

2i−4k
3D2 ln(1/p) (Equation 5.1).

This implies that

yj,r ≤
3D2 ln (1/φj,r)

αk · 2i−4
,

and thus the expected cost of matching all of the unmatched close points is upper bounded

by

n−k∑
j=1

2i−4kxj
D2

n−k∑
r=1

3D2 ln (1/φj,r)

αk · 2i−4
φj,r

=
3

α

n−k∑
j=1

xj

n−k∑
r=1

ln (1/φj,r)φj,r

≤ 3

α

n−k∑
j=1

xj ln (n− k) (Jensen’s inequality)

=
3 ln(n− k)

α
EMDk

= O(α−1 log n) · EMDk.
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5.3.1 Peeling Argument

In the event that every matched pair in the in-bucket-matching is in fact the same point, then

they would exactly cancel out and Ti∗ would be equivalent to if we only added the points from

ZA and ZB. If ZA and ZB also have no duplicate keys, then the RIBLT peeling procedure

would be identical to the standard IBLT peeling procedure and we would recover ZA and ZB

with no error. However, since in general the points will not be equal, when their keys cancel

out, their values will leave behind some error, and when the RIBLT undergoes the peeling

procedure, this error may be added to various other cells of the RIBLT. Additionally, RIBLTs

introduce error when extracting key-value pairs that have the same keys but different values,

as their values are averaged (and then randomly rounded).

Let QA and QB be what we would recover from T ∗i if the points in ZA and ZB all had

different keys, and thus no averaging or rounding need to occur in their extraction. For now

we will bound the error without this averaging and rounding, then come back to it.

We argue that with constant probability, the average number of cells a given error is

added to is O(1). Since the sum of these errors is µ, this implies that EMD(QA, ZA) +

EMD(QB, ZB) ≤ O(1) ·µ. Note that the RIBLT does not exactly extract the value in ZA or

ZB plus error, even in the case of QA and QB because it floors/ceilings the values back into

[0,∆]d, but this only decreases EMD(QA, ZA) + EMD(QB, ZB) since ZA, ZB ∈ [∆]d.

As discussed in Section 1.2.1, we can view the (R)IBLT peeling procedure as the process

of peeling vertices of degree one from a random hypergraph. In particular, this random

hypergraph is Gq
m,cm, an m vertex hypergraph with cm q-regular hyperedges drawn uniformly

at random from the
(
m
q

)
possible q-regular hyperedges. We model our problem as having

a single random vertex initially have an “error”, and then whenever we peel a vertex v,

we add its error count Cv to every adjacent vertex. We then argue that the expected final
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sum of the Cv values is O(1), implying that the error only contributed to an expected

constant number of extracted points as desired. In what follows, we assume q = O(1). Since

Algorithm 6 required that Ti∗ decodes to at most 4k points and has 4q2k cells, we have

that c < 1/(q(q − 1)). Thus, the following lemma gives us that with constant probability,

EMD(QA, ZA) + EMD(QB, ZB) ≤ O(1) · µ.

Lemma 5.3.11. For c < 1/(q(q − 1)), after performing breadth first peeling of Gq
m,cm we

have with probability at least 7/8,
∑m

v=1 Cv = O(1).

The structure of our proof of this lemma is similar that of [JMT14], in that we relate the

peeling process to an idealized branching process. We argue that the lemma holds in this

idealized branching process via careful analysis, and then argue that the branching process

is sufficiently close to our peeling process that that lemma still holds there.

The following lemmas allow us to restrict our analysis to the case where the hypergraph

consists of only trees and unicyclic components. First, we have a lemma that allows us to rea-

son about Gq
c (a q-uniform hypergraph on m vertices where each edge appears independently

at random with probability cm/
(
m
q

)
) instead of Gm,cm.

Lemma 5.3.12. Suppose that for all c < 1/(q(q − 1)), with probability at least 9/10− o(1),∑m
v=1 Cv = O(1) on Gq

c. Then for all c < 1/(q(q − 1)), with probability at least 9/10− o(1),∑m
v=1 Cv = O(1) on Gq

m,cm.

Proof. Key here is the fact that
∑m

v=1 Cv monotonically increases with the addition of random

edges. Let c′ be any constant such that c < c′ < 1/(q(q − 1)). With probability 1 − o(1)

Gq
c′ has more than cm edges. Therefore, if

∑m
v=1 Cv = O(1) on Gq

c′ with probability at least

9/10− o(1), then
∑m

v=1 Cv = O(1) on Gq
m,cm with probability 9/10− o(1).

Lemma 5.3.13 ([SPS85, K L02]). When c < 1/(q(q − 1)), all connected components of Gq
c

are either trees or unicyclic with probability 1−O(1/n).
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First we prove the theorem in the case that the breath first search tree around each

vertex v in the graph is generated according to an idealized branching process. Each vertex

in the tree has an i.i.d. number of child edges drawn according to Poisson(cq), which each

in turn connect to q− 1 child vertices. We also assume that each component is a tree, so the

breadth first search tree is exactly v’s connected component, and then relax this assumption

to include unicyclic components later.

Using this model we can show that the probability that a vertex’s error propagates

out to a given a radius shrinks doubly exponentially in that radius, while the number of

vertices in that radius is only singly exponential, thus the expected number of vertices the

error propagates to is constant. Later we will use the results of [JMT14] to argue that this

idealized branching process is sufficiently close to the true distribution and thus our results

still hold.

Recall that we are performing the peeling in a breadth first fashion. Let Lv be the round

(starting from 1) in which vertex v was peeled, and let Kv,j be the event that vertex v has

not been peeled after j rounds. Initially only one random vertex has an error, and all the

rest are 0, so each vertex has an expected starting error of 1/m. Let Vv,r be the number of

vertices within radius r of v. Because we assume v’s component is a tree,

E[Cv] ≤ E[number of errors in vertices within radius Lv of v]

=
1

m
E[Vv,Lv ]

=
1

m

∞∑
j=1

Pr[Lv = j]E[Vv,j | Lv = j]

≤ 1

m

∞∑
j=1

Pr[Kv,j−1]E[Vv,j | Lv = j]

≤ 1

m

∞∑
j=1

Pr[Kv,j−1]E[Vv,j | Kv,j−1].
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The idealized branching process allows us to bound L[Kv,j−1] with the following proce-

dure. Consider the neighborhood of a vertex v of distance t. For j = 1 up to j = t− 1, we

delete all vertices at distance t − j from v which have 0 child edges (those edges branching

out from our process). Then, at round t, we delete v if after all of that it has degree at

most 1. Let λt be the probability that vertex v is not deleted after this t round procedure.

Although this procedure forces a certain ordering on the deletion of vertices, it is still the

case that Pr[Kv,t] = λt. This is because although in the real peeling process v might be

deleted before t rounds, if it is not deleted after t rounds of this ordering, then it also will

not be deleted after t rounds of the real process.

Let ρj be the probability that a vertex u, which is a distance t− j from v, is not deleted

after j rounds. Here p0 = 1, and we find that

ρj = Pr[Poisson(ρq−1
j−1cq) ≥ 1].

This then gives us that

λj = Pr[Poisson(ρq−1
j−1cq) ≥ 2].

These equations come from the fact that each node u has Poisson(cq) child edges, each

of which survives the previous round with probability ρj−1, independent of each other child

edge. By the splitting property of Poisson distributions [MU05], the number of surviving

child edges of u is thus distributed as Poisson(ρq−1
j−1cq).

For sufficiently small c (in our case c < 1/(q(q−1)) suffices), this procedure is guaranteed

to delete v for sufficiently large t. In other words, limt→∞ λt = 0. [JMT14] uses this fact to

argue that for some constant I > 0 and 0 < τ < 1,

λI+t ≤ τ 2(q−1)t ,
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giving us a strong bound on Pr[Kv,j−1]. All that remains is to bound E[Vv,j | Kv,j−1]. We

use the same branching process to reason about the number of vertices at some distance j

from v.

First lets look at the expectation E[Vv,j]. without any conditioning. Each vertex has

Poisson(cq) child edges, meaning

E[Vv,1] = cq(q − 1) + 1,

and an iterative application of Wald’s equation [Wal44] gives us

E[Vv,t] =
t∑

j=0

(cq(q − 1))j.

Conditioning on Kv,j−1 increases the values of each of these Poisson distributions. For

j = 2, it means that v has at least two child edges. For j = 3, it means that v has at least 2

saturated child edges. We say a child edge is saturated if each of its (q − 1) vertices has at

least one child edge. For j = 4, the conditioning means that at least 2 of v’s child edges are

saturated by saturated child edges (on each of v’s child edge’s vertices, there is at least one

saturated child edge). In general, conditioning on j means that v has 2 child edges that are

saturated by child edges that are saturated by child edges that are saturated by child edges,

etc. j − 2 times. We analyze this case in Section 5.3.3 and show that

E[Vv,j | Kv,j−1] = O((q − 1)j).
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Finally putting this all together we have,

E[Cv] ≤
1

m

∞∑
j=1

Pr[Kv,j−1]E[Vv,j | Kv,j−1]

≤ 1

m

∞∑
t=1

λt−1O((q − 1)t)

=
1

m

(
I∑
t=1

λt−1O((q − 1)t) +
∞∑
t=1

λI+t−1O((q − 1)I+t)

)

≤ 1

m

(
I∑
t=1

O((q − 1)t) +
∞∑
t=1

τ 2(q−1)tO((q − 1)I+t)

)

≤ O(1)

m
.

In the last line, O(1) is using that I, q, φ and τ are all constants, together with the fact

that O((q − 1)I+t) grows exponentially in t while τ 2(q−1)t shrinks doubly exponentially, so

τ 2(q−1)tO((q − 1)I+t) converges to 0. Thus E[Cv] = O(1)
m

for all v, so E[
∑m

v=1 Cv] = O(1).

Now we address the case when a component is unicyclic. We can bound E [
∑m

v=1 Cv] in

this case by its value in the tree case with the addition of one additional edge, making a

cycle. Peeling this extra edge can only increase E [
∑m

v=1 Ci] by a factor of at most q = O(1),

since it only adds a single Cv to q − 1 other vertices, each of which ultimately contributes

only O(1) times its value to final sum.

Thus, if the components are all trees or unicyclic and the breadth first search tree from

each vertex is generated according to the idealized branching process, then by Markov’s

inequality,
∑m

v=1 Cv = O(1) with probability at least 9/10. Now we argue that the actual

peeling process is sufficiently close to this idealized branching process. To do this we need a

few lemmas from [JMT14].

Lemma 5.3.14 (Theorem 1 of [JMT14]). Let q ≥ 3, and let c < c∗q. With probability

1− o(1), the breadth-first process of the 2-core in a random hypergraph Gq
c terminates after
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log log n/ log(q − 1) +O(1) rounds.

Here c∗q is the threshold density below which random hypergraphs have empty 2-cores

with high probability. [Mol04] gives the formula for c∗q as

c∗q = min
x>0

x

q(1− e−x)q−1
.

It is important to note that c∗q > 1/(q(q − 1)), so our choice of c satisfies the conditions of

the theorem.

Let E1 be the event that, for all vertices v ∈ Gq
c, there are at most logc2 n vertices within

a radius of c1 log log n around v. There exist constants c1, c2 > 0 depending on c and q such

that the following lemma holds.

Lemma 5.3.15 (Lemma 3 of [JMT14]). For any event E, Pr[E] ≥ Pr[E | E1]− 1/n.

Lemma 5.3.16 (Lemma 5 of [JMT14]). Let X1(v) denote the random variable describing

the tree of depth i = O(log log n) rooted at v in the idealized branching process. Let X2(v)

denote the random variable describing the BFS tree of depth i rooted at v in Gq
c, conditioned

on the event E1 occurring. The total variation distance between X1(v) and X2(v) is at most

poly log(n)/n.

Proof of Lemma 5.3.11. By Lemma 5.3.14, the peeling process completes in O(log log n)

rounds with probability 1 − o(1) in Gq
c. This, together with our analysis of the idealized

branching process, Lemma 5.3.13, and Lemma 5.3.16 implies that, conditioned on E1, with

probability at least 9/10− o(1)− O(1/n)− poly log(n)/n,
∑m

v=1 Cv = O(1) on Gq
c. Putting

this together with Lemma 5.3.15 and Lemma 5.3.12 gives us that with probability at least

9/10− o(1)−O(1/n)− poly log(n)/n− 1/n,

∑m
v=1 Cv = O(1) on Gq

m,cm. For sufficiently large n, we have the theorem.
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Now with our bound on EMD(QA, ZA) + EMD(QB, ZB), we complete our proof of The-

orem 5.3.4 with the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3.17. With probability at least 3/4,

EMD(ZA, XA) + EMD(ZB, XB) = O(α−1 log n) · EMDk(SA, SB).

Proof. We will prove this for EMD(ZA, XA), and the argument for EMD(ZB, XB) is identical.

By an argument identical to that of Lemma 5.3.10, the expected sum over each point

in ZA of the distance from that point to the furthest other point in ZA falling in the same

bucket is bounded by O(α−1 log n) · EMDk(SA, SB). By Lemma 5.3.11, with probability at

least 7/8, the sum of these maximum distances in QA grows by O(µ), so by Lemma 5.3.10

the sum is still O(α−1 log n) · EMDk(SA, SB).

Now we argue that the averaging and rounding the occurs when the RIBLT extracts

multiple points with the same key doesn’t have too large an impact. We will prove the case

when [∆]d = {0, 1}d, which intuitively can be though of as the “hard” case since the rounding

has maximum impact here. The general case then follows. Let x1, . . . , xm ∈ {0, 1}d be our

points that that hash to the same bucket, which we wish to extract. Let r be the randomized

rounding of
∑m

i=1 xi/m. For j ∈ [d], let pj =
∑m

i=1 xi,j/m. rj = 1 with probability pj. Let

B = maxmi=1 ||x1 − xi||q. Without loss of generality, let x1 = {0}d.

E[||x1 − r||q] ≤ E[||x1 − r||qq]1/q (Jensen’s inequality)

=

(
d∑
j=1

pj

)1/q

≤
(
m− 1

m
Bq

)1/q

< B.
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The second to last inequality here used the fact that

n

d∑
j=1

pj =
m∑
i=1

d∑
j=1

xi,j ≤ (m− 1)Bq.

Thus, since the expected sum of the maximum distances is O(α−1 log n) ·EMDk(SA, SB),

the expected sum of distances between points and the averages of their colliding points (and

thus EMD(QA, XA)) is O(α−1 log n) · EMDk(SA, SB). Then by Markov’s inequality and the

triangle inequality, we have the lemma.

5.3.2 Conditional Probability Lemmas

Let X1, . . . , Xn and Y1, . . . , Yn be {0, 1} random variables. We will sometimes abuse notation

slightly and use Xi to refer to the event that Xi = 1. The pairs (X1, Y1), . . . , (Xn, Yn) are

i.i.d. and Pr[Xi = 1] = p and Pr[Yi = 1] = q. We assume n ≥ 2, and 0 < p, q < 1.

Lemma 5.3.18. Pr [∩iXi | ∪i Yi] ≤ pn−1.

We use this in Lemma 5.3.10 by letting Xi be the event that a given pair of points (u

and v) have equal values for their ith MLSH function. Yi is the event that the v and v’s

optimal matching point do not have equal values for their ith MLSH function. Since each

MLSH function is drawn i.i.d., these collision events are i.i.d. but correlations can exist

between collision events for a given one of these functions, so this setting of (Xi, Yi) fulfills

our criteria. Thus Pr [∩iXi | ∪i Yi] is the probability that u and v have all equal hash values

(they land in the same bucket) given that v does not have all equal hash values with its

optimal match (they don’t land in the same bucket).

Proof of Lemma 5.3.18. Since the (Xi, Yi) pairs are i.i.d., the effect of conditioning on some

function of the Yis on the probability of ∩iXi can be quantified in terms of the conditioning’s
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effect on the distribution of CY =
∑

i Yi. In particular, for any function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1},

Pr[∩iXi | f(Y1, . . . , Yn)] =
n∑
j=0

Pr[X1 | Y1]j Pr[X1 | Ȳ1]n−j Pr[CY = j | f(Y1, . . . , Yn)]. (5.2)

We will use this to relate Pr[∩iXi | ∪i Yi] to Pr[∩iXi] and Pr[∩iXi | Y1].

Let us divide our analysis in two cases, based on whether or not X1 and Y1 are positively

correlated. First, consider the case that Pr[X1 | Y1] ≤ Pr[X1]. In this case we argue that

Pr[∩iXi | ∪i Yi] ≤ Pr[∩iXi] = pn.

To see this, we compare Pr[∩iXi | ∪i Yi] and Pr[∩iXi] via Equation 5.2. First note that

for all j ∈ [n], Pr[CY ≥ j] ≤ Pr[CY ≥ j | ∪i Yi]. Therefore, f(Y1, . . . , Yn) = ∪iYi shifts

the probability mass of Pr[CY = j | f(Y1, . . . , Yn)] later in the series than f(Y1, . . . , Yn) = 1.

This shift decreases the value of the sum because Pr[X1 | Y1]j Pr[X1 | Ȳ1]n−j is decreasing in

j (since Pr[X1 | Y1] ≤ Pr[X1 | Ȳ1]).

Now consider the case that Pr[X1 | Y1] > Pr[X1]. Here we show that

Pr[∩iXi | ∪i Yi] ≤ Pr[∩iXi | Y1] ≤ pn−1.

Now Pr[X1 | Y1] > Pr[X1 | Ȳ1], so in Equation 5.2, Pr[X1 | Y1]j Pr[X1 | Ȳ1]n−j is increasing

in j, so it suffices to show that for all j ∈ [n], Pr[CY ≥ j | Y1] ≥ Pr[CY ≥ j | ∪i Yi]. Let

FY ∈ [n] ∪ {∅} be a random variable equal to the first index i for which Yi = 1. FY = ∅ if

Yi = 0 for all i ∈ [n]. We observe that

Pr[CY ≥ j | ∪i Yi] =
n∑
i=1

Pr[CY ≥ j | (∪iYi) ∩ (FY = i)] Pr[FY = i | ∪i Yi]

=
n∑
i=1

Pr[CY ≥ j | FY = i] Pr[FY = i | ∪i Yi].
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Clearly Pr[CY ≥ j | FY = i] ≥ Pr[CY ≥ j | FY = i+ 1], thus

Pr[CY ≥ j | Y1] = Pr[CY ≥ j | FY = 1]

≥
n∑
i=1

Pr[CY ≥ j | FY = i] Pr[FY = i | ∪i Yi]

= Pr[CY ≥ j | ∪i Yi].

Now we prove an analogous lemma for the case when we are conditioning on two points

missing their optimal matches. Let X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Yn and Z1, . . . , Zn be {0, 1} random

variables. The triples (X1, Y1, Z1), . . . , (Xn, Yn, Zn) are i.i.d., Pr[Xi = 1] = p, Pr[Yi = 1] = q

and Pr[Zi = 1] = r. We assume n ≥ 3, and 0 < p, q, r < 1.

Lemma 5.3.19. Pr [∩iXi | (∪iYi) ∩ (∪iZi)] ≤ pn−2.

Our application of this lemma in Lemma 5.3.10 is very similar to that of Lemma 5.3.18.

Xi is the event that a given pair of points (u and v) have equal values for their ith MLSH

function. Yi is the event that v and v’s optimal matching point do not have equal values for

their ith MLSH function. Zi is the event that u and u’s optimal match have unequal values

for their ith MLSH function. Since each MLSH function is drawn i.i.d., these collision events

are i.i.d. but correlations can exist between collision events for a given one of these functions,

so this setting of (Xi, Yi, Zi) fulfills our criteria. Therefore Pr [∩iXi | (∪iYi) ∩ (∪iZi)] is the

probability that u and v collide across all hash values given that u and v do not collide with

their optimal matches.

Proof of Lemma 5.3.19. We argue analogously to in the proof of Lemma 5.3.18, relating

Pr [∩iXi | (∪iYi) ∩ (∪iZi)] to the probability of ∩iXi under various other conditionings of

Yis and Zis. We partition the problem into several cases, based on the relative values of

Pr[X1 | Y1 ∩ Z1], Pr[X1 | Y1], Pr[X1 | Z1], and Pr[X1].
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First consider the case where Y1 and Z1, both independently and together, reduce the

probability of X1. Specifically, Pr[X1] ≥ Pr[X1 | Y1], Pr[X1] ≥ Pr[X1 | Z1], and Pr[X1] ≥

Pr[X1 | Y1 ∩ Z1]. In this case

Pr [∩iXi | (∪iYi) ∩ (∪iZi)] ≤ Pr [∩iXi] ≤ pn,

because here increasing the number of Yis and Zis equal to 1 only decreases the probability

of ∩iXi.

Now we look at the similar case where Pr[X1] ≥ Pr[X1 | Y1] and Pr[X1] ≥ Pr[X1 | Z1],

but now Pr[X1] ≤ Pr[X1 | Y1 ∩ Z1]. In this case we can say

Pr [∩iXi | (∪iYi) ∩ (∪iZi)] ≤ Pr [∩iXi | ∪i (Yi ∩ Zi)] ≤ Pr [∩iXi | Y1 ∩ Z1] ≤ pn−1,

where the first inequality is immediate from our setting, and the second inequality follows

from Lemma 5.3.18.

Next consider the case when X1 is positively correlated with Y1, but not with Z1 (even

when conditioning on Y1). That is, Pr[X1 | Y1] ≥ Pr[X1], Pr[X1] ≥ Pr[X1 | Z1], and

Pr[X1 | Y1] ≥ Pr[X1 | Y1 ∩ Z1]. In this case conditioning on ∪iZi can only decrease the

probability of ∩iXi, so

Pr [∩iXi | (∪iYi) ∩ (∪iZi)] ≤ Pr [∩iXi | ∪i Yi] ≤ pn−1.

Now we examine the same case except when Pr[X1 | Y1 ∩ Z1] ≥ Pr[X1 | Y1]. That is,

conditioning on Z1 alone reduces the chances of X1, but conditioning on Z1 when Y1 = 1

increases X1’s chances. We already know from the proof of Lemma 5.3.18 that Pr[∩iXi | ∪i
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Yi] ≤ Pr[∩iXi | Y1], and it immediately follows that in this case

Pr[∩iXi | (∪iYi) ∩ (∪iZi)] ≤ Pr[∩iXi | Y1 ∩ Z1] ≤ pn−1.

The cases where X1 is positively correlated with Z1, but not with Y1 are entirely symmetric.

In our final two cases Pr[X1 | Y1] ≥ Pr[X1] and Pr[X1 | Z1] ≥ Pr[X1]. First, let

Pr[X1 | Y1 ∩ Z1] ≥ max(Pr[X1 | Y1],Pr[X1 | Z1]). In this case, conditioning on Y1 or Z1

individually increases the likelihood of X1, and conditioning on both is better than either

individually. Here we argue that

Pr[∩iXi | (∪iYi) ∩ (∪iZi)] = Pr

[
∩iXi |

(∑
i

Yi ≥ 1

)
∩

(∑
i

Zi ≥ 1

)]

≤ Pr

[
∩iXi |

∑
i

(Yi ∩ Zi) ≥ 2

]

≤ Pr[∩iXi | Y1 ∩ Z1 ∩ Y2 ∩ Z2]

≤ pn−2.

The first inequality follows from our case parameters since conditioning on Yi∩Zi is stronger

than conditioning on either individually and conditioning on the sum being at least two is

stronger than conditioning on each individually being at least one. The second inequality

follows from twice applying the argument of Lemma 5.3.18.

Finally, let Pr[X1 | Y1 ∩ Z1] ≤ max(Pr[X1 | Y1],Pr[X1 | Z1]). Without loss of generality,

let Pr[X1 | Y1] ≥ Pr[X1 | Z1]. In this case, conditioning on Y1 or Z1 individually increases

the likelihood of X1, but conditioning on both is worse than just conditioning on Y1. Here

we argue that

Pr[∩iXi | (∪iYi) ∩ (∪iZi)] ≤ Pr[∩iXi | Y1 ∩ Y2] ≤ pn−2,

following the logic of the previous case, except now conditioning on Y1 is stronger than
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Y1 ∩ Z1.

5.3.3 Poisson Branching Processes

In this section we analyze E[Vv,j | Kv,j−1] in the model of the idealized Poisson branching

process. We build off the work of [Gei99] on Galton-Watson trees, of which Poisson branching

processes are a special case. Let pk = (cq)ke−cq/k! be the probability that a node has k child

edges. Let Zn be the number of descendant vertices (recalling that each child edge connects

to q − 1 child vertices) the root has n levels below it. Let Sn be the event that the root

has n levels of saturated child edges below it. Here S1 means that the root has at least one

child edge. S2 mean the root has at least one saturated child edge. S3 means the root has

at least one child edge saturated by by saturated child edges, etc. Let Rn+1 be the index of

the leftmost child edge of the root whose vertices all have n levels of saturated child edges

below them. The following fact is immediate from the independence of the vertices.

Fact 5.3.20. For n ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ k <∞,

Pr[Rn+1 = j, Z1 = k | Sn+1] =
pk(1− Pr[Sn]q−1)j−1 Pr[Sn]q−1

Pr[Sn+1]
.

Let An+1 be the event that the root has at least two child edges, each of whose vertices

have n levels of saturation. Let R′n+1 be the index of the second child edge (counting from

the left) whose vertices have n levels of saturation.

Fact 5.3.21. For n ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ j < m ≤ k <∞,

Pr[Rn+1 = j, R′n+1 = m,Z1 = k | An+1] =
pk(1− Pr[Sn]q−1)m−2 Pr[Sn]2q−2

Pr[An+1]
.
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Using these facts, we can bound our desired quantity since

E[number of vertices within radius j of v | Kv,j−1] = E

[
j∑
i=0

Zi | Aj

]
.

Lemma 5.3.22. For n ≥ 0, c < 1/(q(q − 1)), q ≥ 3, and q = O(1),

E

[
n+1∑
i=0

Zi | An+1

]
= O((q − 1)n).

Proof. The expected number of descendants up to m levels below an unconditioned vertex

is

E

[
m∑
i=0

Zi

]
=

m∑
i=0

(cq(q − 1))i.

We now use Fact 5.3.20 to bound this quantity conditioned on Sn.

E

[
n+1∑
i=0

Zi | Sn+1

]

≤ 1 +
∞∑
k=1

pk

k∑
j=1

(1− Pr[Sn]q−1)j−1 Pr[Sn]q−1

Pr[Sn+1]
(q − 1)

(
(k − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi

]
+ E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi | Sn

])

= (q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi | Sn

]
+ 1 + (q − 1)

∞∑
k=1

pk

k∑
j=1

(1− Pr[Sn]q−1)j−1 Pr[Sn]q−1

Pr[Sn+1]
(k − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi

]

= (q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi | Sn

]
+ 1 + (q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi

]
∞∑
k=1

(k − 1)pk

k∑
j=1

(1− Pr[Sn]q−1)j−1 Pr[Sn]q−1

Pr[Sn+1]

= (q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi | Sn

]
+ 1 + (q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi

]
∞∑
k=1

(k − 1)pk

k∑
j=1

Pr[Rn+1 = j | Sn+1, Z1 = k]

≤ (q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi | Sn

]
+ 1 + (q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi

]
∞∑
k=1

k(k − 1)pk

= (q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi | Sn

]
+ 1 + (q − 1)(cq)2

n∑
i=0

(cq(q − 1))i.

The first inequality uses the fact that conditioning the expected number of descendants of a
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child edge conditioned on not all of its vertices having n levels of saturation is at most the

expected number of descendants of an unconditioned child edge.

We now solve this recurrence, using the fact that E[Z0 | S0] = 1,

E

[
n+1∑
i=0

Zi | Sn+1

]
≤

n+1∑
j=1

(q − 1)n+1−j

(
1 + (q − 1)(cq)2

j∑
i=0

(cq(q − 1))i

)
+ 1

=
cq − 1 + (cq(q − 1))n+4 + (q − 1)n+1 (1− cq − c3q3(q − 1)2(q − 2)− (q − 1)2(cq)n+4)

(q − 2)(cq − 1)(cq(q − 1)− 1)

= O((q − 1)n),

where the final equality uses our bounds on c and q.
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Now we can use Fact 5.3.21 to bound the expectation conditioned on An.

E

[
n+1∑
i=0

Zi | An+1

]

≤ 1 +
∞∑
k=2

pk

k−1∑
j=1

k∑
m=j+1

(1− Pr[Sn]q−1)m−2 Pr[Sn]2q−2

Pr[An+1]
(q − 1)

·

(
(k − 2)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi

]
+ 2E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi | Sn

])

= 2(q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi | Sn

]
+ 1

+ (q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi

]
∞∑
k=2

(k − 2)pk

k−1∑
j=1

k∑
m=j+1

(1− Pr[Sn]q−1)m−2 Pr[Sn]2q−2

Pr[An+1]

= 2(q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi | Sn

]
+ 1

+ (q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi

]
∞∑
k=2

(k − 2)pk

k−1∑
j=1

k∑
m=j+1

Pr[Rn+1 = j, R′n+1 = m | Sn+1, Z1 = k]

≤ 2(q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi | Sn

]
+ 1 + (q − 1)E

[
n∑
i=0

Zi

]
∞∑
k=2

(k − 2)(k − 1)k

2
pk

= 2(q − 1) ·O((q − 1)n) + 1 + (q − 1)(cq)3/2
n∑
i=0

(cq(q − 1))i

= O((q − 1)n).

Once again, the first inequality uses the fact that conditioning the expected number of

descendants of a child edge conditioned on not all of its vertices having n levels of saturation

is at most the expected number of descendants of an unconditioned child edge.
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5.4 Gap Guarantee

Definition 5.4.1 (Gap Guarantee model). The Gap Guarantee model of robust set recon-

ciliation is defined for a metric space (U, f) and two distance parameters 0 < r1 < r2 as

follows. Alice and Bob have sets of points SA, SB ⊂ U respectively. |SA| ≤ n and |SB| ≤ n.

There exist subsets CA ⊂ SA and CB ⊂ SB such that |CA| ≥ n− k, |CB| ≥ n− k,

∀a ∈ CA,min
b∈SB

f(a, b) ≤ r1,

and

∀b ∈ CB, min
a∈SA

f(a, b) ≤ r1.

The goal of the model is to minimize communication while allowing Bob to compute a set

S ′B = SB ∪ TA where TA ⊂ SA such that

∀a ∈ SA, ∃b ∈ S ′B s.t. f(a, b) ≤ r2.

Going forward, we refer to a ∈ SA and b ∈ SB as close if f(a, b) ≤ r1 and far if

f(a, b) ≥ r2. We also describe CA and CB as Alice and Bob’s close points, and TA as Alice’s

far points.

5.4.1 Generic Protocol

Our scheme hinges upon the application of a good locality sensitive hash function for our

data. Let H be an LSH family for our metric space with parameters (r1, r2, p1, p2). We

assume that p2 ≥ 1/2. The scheme operates as follows.

Each party constructs a key for each of their elements. A key is a vector of h = Θ(log n)

hashes. Each of these hashes is O(log n) bits and is the evaluation of a pairwise independent
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hash function on a tuple of m = logp2(1/2) LSH values. The point of the keys is that two far

points have very different keys, and two close points have keys that match in all or almost

all of their entries.

More concretely, we start by sampling hm functions from H. To construct an element

x’s key, we evaluate all of these hm functions on it. We partition these evaluations into h

batches of m. We apply a pairwise independent hash function to each batch, and then our

key is the vector of these hashes. We then interpret each key as a set of (hash, vector index)

pairs. Bob and Alice then engage in a multisets of sets reconciliation protocol so that Alice

recovers the multiset of Bob’s keys.

Alice then compares their keys. If one of his keys differs in sufficiently many of its entries

from every one of Bob’s keys (the exact number depends on the parameters of the LSH, and

appears in the proof), then she transmits every one of his elements that matches that key

to Bob. This protocol gives us the following bounds.

Theorem 5.4.2. Given a locality sensitive hash function with ρ ≤ 1− ε for some constant

ε > 0, there exists a protocol for the Gap Guarantee model using 4 rounds of

O

(
(k + ρn) log2 n

(
log n

log(k + ρn) + log log n
+ log log n

)
+ k log |U |

)

bits of communication and O(tn log n/ log(1/p2) + (k+ ρn)2 log3 n) time, where t is the time

to evaluate the LSH. This protocol succeeds with probability at least 1− 1/n.

The first three rounds of the protocol come from Theorem 2.3.7, the multi-round protocol

for reconciling sets of sets, and the final round is Alice’s transmission of elements.

Proof. We chose m so that the probability that two far elements match on one of their

hashes is at most 1/2. By a Chernoff bound, the probability that two far elements have keys
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matching in more than h(1/2 + ε/6) entries is at most

e−O(h) = 1/poly(n)

so with high probability, no pair of far keys match in more than h(1/2 + ε/6) entries.

Now consider a close pair of elements. The expected number matches in their keys is at

least

h · pm1 = h · plogp2 (1/2)

1 = h(1/2)ρ ≥ h(1/2)1−ε ≥ h(1/2)− log2(1/2+ε/3) = h(1/2 + ε/3),

where the final inequality follows from a Taylor expansion of − log2(1/2 + ε/3).

By a Chernoff bound, the probability that a close pair matches in less than h(1/2 + ε/6)

LSHs is at most

e−O(h) = 1/poly(n),

so with high probability, no pair of close keys matches in less than h(1/2 + ε/6) entries.

The total number of differences between the multisets of sets, excluding the far points,

is at most

nh(1− pm1 ) = nh(1− (1/2)ρ) = Θ(nhρ) = Θ(ρn log n)

in expectation. By a Chernoff bound, the total number is no more than (1 + c) times this

with probability at most e−O(cρn logn). If ρ > 1/n, then this is at most 1/poly(n) for c = 1.

If ρ ≤ 1/n, then this is at most 1/poly(n) for c = 1/(ρn). Therefore, with high probability

the total number of differences between the multisets of sets, including the far points, is at

most

O(max(ρn log n, log n) + k log n) = O((k + ρn) log n).

Now we reconcile the LSH vectors via Theorem 2.3.7. Here the total number of child set
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elements n′ = n log n, the set of sets differences d′ = k log n + ρn log n, s = n, log u = log n,

h = log n, and δ = 1/n. We get communication

O

(⌈
log n

log d′

⌉
d′ log n+ log(d′n)d′ log log n

)
= O

(
(k + ρn) log2 n

(
log n

log(k + ρn) + log log n
+ log log n

))
,

and time

O(log(d′n)(n+ d′2) + d′2 + min(d′ log n, n log n
√
d′, n log n log2 log n))

= O(n log n+ (k + ρn)2 log3 n).

Now we have already argued that, with high probability, every far key is successfully

identified, and no close key is misidentified as a far key. Note that we must have at most

k elements corresponding to those identified far keys. The far keys may not be unique,

but if a pair of elements corresponds to the same far key, then by our analysis both of the

elements must not be close elements so by transmitting all of them, we only use O(k log |U |)

communication.

The time to construct the keys is O(thmn) = O(tn log n/ log(1/p2)). All that remains is

to determine which keys of Alice’s keys differ in at least h(1/2 + ε/6) entries from every one

of Bob’s keys. There are at most k log n + ρn log n keys that differ between Bob and Alice,

so it takes O((k + ρn)2 log3 n) to compare all of the differing keys.

Intuitively, the locality sensitive hashing here buys us two things. First, if ρ is sufficiently

small then it allows us to cancel sufficiently many of the close elements without canceling

the far elements so that we only need o(n) communication. Second, even when ρ is large, it

serves as a form of dimensionality reduction, allowing us to only transmit O(poly log n) bits

per close element, and only transmit the full O(log |U |) bits for the k far elements. While
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the latter could be accomplished by traditional dimensionality reduction techniques for `2

distance [JL84], there are some metrics, such as `1 distance for which no sufficiently strong

general dimensionality reduction scheme exists [ACNN11].

Suppose we are working in ({0, 1}n, fH), the space of n-bit vectors under the Hamming

metric. (Note that for this example we are choosing the dimension of the space to be equal

to the number of points in it). Via the standard bit sampling LSH for Hamming distance

used in Lemma 5.2.3, we see that Theorem 5.4.2 yields the optimal O(kn) communication

so long as r2/r1 = Ω(log2 n log log n).

Corollary 5.4.3. There exists a protocol for the Gap Guarantee model on ({0, 1}n, fH) for

r2/r1 = Ω(log2 n log log n) using 4 rounds of O (kn) bits of communication and O(n2 log n/r2+

k2 log3 n) time. This protocol succeeds with probability at least 1− 1/n.

If we are working in ([∆]d, `1) with only a constant gap r2/r1, the grid LSH of Lemma 5.2.4

or the p-stable LSH of Lemma 5.2.5 give us the following result.

Corollary 5.4.4. There exists a protocol for the Gap Guarantee model on ([∆]d, `1) for

r2/r1 ≥ 2 using 4 rounds of O
(
n log2 n log log n+ kd log ∆

)
bits of communication and

O(dn log n+ n2 log3 n) time. This protocol succeeds with probability at least 1− 1/n.

Note that even with r2/r1 = O(1), for large d we still improve significantly over the naive

solution (direct transmission) using Θ(nd log ∆) communication.

5.4.2 Low Dimensional Protocol

While the algorithm in Section 5.4.1 works with any provided LSH, we can do slightly better

in low dimensional `p metric spaces by using a special class of LSHs. Specifically, we can

construct an LSH with the property that p2 = 0.

The following is an LSH scheme with this kind of one-sided error that we can use for an

([∆]d, `p) metric space. Construct a randomly shifted grid of width r2/d
1/p. A point’s hash
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value is the grid cell it falls into. Since the maximum distance apart two points falling in

the same grid cell can be is exactly r2, p2 = 0 as desired. Now we bound p1.

Let x1, . . . , xd be the absolute values of the differences between two points in each dimen-

sion. Since we are looking at p1, we want the total distance to be r1 so (
∑d

i=1 x
p
i )

1/p = r1.

In order for the two points to round to the different grid point, they must have at least one

dimension that rounds to a different value. By a union bound, the probability of this is at

most

d∑
i=1

xi · d1/p

r2

≤ d1+1/p

r2

(
d∑
i=1

xpi
d

)1/p

(Jensen’s inequality)

=
d

r2

(
d∑
i=1

xpi

)1/p

=
r1d

r2

.

Thus p1 ≥ 1− r1d
r2

.

We use the same basic protocol as before, except now this one sided LSH allows us to use

m = 1, since we don’t need any replication to reduce the probability of far points colliding.

Furthermore we now only have to choose h large enough that each close pair matches in at

least one hash, which we achieve with h = Θ
(

log n/ log
(
r2
r1d

))
. This gives us the following

bound.

Theorem 5.4.5. There exists a protocol for the Gap Guarantee model on ([∆]d, `p) using 4

rounds of

O

(⌈
k + ρ̂n

log(1/ρ̂)

⌉
log2 n ·

(
log n

log
⌈

k+ρ̂n
log(1/ρ̂)

⌉
+ log log n

+ log log n

)
+ k log |U |

)

bits of communication and

O

(
dn

⌈
log n

log(1/ρ̂)

⌉
+ n log n+

⌈
k + ρ̂n

log(1/ρ̂)

⌉2

log3 n

)
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time, where ρ̂ = r1d/r2. This protocol succeeds with probability at least 1− 1/n.

Proof. The protocol is the same as in Theorem 5.4.2, except now m = 1, h = Θ(dlog n/ log(1/ρ̂)e)

and we determine one of Alice’s points to be close if any of its hashes match with any of

Bob’s. The analysis follows very similarly to Theorem 5.4.2.

Consider a close pair of elements. The probability that none of their hashes match is at

most

(1− p1)h = ρΘ(dlogn/ log(1/ρ̂)e) = 1/poly(n),

so with high probability each pair of close elements has at least one match in their keys. The

expected number of differences in their keys is at most h(1− p1) = hρ̂.

The total number of differences between the multisets of sets, excluding the far points,

is O(ρ̂ndlog n/ log(1/ρ̂)e) in expectation. By a Chernoff bound, the total number is no more

than (1 + c) times this with probability at most e−O(cρ̂ndlogn/ log(1/ρ̂)e). If ρ̂/ log(1/ρ̂) > 1/n,

then this is at most 1/poly(n) for c = 1. If ρ̂/ log(1/ρ̂) ≤ 1/n, then this is at most 1/poly(n)

for c = log(1/ρ̂)/(ρ̂n). Therefore, with high probability the total number of differences

between the multisets of sets, including the far points, is at most

O(max(ρ̂ndlog n/ log(1/ρ̂)e), log n) + kdlog n/ log(1/ρ̂)e) = O(d(k + ρ̂n)/ log(1/ρ̂)e log n).

Now we reconcile the LSH vectors via Theorem 2.3.7. Here the number of child set

elements is n′ = ndlog n/ log(1/ρ̂)e, the difference between the sets of sets is d′ = d(k +

ρ̂n)/ log(1/ρ̂)e log n, s = n, log u = log n, h = dlog n/ log(1/ρ̂)e, and δ = 1/n. We get
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communication

O

(⌈
log n

log d′

⌉
d′ log n+ log(d′n)d′ log log n

)

= O

⌈ k + ρ̂n

log(1/ρ̂)

⌉
log2 n

 log n

log
⌈

k+ρ̂n
log(1/ρ̂)

⌉
+ log log n

+ log log n

 ,

and time

O

(
log(d′n)(n+ d′2) + d′2 + min

(
d′
⌈

log n

log(1/ρ̂)

⌉
, n log n

√
d′, n log n log2

⌈
log n

log(1/ρ̂)

⌉))
= O

(
n log n+

⌈
k + ρ̂n

log(1/ρ̂)

⌉2

log3 n

)
.

Now we have already argued that, every far key is successfully identified, and with high

probability, no close key is misidentified as a far key. Note that we must have at most k

elements corresponding to those identified far keys. The far keys may not be unique, but

if a pair of elements corresponds to the same far key, then by our analysis both of the

elements must not be close elements so by transmitting all of them, we only use O(k log |U |)

communication.

The time to construct the keys is O(dhn) = O(dndlog n/ log(1/ρ̂)e). All that remains is

to determine which keys of Alice’s keys differ in all of their entries from every one of Bob’s

keys. There are at most d(k + ρ̂n)/ log(1/ρ̂)e log n keys that differ between Bob and Alice,

so it takes O(d(k + ρ̂n)/ log(1/ρ̂)e2 log3 n) to compare all of the differing keys.

For constant dimensional `p metrics with p ∈ [1, 2), this improves over Theorem 5.4.2 by

roughly a factor of log(r2/r1) in communication.
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5.4.3 Lower Bound for One Round Protocols

Our protocols for the Gap Guarantee model use four rounds of communication. One might

hope to find a protocol using only a single round, as we have for the Earth Mover’s Distance

model. Our protocols could be reduced to two rounds with only a small weakening of the

bounds by using Theorem 2.3.5 to reconcile the sets of sets instead of Theorem 2.3.7, but

it is not obvious how to further reduce them to one round. In this section we demonstrate

that we cannot hope to achieve a one round protocol with competitive bounds, at least for

fH , the Hamming metric.

Theorem 5.4.6. There exists no one round protocol for the Gap Guarantee on ({0, 1}d, fH),

d = Ω(log n + r2), r1 = 1, and k = 1, using O(n) bits of communication that succeeds with

probability at least 2/3.

Proof. We reduce from the index problem, in which Alice has an n-bit string x ∈ {0, 1}n,

Bob has an integer i ∈ [n], and Alice wishes to send a message to Bob so that he can recover

xi. The randomized communication complexity of the index problem is known to be Ω(n)

[KNR99]. We reduce the index problem to the relevant form of the Gap Guarantee as follows.

In advance, the two parties agree on a set of n+1 (d−1)-bit strings c1, . . . , cn+1 ∈ {0, 1}d−1

such that for all i 6= j ∈ [n + 1], fH(ci, cj) ≥ r2. This is achievable for our setting of

d = Ω(log n+ r2) by a variety of error-correcting codes, such as Reed-Muller codes [VL12].

Alice constructs his set of n points as

SA = {c1||x1, . . . , cn||xn},

where || is the concatenation operator. In other words, she takes the first n agreed upon

codewords and appends his corresponding bit to each one. Bob’s point set is

SB = {c1||0, . . . , ci−1||0, ci+1||0, . . . , cn+1||0}.
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he takes the set of codewords except for the ith one, and appends a 0 to each one.

Now, Alice sends Bob a message so that he recovers S ′B according to the Gap Guarantee

definition. S ′B must contain ci||xi, and it can not have any other points within r2 of that, so

Bob simply finds the only new point that is at least r2 from all of her original points, and

reports its final bit as the solution to the index problem.

Theorem 5.4.2 would use O(dn/r2e log3 n/ log log n + r2) bits of communication in this

regime, which surpasses this lower bound when r2 = ω(log3 n/ log log n) and r2 = o(n).

5.5 Conclusion

Robust set reconciliation, while a very natural communication problem with several dis-

tributed system applications, has received very little study, especially compared to the stan-

dard set reconciliation problem. We have provided new results for the EMD model utilizing

IBLTs, where we analyzed error propagation during decoding; this analysis may prove useful

for other problems. We have also considered a new variation, based on guaranteeing a small

gap for all data points.

There remains room to improve on our various results, both in terms of communication

and computation, and in both the lower and upper bounds. This work and [CKY+14] utilize

IBLTs, in conjunction with various locality sensitive hashing methods, and there may be

room to improve this type of combination. However, there may also remain better building

block data structures available for this problem.
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